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Abstract

Atmospheric Refractive Index Measurement-! (ARIM-1) is a sounding rocket payload 

designed to collect information regarding atmospheric turbulence. ARIM-1 is designed to 

make high-resolution (4 samples per centimeter) differential temperature measurements 

of the atmosphere to determine the structure of atmospheric turbulence and hence it’s 

refractive index. The rocket’s flight computer schedules and manages data acquisition 

from various payload sub-systems and transmits this acquired data to the ground station. 

The goal of this work is to develop a custom design-for this flight computer using Very 

High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL). This thesis 

presents simulation and hardware requirements for the flight computer generated from 

a professional Computer Aided Design package used for VHDL design implementation. 

This thesis proposes a new architecture for the flight computer that can be implemented 

with Programmable Logic Devices using VHDL.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Mission of ARIM-1

In 1991, the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) introduced the Alaska Student Rocket 

Program (ASRP). This program was developed under the Alaska Space Grant Program with a mis

sion to train students and to encourage scientific research. One of ASRP’s goals is to design and fabri

cate complete sounding rocket payloads that can support a variety of science missions. The payloads 

developed by the students of ASRP are tested at Poker Flat Research Range (PFRR). This research 

range is owned and operated by UAF in collaboration with/the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration.

ARIM-1 is a sounding rocket payload designed by the students of ASRP. The mission of this 

payload is to measure the properties of atmospheric turbulence in the stratosphere and upper tropo

sphere. The data collected by ARIM-1 shall also be used for development of a Polar Stratospheric 

Telescope, at PFRR. In addition to this primary objective, ARIM-1 is designed to make measure

ments of high-speed rocket acceleration. This data will be used in future payload designs.

Atmospheric turbulence can be determined by measuring the atmospheric temperature differ

ence over a known distance and then using that data to calculate the spatial variation of the at

mospheric refractive index. In the case of ARIM-1, the temperature difference will be measured 

using thermosondes, which are differential temperature probes, placed a fixed distance (1 m) apart. 

Thermosonde data will be gathered from an altitude of 25 km to the ground.

In the spring of 1995, ASRP developed a conceptual design for ARIM-1 [1]. This design provided 

preliminary specifications of the different systems and sub-systems of the payload. A block diagram 

of the different payload systems is shown in Figure 1. The science instrumentation system consists 

of two thermosonde probes and an accelerometer sensor. The engineering instrumentation system 

consists of sensors that measure various physical parameters of the payload itself. Analog signals 

from different sensors are converted to digital signals by the analog-to-digitai converter (ADC) sub

system. The flight computer schedules data acquisition from the ADC sub-system and receives
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Figure 1: Block Diagram of ARIM-1 Payload

data from the Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver. It also receives signals from the Flight 

Status Switches sub-system, which provides information regarding the status of the rocket flight. 

This sub-system consists of a set of switches that are actuated, one at a time, during the rocket’s 

flight to record different events during the flight. The data acquired by the flight computer is sent 

to the telemetry system as a serial stream of digital data. The telemetry system then transmits 

the digital data to the ground station. The power system provides electrical power to the various 

payload systems. The Electro-Explosive Device (EED) board triggers rocket motor separation and 

parachute deployment. The EED board detects the appropriate altitude of the rocket and triggers 

detonation of a pyrotechnic device, which in turn initiates separation of the rocket motor from the 

payload.
The predicted flight profile of ARJM-T using Viper V rocket motor is shown in Figure 2. The 

flight commences at the launch pad, by switching ON the payload power system. This operation 

is achieved by a means of an umbilical system, which consists of external circuitry connected to a 

corresponding connector on the payload by means of an umbilical cable. This circuitry not only 

switches the payload power system but also provides a mechanism to charge the batteries of the 

power system while the payload is on the launch pad. Upon launch, the umbilical cable disconnects 

from the payload connector and actuates the lanyard switch. Actuation of this switch indicates a
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Figure 2: Flight profile for ARIM-1 using a Viper-V rocket motor

successful lift-off. Shortly after lift-off the rocket motor burns out and the rocket coasts to apogee. 

At apogee, the EED board triggers motor separation from the payload. This motor separation is 

detected by actuation of the motor separation status switch. The payload starts its descent and 

deploys the drogue parachute. The parachute deployment status switch detects this event and stops 

the acquisition of accelerometer data. The accelerometer data is acquired by the flight computer from 

the commencement of flight till parachute deployment. Ten seconds later, the payload skin separates 

and the main parachute is deployed. On descending to 25 km elevation, two side booms are deployed. 

The thermosonde probes are mounted on these two side booms. Two status switches, skin separation 

status switch and boom deployed status switch, detect both of these events. Boom deployment marks 

the commencement of thermosonde data acquisition that continues till touch down. The engineering 

and GPS data is acquired throughout the 103 minute duration of the mission.

1.2 Scope of the Thesis

Previous flight computers developed by ASRP used the Motorola M68HC11 micro-controller. 

This microcontroller was used due to its extensive use in the UAF Electrical Engineering curriculum.
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The HC-11 micro-controller has 8-bit buses operating at a nominal speed of 2 MHz. These two factors 

were limitations in the case of ARIM-1, where the digital signals require 13-bit resolution and data 

rates from the various payload sub-systems range from 10 kHz to 1 Hz. The conceptual design for 

ARIM-1 proposed the use of a single board computer based on 80386SX microprocessor. The board 

contained a Central Processing Unit, core logic, two serial ports, twenty-four parallel input-output 

lines, a parallel port, three timers and a watchdog timer. The details of this proposal are presented 

in ARIM-1 Implementation Plan [1].

A specific goal of ASRP is to develop standard sub-systems for sounding rocket payloads. These 

standard sub-systems are to ensure easy fabrication and reduced design lead times. However, this 

standard design package methodology needs to accommodate science missions that vary for each 

rocket payload. This leads to a design criteria for the flight computer that has to be standard 

yet flexible enough for future science missions. This requirement is the rationale for design and 

development of this flight computer using Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description 

Language (VHDL). VHDL is a hardware description language that can be used to model a digital 

system at different levels of abstraction, ranging from a simple logic gate to a complex digital 

electronic system [2]. This VHDL design solution offers not only flexible data bus sizes and system 

speed but also is flexible to changes in payload sub-systems. It also addresses the issue of ever 

evolving technology, as this design is not driven to obsolescence by the faster future devices. The 

VHDL code developed for this design can be used for synthesis and fitting to future devices.

This thesis presents a hierarchical design of the flight computer, VHDL description of this 

design, gate-level simulation and resource allocation generated from a professional CAD package 

(MaxPlusIRD, V 8.3, from Altera Corporation, San Jose, California). The choice of this appli- 

cation package is based upon prior experience with other versions of MaxPlusII® used in UAF

Electrical Engineering curriculum. This thesis also explores implementation methodology for the 

flight computer using Programmable Logic Devices (PLD) from Altera (MAX 7000S and FLEX 10K). 

Hardware implementation of the flight computer is proposed as a separate ASRP project.
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2 Systems Design

2.1 ARIM-1 Flight Computer Sub-system

The primary functions of the A RIM- 1 flight computer are data acquisition and data transmission. 

The data acquisition function consists of scheduling and acquisition of data from various on-board 

instrumentation systems, the status switches and the GPS receiver. The data transmission function 

consists of providing the payload telemetry system with a serial stream of digital data. As a part of 

the data transmission function, the flight computer stores the data in memory before scheduling the 

transmission. In order to perform these tasks, the flight computer communicates with the following 

payload sub-systems, which are provided as separate boards of the payload.

i) Flight Status Switches Sub-system

ii) Global Positioning System Receiver

iii) Analog-to-Digital Converter Sub-system

iv) Payload Telemetry System

This chapter presents a detailed description of each of these payload sub-systems, their interface 

specification for the flight computer and the different modules of the flight computer.

2.2 Flight Status Switches Sub-system

During the flight of ARIM-1 a series of sequential events occur, each of which mark a different 

stage of the rocket’s flight. A record of these events is required for flight performance analysis. The 

Flight Status Switches sub-system consists of a set of external switches that indicate the occurrence 

of these events. The different events that occur during the flight of ARIM-1 axe :

|
ii)

Lanyard switch actuation 

EED actuation
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iii) Motor separation

iv)(, Recovery System deployment

v) Skin separation

vi) Boom deployment

In order to record these events the computer must detect the event. Each of these events actuates 

a dedicated status switch that is initially connected to ground potential and transits to a positive 

potential on actuation. Thus the flight computer generates a status word that uses positive logic to 

record each of the switch actuation.

A schematic block diagram of the flight computer’s interface with the Flight Status Switches 

sub-system is shown in Figure 3. The diagram shows implementation of the status switches as

Figure 3: Flight Status Interface

asynchronous inputs to a register of the flight computer. This register is the Status Word Register. 

It consists of eight status switch signals, which together constitute the status byte. Each bit of this 

status byte is dedicated to indicate the status of each of the eight switches. The switch status of an 

unactuated switch is indicated by "0"-bit and upon actuation is indicated by "l"-bit. The Status 

Byte begins at "0000000" and ends at "11111111", when all switches have been actuated. As only 

six events occur during the flight of ARIM-1, two of the above switches remain unused.
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2.3 Global Positioning System Receiver

The GPS Receiver provides information regarding position of ARIM-1 during its flight. The 

GPS Receiver selected for ARIM-1 mission is a Rockwell GPS Receiver - "Jupiter", Model TU30- 

D140-141/151. Detailed specifications of this receiver are available in catalogs published by Rockwell 

Semiconductor Systems [3,4].

After proper start-up, the GPS Receiver tracks the visible GPS satellites and generates a 

predetermined set of message packets containing different types of navigational information. These 

message packets are then transmitted to the ARIM-1 flight computer in an asynchronous serial 

mode. The GPS Receiver has an on-board ROM (Read Only Memory) to store various operational 

parameters like the message packet ID, their frequency and the format of asynchronous data trans

mission. Details of the different GPS message packets transmitted to the flight computer are provided 

in Table I.

Table I: GPS Data Summary
Message ID Message Content Rate Length Bytes Remarks

S-1000 Geodetic Position Status Output 1 Hz 55 words 110
S-1003 Visible Satellites 1 Hz 51 words 102 Note 1
S-1102 Measurement Time Mark 1 Hz 253 words 505

Note: 1. Default rate is 2 Hz but the GPS Receiver will be initialized to set it at 1 Hz.

The GPS Receiver communicates with the flight computer over its primary serial communication 

port. The message format selected for this communication link is the Rockwell Binary Message 

format. This message format requires the host microprocessor’s, in this case the AIRM-1 flight 

computer's, serial port communication settings to be - asynchronous, 9600 bps, no parity, 8 data 

bits, 1 stop bit. This communication interface consists of three pins - Host Serial Data Output, Host 

Serial Data Input and Ground pins on the GPS Receiver. As only a simplex communication link is 

required for ARIM-1, only the Host Serial Data Output and Ground pins are used to estabhsh this

communication link.
As the GPS data stream is transmitted over a single serial line there are no synchronisation signals 

for the flight computer to use in capturing the GPS data stream. After completing a transmission,
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the GPS Receiver holds the Host Serial Data Output pin (RxD) high, until the beginning of the 

next transmission. When RxD is continuously held high (logic level " 1") for a 20-bit time period an 

end of GPS transmission is detected. This end of GPS transmission is used to perform two functions 

for the flight computer. The first function is performed when the flight computer starts up. The 

flight computer has a high probability of starting up in the middle of a GPS transmission. This first 

GPS transmission has to be ignored. The computer waits until an end of this GPS transmission is 

detected to begin receiving the first complete GPS transmission. The second function is is performed 

throughout the remainder of the mission. The end of GPS transmission is used as a start signal to 

prepare the acquired GPS data for transmission and get ready to acquire the next GPS transmission.

A block diagram of the GPS interface of ARIM-1 flight computer is shown in Figure 4. It

Figure 4: GPS Interface for ARIM-1 Flight Computer

primarily consists of the GPS Synchronizer and the Asynchronous Byte Receiver. The start up of 

the flight computer is followed by start up of the GPS Synchronizer. The synchronizer monitors the 

Host Serial Data Output line till it detects the end of the first GPS transmission. It then starts 

the Byte Receiver, which is an asynchronous receiver that picks up the serial data bits transmitted 

by the GPS Receiver at the specified data rate. As soon as the Byte Receiver receives a complete 

data byte, it transfers the data byte for storage in memory and triggers the Synchronizer to check 

for end of transmission. The Synchronizer then monitors the Host Serial Data Output pin for the 

subsequent 20-bit time period to check for a valid end of GPS transmission (EOT) and generates 

an output signal to indicate a GPS EOT has occurred. Operation of these two components of 

the GPS interface is controlled by a clock signal that is generated by the GPS Baud Clock. The
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frequency and characteristics of this baud clock signal is chosen to match the specified data rate of 

the communication link.

2.4 Analog-to-Digital Converter Sub-system

The Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) sub-system consists of a set of analog-to-digital converter 

IC (integrated circuit) chips that convert analog signals to digital signals. These IC chips accept 

analog signals as inputs, from the different science and engineering sensors, and convert them to 

digital signals. The ADC IC selected for-this sub-system is a National Semiconductor, ADC12138 

[5]. The ADC sub-system’s interface to the ARIM-1 flight computer is determined by the ADC IC 

chips, the characteristics of the science and engineering data streams, and the ADC sub-system’s 

board layout. Some relevant details of these elements are discussed in the subsequent sections before 

presenting a design for this interface.

2.4.1 AD C  12138 IC

The ADC 12138 IC accepts eight analog inputs and generates an equivalent digital output for 

any one of the eight channels. The ADC selects a channel, based on the command word received 

from an external microprocessor. It generates and stores the digital output of the selected channel 

in a data output register and transmits the data back to the external microprocessor on the next 

communication cycle. Communication between the ADC and the external microprocessor is in 

synchronous serial mode. This serial communication is synchronous to a serial clock signal (SCLK) 

provided by the external microprocessor. All channel acquisitions, conversions and other functions 

performed by the ADC are based on another external clock called the control clock (CCLK). This 

control clock is not provided by the microprocessor. Maximum frequency specified for the SCLK 

and CCLK is 5 MHz. In order to obtain accurate conversions, the ADC IC requires calibration and 

zero setting. These settings and some additional features (e.g., number of output data bits 12-17, 

number of control clock cycles required for channel acquisitions) are selected by the user . The 

process of changing these settings is called Mode Programming and is performed by transmitting
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appropriate command words to the ADC|C. In case of ARIM-1, the output data has 13 bits with 

channel acquisition time set at 18 CCLK cycles. Each of these processes requires a finite interval of 

time between the transmission of the command word to the ADC IC and its execution by the ADC 

IC. The various maximum time intervals associated with this IC are :

i) Auto-calibration - 4944 CCLK cycles

ii) Auto-zero setting - 76 CCLK cycles

iii) Channel Acquisition time change - 19 CCLK cycles

iv) Conversion time - 44 CCLK cycles'

2.4.2 Science and Engineering Data Streams

The science data for ARIM-1 consists of the longitudinal high-speed accelerometer data and 

the thermosonde data. The data related to these two distinct data sets is acquired during two 

different stages of the rocket flight. The longitudinal high-speed accelerometer data is acquired on 

the rocket’s upward flight, from launch until parachute deployment. Analysis of this data provides 

important information regarding the vibrations experienced by the rocket payload during the launch 

and until motor burnout. The specified sampling frequency for this data is 10 kHz. Acquisition of 

the thermosonde data is the primary science mission for ARIM-1. There are two thermosonde probes 

on-board ARIM-1. Data from both these probes is acquired on the rocket’s downward flight, after 

deployment of the side booms till touch down. The required sampling frequency for each probe is 

5 kHz. The engineering data for ARIM-1 provides information regarding the operation condition of 

the payload during the rocket’s flight. Data from these sensors is acquired through out the rocket’s 

flight at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz per sensor. Table II and Table HI provide detailed lists of 

all the engineering and science data signals for ARIM-1.

2.4.3 A D C  Sub-system for ARIM -1

The block diagram of the ADC sub-system for ARIM-1 is shown in Figure 5. The ADC sub-



Table II: Engineering Sensors for ARIM-1
S.No. Sensor Sample Rate (Hz)

1 Nose Temperature 100
2 Skin Temperature 100
3 Radial Low Speed (LS) Acceleration 100
4 Tangential LS Acceleration 100
5 Longitudinal LS Acceleration 100
6 Sensitive Longitudinal Acceleration 100

m m Sensitive - X Acceleration 100
8 Sensitive - Y Acceleration 100
9 Skin Temperature 100
10 Skin Tempertature 100
11 Battery Voltage 1 100
12 Battery Voltage 2 100
13 Battery Voltage 3 100
14 Internal Pressure

ooi—i

m Humidity 100

S.No. Sensor Sample Rate (Hz)

1 Thermosonde Probe -1 5,000
2 Thermosonde Probe - 2 5,000

3 Longitudinal High Speed Acceleration 10,000
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5. ENG_X - Engineering sensor X (X=1..15)

6. SDO-X - Serial Data Output X (X=1..4)

Figure 5: ARIM-1 ADC Sub-system
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system consists of four ADC IC chips, of which two each are dedicated to science and engineering 

sensors. These four IC chips are always selected for communication with the flight computer. The 

flight computer selects the appropriate Serial Output Data line of the IC chip from which it wants 

to acquire the data. This figure also shows how the science and engineering sensors are connected 

to the inputs of the ADC IC chips.

The flight computer communicates with the ADC IC chips twice to acquire a data sample. In the 

first communication cycle, the flight computer provides the command word for the channel under 

consideration. It then waits for completion of the data conversion process by the ADC IC chips. 

In the second communication cycle the flight computer receives the acquired data sample. This 

two-communication cycle data acquisition process has been selected due to the use of multiple ADC 

IC chips and to achieve design simplicity.

2.4.4 A D C  Interface for the Flight Computer

While the ADC IC chips for the science and engineering data have the same general characteris

tics, their operation are different. The duration of the sampling intervals are different; engineering 

data is acquired throughout the flight while the accelerometer data is acquired on the upleg and the 

thermosonde data on the downleg of the mission. The sampling frequencies also differ by a factor 

of seven (Table II and Table III) where the engineering data has a low data rate and the science 

data has a high data rate. These factors indicate the requirement of two distinct ADC interfaces for 

the flight computer. Figure 6 presents a block diagram for these two ADC interfaces. Both these 

interfaces require similar Synchronous Receiver Transmitter and multiplexer modules but different 

Command Modules.
The Synchronous Receiver Transmitter (SRT) and the multiplexer modules are directly interfaced 

with the ADC sub-system. The SRT transmits the SCLK and Serial Data Input signal (digital 

equivalent of the command word) to the ADC IC chips and picks up the acquired data from the 

Receive line. The multiplexer selects the Serial Data Output line of the appropriate ADC IC chip. 

In order to acquire data from a channel, the SRT module transmits a command word twice and picks
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start_2 stop atan_3

ENGINEERING DATA STREAM

Figure 6: ADC Interface for ARIM-1 Flight Computer

up the acquired data on its second transmission. As soon as the data is received, it is transferred 

for storage in memory.

The command module performs various tasks to facilitate proper data acquisition from the ADC 

chips, namely :

It stores the different command words required for mode programming and channel 

acquisition.

It provides the appropriate command word and a sample signal to the SRT to commu

nicate with the ADC sub-system.

It generates the sampling sequence in which the channels from the two ADC chips are 

selected for data acquisition.

i)

ii)

iii)

iv) It generates the chip select signal to operate the multiplexer for data acquisition.

v) It generates a signal to indicate the end of a sampling round so that the acquired data

can be made ready for transmission.
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These tasks axe performed by both the science and engineering data command modules but follow 

different start and stop sequences in order to address the different data acquisition duration of the 

two data Streams.

The science data command module requires three start signals and one stop signal. The first 

start signal starts the mode programming process. The second start signal starts the sampling of 

the accelerometer data. The stop signal indicates parachute deployment and stops the sampling 

of accelerometer data. The third start signal starts the sampling of thermosonde data, on boom 

deployment. Each of the channels on both the ADC chips is sampled at 5 kHz throughout the 

flight. The combined frequency of the accelerometer channels achieves the required data frequency 

of 10 kHz. The science data sample clock has a frequency of 10 kHz. The engineering data command 

module requires only two start signals. The first signal starts the mode programming process and 

the second starts the sampling of the engineering data. The engineering data sample clock has a 

frequency of 1500 Hz.

2.5 Payload Telemetry System

The payload telemetry system of the rocket transmits the acquired data to the ground station 

while the rocket is in flight. This system consists of a Radio Frequency (RF) transmitter and a 

transmitting antenna. The RF transmitter for ARIM-1 has been developed as a separate ASRP 

project. The and specifications of this S-band transmitter for ARJM-1 have been presented

by Bruss [6].

2.6 Data Transmission and Memory Management

2.6.1 Data Packets

The flight computer acquires three different types of data (be. GPS, science and engineering) 

at different instants of time. In order to maintain uniformity in the sampling of each data stream 

and perform an accurate data analysis, the three data types are kept segregated as different streams 

during the entire acquisition process. The flight computer generates the packets for each data stream,
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stores them in memory and then transmits these packets from memory to the payload telemetry 

system as a serial digital data stream. ASRP has developed a general packet format for the data 

packets transmitted by its rocket payload. Figure 7 shows this general packet format. Each packet

Idle ASCII T  

5 Bytes

Packet Header 

1 Byte, ASCT character

Data Block 

n-Bytes

Packet Number 

2 -Bytes

Checksum (Modulo-2) 

1-Byte

Figure ? : Typical ASRP Packet Format

starts with idles and consists of a packet header, data, packet number and a checksum. Idles consist of 

five bytes of ASCII character "I". The packet header is a different ASCII character for each different 

type of packet. The packet number is a 16-bit binary number for each packet. The checksum is an 

8-bit modulo-two sum of each byte of a packet, including the header and the packet number. The 

data packet size is about 1 KB. The data transmission from the rocket payload to the ground station 

is over an asynchronous serial link so any lack of synchronization at the ground station receiver results 

in a loss of the transmitted packet. Modulo-two checksum does not provide any error correction 

capability so any error introduced during communication also results in a packet loss. This is the 

design rationale in keeping the data packet size to about 1 KB as any packet loss would result in a

loss of limited number of data samples.

The different types of data packets have different sizes as the data block in each packet type has a 

different specification. The GPS packets contain only a single transmission from the GPS Receiver. 

One science sample sequence contains one sample of accelerometer or thermosonde data from each 

of the two ADC IC chips. The science data packet contains several sequences (250) of science data.
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One engineering sample sequence contains one sample each from the fifteen engineering channels 

distributed over the two ADC IC chips. The engineering data packet contains several sequences 

(33) of engineering data and the flight status byte. A summary of the data packets for ARIM-1 is 

presented in Table IV.

Table IV: Data Packet Summary for ARIM-1
Data Type Packet Header Sample Sequence Samples Data Bytes Total Bytes

GPS ASCII "P" 
B"0101 0000"

1 - 718 727

Engineering ASCII "N" 
B"0100_1110"

33 495 990 1,000

Flight Status 1 1 1
Science a s c i i "S"

B"0101_0011"
250 500 1,000 1,009

| Total Bytes=Samples 4- Overhead Bytes (9 j

The sample sequence is calculated as,

n ^psize  I
sps x byps

where, nss=  integral number of sample sequence, psize— packet size; 1,000 bytes, sps= samples per 

sequence ;15 and 2 for Engineering and Science data respectively, byps- bytes per sample; 2 (16-bit) 

The packet number is a unique binary number for a packet of a particular data type. The size 

of this number and number of packets generated per second sets a limit on the uniqueness of the 

packet numbers. This means that long duration missions with a large packet generation rate may 

cause roll-over of these packet numbers. The maximum possible mission times for ARIM-1, without 

packet number roll-over, is presented in Table V.

2.6.2 Dual-Port SRAM

The flight computer acquires large volumes of data at a very high rate. In order to reduce the 

size of the flight computer an external memory module has been chosen for data storage. This 

memory module consists of standard low power Dual-Port SRAM (Static Random Access Memory).



Table V: Maximum Mission Times
Data Type DA Rate Packet Rate Mission Time Mission Time Mission Time

r (Units) (Bytes/s) (Packets/s) M (minutes) (hours)
GPS 718 1 65,536 1,092 18

Engineering 3,000 3 21,845 364 6
Science 20,000 20 3,276 54 -

| DA Rate=Data Acquistion Rate |

The use of dual-port SRAM allows simultaneous read and write operations to different memory 

locations of the same SRAM chip. Each data stream has a dedicated SRAM chip, with both ports 

always selected. One port is exclusively used to write the acquired data while the other port is 

exclusively used to read the previously acquired data for transmission. In order to avoid read-write 

conflict, each SRAM is mapped into two distinct but identical sections; one section to write the 

newly acquired data and the other section to read the previously acquired data. As the data packet 

sizes axe approximately 1 KB each, the SRAM for each data stream is designed as 2 KB. The SRAM 

considered for the ARIM-1 flight computer is CY7C132/CY7C136, 2Kx8 Dual-Port Static RAM 

from Cypress Semiconductor Corporation [7].

2.6.3 Data Storage and Packet Generation

A block diagram of the data storage and packet generation modules for each data stream is 

shown in Figure 8. The packet generator receives data words from the data receiver (i.e. SRT or

Figure 8: Typical Packet Generator and Memory Configuration 

Byte Receiver) and writes it to the SRAM. As soon as a sampling round over or a GPS EOT signal
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is received, the packet generator completes the packet by writing the overhead bytes, packet number 

and checksum, to the SRAM. It also generates a signal, ram ready, to indicate that the data in the 

selected SRAM section is ready for transmission. The packet generator then selects the next SRAM 

section and writes the overhead bytes, idles and packet header, for the next packet. This design is 

based on the assumption that the data stored in a section of the SRAM has been transmitted by 

the telemetry system before the section is selected by the packet generator to write new data. This 

assumption requires that the data transmission rate pf the telemetry system is at least 25% higher 

than the total data acquisition rate for all data streams. In case of ARIM-1, the data transmission 

rate has been assumed to be 300 kbps, asynchronous, no parity, 8 data bits and 1 stop bit. Table VI 

presents the calculation of the estimated data transmission rate.

Data Type Packet Size Packet Rate Data Rate Data Rate Transmission Rate
(Bytes) (Packets/s) (Bytes/s) (kbps) (kbps)

GPS 727 1 727 '5.816 7.27
Engineering 1,000 3 3,000 24.000 30.00

Science 1,009 20 20,180 161.440 201.80
Total 191.256 239.07

Safety Margin (+25%) 298.84
Transmission Rate=Data Rate +. Overhead Bit Rate (25% of

2.6.4 Telemetry Section of the flight computer

The data stored in the SRAM is sent to the payload telemetry system by the flight computer’s 

telemetry section. This communication link is an asynchronous serial link. A block diagram for 

the flight computer telemetry section is shown in Figure 9. It consists of a Request Generator that 

detects the request from the appropriate packet generator when an SRAM section is ready for the 

telemetry system and passes the request to the Byte Reader. The Byte Reader then services this 

request by selecting the appropriate address and data buses to connect to the SRAM. As the Byte 

Reader has to access three different SRAM chips, it uses a decoder to select the appropriate address 

bus and a multiplexer to select the appropriate data bus. The byte reader supplies the address to
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Figure 9: Payload telemetry interface for ARIM-1 Flight Computer

the selected SRAM and picks up data byte from the data bus. The data byte read from the SRAM 

is transferred to the Byte Transmitter. The Byte Transmitter transmits the data byte one bit at a 

time, as a serial data stream. This Byte Transmitter has a buffer that holds the next data byte for 

transmission.

2.7 ARIM-1 Flight Computer

The different modules of the flight computer have been discussed in the above sections. A 

consolidated block diagram of the flight computer and the SRAM module is shown in Figure 10. 

The Flight computer has been divided into four main processors that operate asynchronously. While 

the four processors are asynchronous they generate all output signals based on a common clock called 

the system clock. This clock is not shown in the diagram.

Three of the processors acquire data and store it in SRAM. The GPS Data Acquisition Processor 

consists of the GPS interface module and a GPS packet generator. It receives the GPS data and 

writes it to the SRAM dedicated to the GPS data stream. The Science Data Acquisition Processor 

acquires the science data based on the science data sample clock and writes it to the SRAM dedicated 

for the s™n.p data. The Engineering Data Acquisition Processor is similar to the science processor 

but acquires engineering data based on the engineering sample clock. It also has an additional
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feature to acquire the flight status data. This data is acquired from the status word register that is 

built into the engineering packet generator. The Telemetry Data Processor of the flight computer 

receives transmission requests from the different processors and acquires the SRAM sections that 

are ready for transmission. It then transmits all the acquired data and waits for the next request. 

The SRAM module shown in the diagram is external to the flight computer and is connected to all 

the four processors.
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3 Science Data Acquisition Processor

3.1 Design Overview and VHDL Implementation

The Flight Computer for ARIM-1 consists of four distinct processors; three data acquisition pro

cessors and one telemetry processor. The flight computer and each of its processors have been im

plemented using a hierarchical design. The processors have been simulated using Altera MAX7000S 

and FLEX10K families as target devices. The choice of these device families is based upon their 

extensive use in the UAF Electrical Engineering curriculum and their availability on UP 1 Educa

tional Board from Altera Corporation. In this chapter we present the VHDL implementation of the 

Science Data Acquisition Processor. The other processors are presented in each of the subsequent 

chapters. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with basic VHDL syntax and upper level courses 

in Digital Systems Design, equivalent to EE 442 and EE 443 of the UAF Electrical Engineering 

curriculum.

The hierarchical design implementation of the ARIM-1 flight computer |§jshown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Hierarchical Design Overview
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Implementation of a processor is in fact, implementation of a set of modules M-l through M-n, 

that comprise that processor. In order to achieve design flexibility and easy design control, the 

different modules have been implemented as a combination of separate components C-l through C- 

n. As an example, the different modules of the Science Data Acquisition Processor and the different 

components of the SRT module of this processor are shown in Figure 11. This processor consists 

of four modules, which are Synchronous Receiver Transmitter (SRT) Module, Science Command 

Module, Science Packet Generator Module and a Multiplexer. The SRT module in turn consists of 

four components, which are the SRT Transmitter, SRT Receiver, SRT SCLK Generator and SRT 

BCLK Generator.

The different components of the design are VHDL descriptions of combinational logic circuits or 

sequential state machines. The sequential machines are either simple or linked state machines which 

are synchronized to a common system clock (sysclk) and operate only when a reset signal (rst_a 

or rst_b) enables them. A typical implementation of a state machine consists of its State Machine 

(SM) Chart and a brief description of its operation. The different components are connected together 

using a VHDL structural model to develop a module, just as subroutines are used in conventional 

programming languages [8]. A typical implementation of a module consists of a register-level design 

and simulation of the module. These modules are connected again using a structural model to 

implement the processors, which in turn are finally connected using structural model to complete 

the flight computer.
VHDL implementation of a processor has been restricted to the module level design for purpose 

of clarity. As a part of detail engineering, the component level design has been presented in the 

appendices. An overview of component level design and VHDL code hierarchy is presented in 

Appendix A.

3.2 Science Data Acquisition Processor

The function of the Science Data Acquisition Processor is to sample science data from the ADC 

sub-system, store the acquired data in the designated dual port SRAM and generate a science data
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packet. This processor acquires 250 sample sequences (500 samples) at a sampling rate of 10 kHz. 

It consists of four modules, which are SRT Module, Science Command Module, Science Packet 

Generator Module and a Multiplexer. The design hierarchy of this processor with its modules and 

their components is shown in Figure 12.

SCIENCE 
DATA ACQUISITION 

PROCESSOR

Synchronous 
Receiver Transmitter 

(SRT) Module

SRT
Transmitter

SRT
Receiver

SRT SCLK 
Generator

SRTBCLK
Generator

Command Module
Packet Generator 

Module

Figure 12: Design heirarchy of Science Data Acquisition Processor

3.3 Synchronous Receiver Transmitter Module

3.3.1 Functional Description of SRT Module

The SRT module interfaces directly with the ADC sub-system. Its function is to transmit a 

command word and a synchronous serial clock signal, SCLK, to the ADC IC chips and pick up the 

acquired data from the receive line. In order to acquire data from an ADC channel, the SRT module 

needs to transmit a command word twice and pick up the acquired data on second transmission. 

The ADC IC chip receives the command word at the rising edge of the SCLK and simultaneously 

transmits the acquired data at the falling edge of the SCLK. However, the first data bit is generated 

immediately after completion of conversion and remains available until the first SCLK pulse. The
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data transmitted by the ADC IC chip during the first transmission is from the previous conversion 

and needs to be ignored. The second transmission of the command word has to be delayed by a time 

interval equivalent to the channel acquisition and conversion time (70 CCLK cycles, control clock 

with same frequency as the serial clock, SCLK). In order to receive the acquired data correctly, the 

SRT module needs to transmit 13 SCLK cycles, as the selected format of the acquired data is 12 

bits with sign, LSB (Least Significant Bit) first. Failure to maintain the correct number of SCLK 

cycles will result in lack of synchronization and acquisition of erroneous data.

3.3.2 Implementation of SRT Module

A register-level diagram of the SRT module with~ij;s four components is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Synchronous Receiver Transmitter (SRT) Module

The SRT Transmitter, Receiver and SRT SCLK Generator are the three main components of this 

module that are driven by signals generated by the fourth component, the SRT BCLK Generator. 

On receiving the sample signal (sample), the BCLK Generator starts dividing the main system clock 

(sysdk) by a factor of eight, using a 3-bit binary counter, to generate the Bdk and BdkX2 signals 

respectively. The signal sample also starts the SRT Transmitter that loads the available command
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word from the Transmit Bus (TBUS) into Transmit Data Register (TDR) and starts the SRT SCLK 

Generator. The SRT Transmitter then loads the contents of TDR into the Transmit Shift Register 

(TSR) and shifts out the contents of this register one bit at a time. This shift operation is synchronous 

to the falling edge of Bclk. Simultaneously, the SRT SCLK Generator divides BclkX2 by a factor 

of two, by using a 2-bit binary counter, to generate the SCLK signal (sclk). This operation is also 

performed at the falling edge of BclkX2, so that the data bits from the SRT Transmitter are centered 

on the rising edge of sclk. After transmitting the command word and the sclk, the SRT Transmitter 

and the SRT SCLK Generator enter a hold state, where they do not generate any signals but wait 

for the ADC IC chips to complete the data conversion. These two components calculate the hold 

time duration by counting the appropriate number of Bclk and BclkX2 pulses. This method of hold 

time calculation maintains synchronization between these two components. At the end of the hold 

time duration, the SRT module begins the second communication cycle. Again the SRT Transmitter 

transmits the command word. This time the SCLK Generator starts the SRT Receiver by asserting 

signal start receiver (stt_ rex) before transmitting the sclk. The SRT Receiver acquires the data 

sample by picking up the data bit on the receive, line (RxD) and shifting the Receive Shift Register 

(RSR). This operation is performed at the rising edge of Bclk so that the data is picked up at the 

center of the bit duration. On receiving the 13 data bits, the Receive Data Register (RDR) is loaded 

and the signal RDRF is generated to indicate that RDR is full. The signal RDRF also stops the 

SRT BCLK Generator. The start and stop operation of the SRT BCLK Generator is essential as 

it eliminates skew between the transmitted command word and sclk. The data acquisition cycle is 

completed by converting the 13-bit acquired data sample to a 16-bit data word and loading it on 

the Receive Bus (RBUS) for storage in memory.

3.3.3 Simulation of SRT Module

The SRT Module was compiled and simulated for Altera EPLD device EPM7128SLC84-7. The 

design used 108 LC (Logic Cells), 59 SE (Shareable Expanders) and consumed 84% of the device 

resources. The simulation of the SRT module is shown in Figure 14. This simulation presents
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the transmission of the data byte HA5 to the ADC sub-system and reception of data available on 

RxD. The SRT module starts with assertion rst_a and presence of sysclk (30 ns clock signal). The 

assertion of sample for 1 sysclk cycle loads the data byte HAS from TBUS into TDR (not shown). 

Transmission of HAS can be seen from presence of bit stream 'T010_0101" (binary equivalent of 

HA5, LSB first) on TxD (Serial Data Input to ADC IC chips), It may be observed that each bit on 

TxD is centered on rising edge of sclk. After transmission of the 8-bits, TxD goes to Hi-Z state while 

sclk continues until 13 clock cycles are transmitted. The transmission process is repeated after the 

specified data acquisition time interval (70 SCLK cycles). During the second communication cycle, 

data bits are picked from RxD at the rising edge of sclk. These data bits have been simulated as a 

pulse train to show that no data is acquired during the first communication cycle. After acquisition 

of 13 data bits (,,0110_1010_1010_1'1 from RxD), the data word H1556 (bit stream is received LSB 

first) is loaded on RBUS and is indicated by the presence of RDRF pulse.

3.4 Science Command Module

3.4.1 Functional Description of the Science Command Module

The Command Module performs various tasks to facilitate proper data acquisition from the ADC 

IC chips. These tasks are -

i) it stores the different command words required for mode programming and channel

acquisition.

ii) it provides the appropriate command word and a sample signal to the SRT module to

communicate with the ADC sub-system.

iii) It generates the sampling sequence in which the channels from the two ADC IC chips

are selected for data acquisition.

iv) It generates the chip select signal that controls the multiplexer for data acquisition.
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v) It generates a signal to indicate the end of a sampling round so that the acquired data

can be made ready for transmission.

Task i) and ii) are identical for both the science and the engineering data acquisition processors while 

tasks iii), iv) and v) are different for the two processors due to differences in the data acquisition 

duration, sampling rates and the number of sensors for the two data streams. Thus, two distinct 

components have been designed and implemented to perform these set of tasks. The first compo

nent, Command Word Interface, performs tasks i) and ii) and is identical for both the science and 

engineering modules. This component stores the different command words and provides them to the 

SRT module with a sample signal, upon receiving an appropriate input. The second component, 

the Sample Sequence Generator, performs tasks iii), iv) and v) for both command modules. These 

generators have the same general function for both the data streams but have different structures 

to meet the different ADC addressing requirements and sample rates.

The Science Command Module requires three start signals and one stop signal. The first start 

signal starts the mode programming process. The second start signal starts the sampling of ac

celerometer data. The stop signal indicates parachute deployment and stops the sampling of ac

celerometer data. The third start signal received from the boom deployment status switch starts 

the sampling of thermosonde data. Each ADC IC chip is sampled at 5 kHz throughout the mis

sion, yielding an effective sample rate^of'10 kHz. Accordingly, the science data sample clock has a 

frequency of 10 kHz.

3.4.2 Implementation of Science Command Module

A register-level diagram for the Science Command Module is shown in Figure 15. The Command 

Word Interface primarily consists of 11 registers that store the different 8-bit command words and 

a control mechanism to load these command words on the Transmit Bus (TBUS ). Three Mode 

Programming (MP) Registers store the mode programming command words and the remaining 

eight Channel Registers store the command words for channel acquisition of the ADC IC chips. This 

component has a set of input signals, based on which, data from the appropriate register is loaded



on TBUS. Each time a command word is loaded on the TBUS, the signal sample is also generated to 

trigger the SRT module. The input signals start (EOT.^1), str_az and strict input signals load the 

auto-calibration, auto-zero and conversion time change command words respectively. These signals 

are provided one second apart so as to allow enough execution time for these commands in the ADC 

IC chips. On receiving signal mp_ovr , this component generates the output signal samp_mode, 

which indicates the end of the mode programming sequence. This signal samp_mode is also utilized 

as an enable signal for the Data Packet Generator modules in both the data acquisition processors. 

This causes the packet generators to start after the SRT modules and ensures rejection of the 

spurious data words received from the ADC IC chips during mode programming. The 8-bit channel 

select signal (ch) loads the channel acquisition command words on TBUS. This signal is generated 

by the second component of the command module, the Sample Sequence Generator. The different 

command words applicable to the ADC IC used fijr ARIM-1 axe listed in Table VII.

The Sample Sequence Generator generates three different signals required for proper operation of 

the entire data acquisition processor. These signals axe the channel select (ch), ADC IC chip select 

(cs_adc) and sample round over (sr_ovr)/T he signal ch, provides the channel sequence for the 

ADC IC chips. On receiving signal s t a r t j  (EOT_5), it starts generating the sampling sequence for 

acquisition of accelerometer data. This sampling sequence alternately acquires data from Channel-0 

of the two ADC IC chips at the rising edge of the science data sample clock (samp_clk). The signal
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ADC Process Command Word Hexadecimal Format
Auto-calibration 0001_0000 10
Auto-zero setting oooooo

90
Conversion Time Change oooo

71
Channel-0 0010_0001 21
Channel-1 0010_0011 23
Channel-2 0010_1001 29
Channel-3 0010_1011 2B
Channel-4 0010 0101 25
Channel-5 0010_0111 27
Channel-6 0010_1101 2D
Channel-7

ooo

2F

cs adc controls the multiplexer that chooses between the Serial Data Output lines of the two ADC 

IC chips. This signal is generated from the LSB of a 2-bit binary counter (cs_ctr) by incrementing 

it. This signal is not generated immediately after a channel has been selected for data acquisition. 

This delay is due to the fact that the SRT Module does not receive the acquired data until the end 

of the second communication cycle with the ADC IC chip. This data acquisition time is calculated 

by the hold counter (hold_ctr), which is an integer counter and is incremented at the rising edge 

of the Delay clock (Delk). The signal Dclk is an external input signal to the command module and 

has the same frequency as Bclk in SRT module. After acquiring the desired number of data samples 

required to complete a data packet, the signal sr_ovr is generated, which provides an indication 

to the Data Packet Generator module to complete a packet. The number of samples acquired is 

tracked by the sample r o u n d  counter (sr_ctr), which is an integer counter. The accelerometer data 

acquisition comes to an end with the actuation of the Motor Separation (M OS) flight status switch, 

which is tied to the stop signal of the Command Module. The switch actuation is an asynchronous 

event with respect to the system clock of the processor and can occur in the midst of a data packet 

being generated. If data acquisition is immediately stopped then a non-uniform science data packet 

will be generated. In order to avoid this, the accelerometer data is acquired even after receiving the 

stop signal, until the data packet is complete. After completion of the this last accelerometer data 

packet, the signal stop_l is generated, which provides an indication that the processor is ready for
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the second start signal (start_2). This signal start_2 (BD) is received from actuation of the Boom 

Deployment flight status switch, which starts the acquisition of thermosonde data. This sampling 

sequence alternately acquires data from Channel-1 of the two ADC IC chips at the rising edge of 

samp_clk. The operation of the sample sequence generator is exactly the same as in case of the 

accelerometer data acquisition.

3.4.3 Simulation of Science Command Module

The Science Command Module was compiled and simulated for Altera EPLD device 

EPM7128SLC84-7. The design used 54 LC, 12 SE and consumed 42% of the device resources. 

This module has been designed to acquire 500 data samples, over 250 sample sequences, for each 

data packet. For illustration purposes a scaled-down model of the module has been simulated, where 

a data packet consists of four data samples taken over two sample sequences. The values of four 

samples per packet and two Dclk pulses instead of 500 samples per packet and 106 Dclk pulses respec

tively have been used in this simulation. Also for the purposes of simulation, the Dclk period which 

is eight times the sysclk period has been reduced to two times the sysclk period. This simulation 

shown in Figure 16. The command module starts with assertion of rst_a and presence of sysclk 

(30 ns clock signal). EO T _ l starts the mode programming process by loading the auto-calibration 

command word (H10) on TBUS and asserting the signal sample for one sysclk cycle. The subsequent 

inputs str_az and str_ct complete the mode programming process by loading H90 and H71 on the 

TBUS. The input mp_ovr generates the signal rst_b, which transits to logic level "1" and indicates 

the completion of mode programming process. The signal EOT_5 starts the sampling of accelerom

eter data. Command word for acquisition Channel-0 (H21) is loaded on TBUS at the rising edge of 

samp_clk and the output signal cs_adc toggles with every sample with a delay introduced by two 

Dclk pulses. After four data samples, sr_ovr pulse is generated and indicates the completion of first 

data packet. The signal MOS is asserted during the sampling of the second packet but the sampling 

continues until all the four data samples required to complete the packet have been acquired. The 

completion of this data packet is followed by generation of signal stop_l that goes to logic level
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" 1 ” . The module now waits for the start signal to begin the sampling of thermosonde data. This is 

indicated by absence of the sample pulse at the rising edge of samp_jdk. The input signal BD, starts 

the sampling of thermosonde data. The data sampling is identical to the first sampling phase with 

exception of the command word, which now is H23 for Channel-1.

3.5 Science Packet Generator Module

3.5.1 Functional Description of Science Packet Generator Module

The function of a packet generator module is to store the acquired data in memory (SRAM) and 

generate data packets with appropriate overhead bytes. The packet generator module receives data 

words from the data receiver (SRT module or GPS byte receiver) and writes it to the SRAM. It 

completes a data packet by writing the overhead bytes, packet number and checksum, as soon as 

the sampling round over or end of GPS transmission is received. After completing a data packet 

it generates the ram ready signal to indicate that the data in the selected SRAM section is ready 

for transmission. The packet generator module then selects the next SRAM section and writes the 

overhead bytes, idles and packet header, for the next packet. These functions are performed by 

all (science, engineering and GPS) packet generators but with a minor difference in the number of 

data bytes stored in packets. Thus, the packet generation process consists of two functions. The 

first is to generate the appropriate data packet format specific to the type of data and the second 

is to write the acquired data to SRAM after generating the checksum. These two functions axe 

performed by implementing two distinct state machines, the Packet Format Generator and the Data 

Write. This distinction also provides design flexibility in the packet generators, as any change in 

SRAM specifications can be incorporated by making required changes only to the Data Write state

machine.
The Packet Format Generator generates a data packet format in four phases. Three of these 

phases are data storage (writing) and a final phase of packet completion. The first phase is to write 

five idles (ASCII "I") followed by the packet header byte (ASCII "S"). The second phase is to write 

the acquired data samples (two bytes per sample) when indicated by signal RDRF (SRT module).
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The third phase is to write the packet number and checksum, which are two bytes and one byte 

long respectively. This phase is executed after receiving the sampling over signal from the Science 

Command Module. The fourth and final phase consists of setting the appropriate ram ready signal 

to indicate the section of SRAM ready for data transmission, to change SRAM sections and start a 

next data packet.

3.5,2 Implementation of Science Packet Generator

This module consists of two distinct state machines that are linked (i.e. "linked state machines"). 

One state machine triggers the other state machine and vice-versa but both share a common process 

for generation of output signals (synchronous to the system clock). The basic mechanism of operation 

for these two linked state machines is that the Packet Format Generator provides a data byte to 

Data Write and triggers it by providing a start write signal. As Data Write is active, the Packet 

Format Generator goes into a hold state where it waits for the write over signal (from Data Write). 

This signal indicates the completion of the write cycle to SRAM and triggers the Packet Format 

Generator to start again and complete its remaining phases.

The register-level diagram of the Science Packet Generator is shown in Figure 17. The Packet
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Format Generator consists of a set of six data registers and a control mechanism to perform data 

transfer to and from these registers. These 8-bit registers store the data bytes for the three write 

phases. The registers Rl and RPH store the data bytes for idles and the packet header respectively. 

The registers PACH & PACL and RXBH & RXBL pair together to form the Packet Number Counter 

(PACN) and the Receive Data Buffer (RXB) respectively. The control section of this machine ex

changes signals (str_wr and wr_ovr) with the control section Data Write. Data Write controls a set 

of three registers that facilitate the transfer of data bytes to the SRAM. Two of these registers are 

the Transfer Buffer (TBUF) and the Accumulator (ACC) that store the data byte (to be written to 

SRAM) and the checksum data respectively. During a typical write operation TBUF is loaded with 

a data byte from any one of the six data registers of the Packet Format Generator. The checksum is 

generated by performing XOR operation between the contents of TBUF and ACC. This is followed 

by the SRAM write cycle. The SRAM address data is loaded on the address bus (AD_SP) from the 

10-bit Memory Counter (MEMC). This is followed by the write pulse, generated by assertion (neg

ative logic) of the write signal We_b. After a specified time (Write enable to output Hi-Z, SRAM 

specification), the data from TBUF is loaded on the data bus (DB_SP). The status of AD_SP, We_b 

and DB_SP is maintained for the specified SRAM write pulse duration. After this duration, We_b 

is deasserted but the current status of AD_SP and DB_SP is maintained to meet the address and 

data hold time requirements of the SRAM. The SRAM selected for ARIM-1 has 55 ns write pulse 

and 0 ns set-up and hold times. It can store 2 KB data and has been partitioned to two sections of 

1 KB each. These 1024 memory locations are identified by the lower order 10 bits of SRAM address 

bus and are tied to MEMC. The MSB (Most Significant Bit) of the SRAM address bus identifies the 

two identical sections of the SRAM and is controlled by the Packet Format Generator signal ram 

section select (rsel). The ram ready signal (r_rdy) is a 2-bit signal that indicates the SRAM section 

ready for data transmission. The two counters, Ctrl and wctr, axe used to track the write phases for 

the packet overhead bytes and control the timing of SRAM signals (AD_SP, We_b and DB_SP) 

for a SRAM write cycle, respectively. The flexibility of changing the SRAM timing is achieved by 

merely changing the values of counter w_ctr.
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3.5.3 Simulation of Science Packet Generator Module

The Science Packet Generator was compiled and simulated for Altera EPLD device 

EPM7160SLC84-7, as the design is too large to fit into EPM7128SLC84-7. The design used 112 LC, 

99 SE and consumed 70% of the device resources. The science data packet contains 1009 data bytes, 

hence for illustration purposes, a scaled down model with two data samples per packet has been 

simulated. This simulation is shown in Figure 18. The packet generator module starts with assertion 

of rst_b (received from command module) and presence of sysclk (30 ns clock signal). The packet 

generation starts with the writing of packet overhead bytes. Idle or ASCII "I" (H49). is written five 

times by five assertions of We_b, followed by the packet header ASCII "S" (H53) which is written 

once by assertion of We_b. The SRAM write cycle can be seen from the presence of address lo

cations (H000 through H005) on AD_SP. We_b is asserted after each change in value of AD_SP. 

This is followed by storage of data samples HA5D5 and HA9B9, written one byte at a time. These 

data samples are picked up from input data bus DB_I on assertion of RDRF. The input signal EOT 

triggers packet completion, with packet number (H0001) and checksum (H7B) being written to the 

SRAM. The checksum is the cumulative XOR of all the bytes written to the SRAM in a packet. 

The generation of this checksum can be seen as changing contents of ACC (shown as a buried node). 

The other buried nodes RXB, TBUF, MEMC and PACN show the contents of these registers during 

the generation of the packet. The completion of a packet can be observed from the r__rdy0 pulse 

which also indicates that the data in SRAM is ready for transmission. This is followed by assertion 

of rsel and the start of the next packet, which can be seen as a series of write pulses and presence of 

appropriate data bytes on DB_SP.

3.6 Multiplexer

The function of the Multiplexer module is to select one of the two Serial Data Output (SDO) 

lines from the ADC IC chips from which data has to be acquired. This 2-input, 1-bit multiplexer 

has the two SDO lines connected to its inputs and the output is connected to the receive line (RxD) 

of the SRT module Any one of the input lines ;|s connected to the output line, based upon the
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status of the 1-bit select signal. If the select signal has a logic level "0" then the first input line is 

selected, whereas if the status is logic level ”1" then the second line is selected. The chip select signal 

(cs_adc) from the command module provides this select signal. The function and implementation 

of this module exactly the same in case of both the Science and Engineering Data Processor.

3.6.1 Implementation of Multiplexer

The 2-input, 1-bit Multiplexer has been described using combinational logic. The logic diagram 

of this multiplexer is shown in Figure 19. The output Z_OUT follows the appropriate input wave-
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Figure 19: Logic Diagram of 2-Input,gBit Multiplexer

form (Y _0 or Y _ l) , based upon the logic level of sel. It may be observed that an extra minterm 

(Y_0 AND Y _ l)  has been included in the combinational logic , so as to avoid any static-1 hazards 

when both inputs Y _0 and Y_1 are at logic level 1-1" and the select signal (sel)changes. If this 

min-term is not included, then the compilation of this design generates a warning regarding this 

static-1 hazard.

3.6.2 Simulation of Multiplexer

The Multiplexer was compiled and simulated for Altera EPLD device EPM7128SLC84-7. The 

design used 1 LC, 0 SE and consumed less than 1% of the device resources. The simulation of the 

Multiplexer module is shown in Figure 20. It may be observed that Y_1 has been kept at logic level 

t»l»t while y  0 has been provided a pulse train. The output Z_OUT follows Y_0 when sel is "0" 

and Y 1 when sel is "1". The output waveform is however, delayed by 7.5 ns (propagation delay),
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3.7 Integrated Science Data Acquisition Processor

3.7.1 Hardware Resources for Science Data Acquisition Processor

The Science Data Acquisition Processor is a combination of the SRT Module, Science Command 

Module, Science Packet Generator and the Multiplexer modules. The system level diagram of this 

processor with its input and output signals is shown in Figure 21. This processor was compiled and

Figure 21: Science Data Acquisition Processor

simulated for FLEX10K device EPF10K20RC240-4, as it is too large to fit into a single MAX7000S 

chip. The design utilized 476 LE (Logic Elements) and consumed 41% of the total device resources.

3.7.2 Simulation Specifications of Science Data Acquisition Processor

The simulation of the Science Data Acquisition Processor used several input signals to test the 

different features of the device. These signals have been listed in Table VIII. The processor starts 

up with assertion of rst_a and presence of sysclk. It then waits for the four mode-programming 

signals E0T_1, str__az, str_ct and mp_ovr to complete the mode programming of the ADC IC 

chips. The Dclk provides the clock to perform all the hold time calculations for the processor and 

smp_clk provides the science data sample clock respectively. The signal E0T_5 starts the sampling 

of accelerometer data. The data coming in from the ADC IC chips is simulated by providing RxD_l 

and RxD_2 as clocks signals . The signal MOS is provided after the start of second science packet 

to stop sampling of accelerometer data. Based on these inputs all the features of the processor were
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Table VIII: Signals for Simulation of Science Data Acquistion Processor
Signal Signal Name Input Type Specification
System Clock sysclk Clock T= 30 ns
Reset rst a Binary "I" at 30 ns
Start Auto-calibration EOT 1 Pulse W=30 ns at 75 ns
Start Auto-zero setting str az Pulse W=30 ns at 25 /zs
Start Conversion Time change str az Pulse W=30 ns at 50 /zs
Mode Programming Over mp ovr Pulse W=30 ns at 75 /zs
Delay Clock Dclk Clock T=240 ns
Sample Clock samp elk Clock T= 35 ms
Start sampling E 0 T 5 Pulse W=30 ns at 100 /zs
ADC-1,2 Data RxD 1, RxD 2 Clock T=480 ns, 960 ns
Motor Separtion MOS Binary "1” at 22.14 ms
Boom Deployment BD Pulse W=30 ns at 38.5 ms

| T=Time period, W=Pulse Width

tested in simulation. The simulation time range was 75 ms with grid size of 15 ns.

3.7.3 Simulation of the Science Data Acquisition Processor

The Science Data Acquisition Processor simulation shows the acquisition of two accelerometer 

and thermosonde data packets. The motor separation signal was provided during the generation of 

the second accelerometer data packet. The thermosonde data acquisition was started after comple

tion of the second accelerometer data packet to check the complete-stop feature of data acquisition. 

Sections of this simulation have been presented in this section to show the different features of the 

Science Data Acquisition Processor as the complete simulation is too large to present in one picture. 

These sections show i) Mode Programming, al} Start of accelerometer data acquisition,Tii) End of 

second accelerometer data packet, and iv) Start of thermosonde data acquisition. These simulation 

sections are presented in the same sequential order as they occur in the simulation.

Mode Programming - The start-up process for all the ADC IC chips which transmits 

the mode programming command words H10, H90, H71 in response to input signals 

EOT 1 str az and strict respectively. The fourth input signal mp_ovr, takes the 

processor into sampling mode. The process is shown in Figure 22. The three mode
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programming signals EOT_l, str_az and str_ct are provided 25 fis apart. Each of these 

signals is followed by transmission of command words (H10, H90, H71) to the ADC IC 

chips. These can be seen as bit streams "0000_1000", "0000^.100111 and ,T 000_ 1110" 

on TxD (binary equivalent of the command words, LSB first). It may be observed that 

the bit streams are synchronized to sclk, with each TxD bit centered on the rising edge 

of sclk. The processor is insensitive to samp_clk in the mode programming phase and 

does not acquire any spurious data from ADC IC chips. This is indicated by absence 

of any activity on SRAM signals (AD_SP, We_b and DB_SP). The processor transfers 

to sampling mode after completion of mode programming, on assertion of mp_ovr. The 

processor asserts sampling to indicate that it ready to start data acquisition. This is 

followed by writing of the six packet overhead bytes to the SRAM. Presence of data H49 

and H53 (ASCII "I" and ASCII "S") on DB_SP with generation of appropriate write 

pulses on We_b indicates the start of first accelerometer data packet.

ii) Start of accelerometer data acquisition - Input signal EOT_5, starts the accelerometer 

data acquisition. This is shown in Figure 23. The data from Channel-0 is acquired at 

the first rising edge of samp_clk after assertion of EOT_5 and at every subsequent rising 

edge of samp elk. For every acquisition the command word (H21) is transmitted twice 

and can be seen as the TxD bit stream ,T000_0100". The synchronization between sclk 

and TxD is maintained as before. The data sample is acquired from the first ADC IC chip 

(RxD 1), during the second communication cycle with the ADC IC chips. At the end 

of the second transmission of the command word the data H1555 is written to addresses 

H006 and H007. The address (H006) of the lower order byte (H55) and the data byte 

itself appear as narrow transitions due to low resolution of the presented simulation. 

Writing of the higher order byte (H15) to address location H007 is clearly visible.

iii) End of second accelerometer data packet 1 The second accelerometer data packet ends 

with acquisition of the last data sample from Channel-0 of the second ADC IC chip. This 

data acquisition and completion of the data packet is shown in Figure 24. The serial data
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from the second ADC IC chip (RxD_2) is acquired by the processor at rising edge of 

sclk. The RxD_2  bit stream at the rising edge of 13 sclk pulses is "OOll^OOl^OOl^O" 

(LSB first) and hence the acquired data sample becomes HOCCC (bit stream reversed, 

,,0_1100__1100_1100n). These two data bytes are written to the SRAM one at a time 

and can be seen as HCC and HOC on DB_SP. The appropriate memory addresses can 

also be seen on AD_SP (H3EC and H3ED respectively) accompanied with write pulses. 

This second data packet is being written to the higher section of SRAM. The second 

data packet is completed with writing of the packet number and the checksum (H0002 

and HB8 respectively) on DB_SP. The completion of the data packet is accompanied 

with the r_rdyl pulse indicating that the data in the higher section of SRAM is ready 

for transmission. This is followed by toggling of rsel from "1" to "0” , which now selects 

the lower section of SRAM to write the next data packet. This new packet begins with 

overhead bytes H49 and H53. The motor separation signal was provided at 22.14 ms, 

while the second data packet generation was in progress and can be seen as MOS at logic 

level "1". But the data acquisition continues until the data packet is completed. The 

memory address of the last byte H3F0 (1008) indicates that 1009 bytes in a science data 

packet have been stored in address locations H000 through H3F0. The processor ceases 

accelerometer data acquisition after writing the last data sample to SRAM and asserts 

stop_l to indicate completion.

iv) Start of thermosonde data acquisition - Input signal BD, starts the thermosonde data

acquisition and is shown in Figure 25. The data from Channel-1 is acquired at the first 

rising edge of samp_clk after assertion of BD and there after at every rising edge of 

samp elk. This simulation is very similar to Figure 23 but shows only one rising edge 

of sam elk. The command word for Channel-1 (H23) is transmitted twice and can be 

seen as the bit stream "1100_0100" on TxD. The synchronization between sclk and TxD 

is maintained as before. The data sample is acquired during the second communication 

cycle with the ADC IC chips. The data sample is acquired from the first ADC IC chip
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(RxD _l), during the second communication cycle with the ADC IC chips. At the end of 

the second transmission of the command word the data HOAAA is written to addresses 

H006 and H007. The address (H006) of the lower order byte (HAA) and the data byte 

itself appear as narrow transitions due to low resolution of the presented simulation. 

Writing of the higher order byte (HOA) to address location H007 is clearly visible.
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4 Engineering Data Acquisition Processor

4.1 Functional Description of Engineering Data Acquisition Processor

The function of the Engineering Data Processor is to acquire 33 sample sequences (495 samples) 

of engineering data from the ADC sub-system at a sampling rate of 1500 Hz, combine this data with 

the flight status data, store the acquired data in the designated dual-port SRAM and generate an 

engineering data packet. This processor is very similar in operation to the Science Data Acquisition 

Processor. It has four similar functional modules, which are Synchronous Receiver Transmitter 

Module, Engineering Command Module, Engineering Packet Generator Module and a Multiplexer. 

The Status Word Register, which records the flight status data, is part of the Engineering Packet 

Generator.

The design hierarchy of this processor with its modules and their components is shown in 

Figure 26. The SRT module and the Multiplexer communicate with the ADC sub-system. These
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modules axe identical to and perform the same functions as the modules of the same names in the 

Science Data Acquisition Processor (Chapter 3). The Engineering Command Module consists of the 

Command Word Interface and the Engineering Sample Sequence Generator. The Command Word 

Interface is identical to and performs the same function as the component of the same name in the 

Science Data Acquisition Processor. The Engineering Sample Sequence Generator performs similar 

function as the Science Sample Sequence Generator but has different specifications and thus a differ

ent implementation. The Engineering Packet Generator generates and stores the engineering data 

packets in the designated dual-port SRAM. The Engineering Command Module and the Engineering 

Packet Generator modules are different than those in the Science Data Acquisition Processor. This 

chapter presents the implementation and simulation of these modules and the integrated Engineering 

Data Acquisition Processor.

4.2 Engineering Command Module

4.2.1 Functional Description of Engineering Command Module

The Engineering Command Module performs two distinct tasks. At the beginning of the mission, 

the module performs mode programming operation of the ADC IC chips. During the remainder of 

the mission the modules acquires the engineering data from the ADC IC chips. The engineering 

data is acquired by sampling the 15 data channels that are distributed between two ADC IC chips. 

Each data channel is sampled at a frequency of 100 Hz throughout the mission. Accordingly, the 

engineering data sample clock has a frequency of 1500 Hz.

4.2.2 Implementation of Engineering Command Module

The register-level diagram for the Engineering Command Module is shown in Figure 27. The 

Command Word Interface provides the SRT module with the appropriate command word and the 

sample signal based upon its input signals (EOT_l, str_az, str_ct and ch). The Engineering Sample 

Sequence Generator generates three different signals for proper operation of the entire data processor. 

These signals are channel select (ch), ADC IC chip select (cs_adc) and sample round over signal
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Figure 27: Engineering Command Module

(sr ovr). The signal ch, provides the channel sequence for the ADC IC chips. On receiving the start 

signal (start), it starts generating the sampling sequence for acquisition of engineering data. The 

sampling sequence acquires data from Channel-0 through Channel-7 of the first ADC IC chip and 

then from Channel-0 through Channel-6 of the second chip. This data acquisition is synchronized to 

the rising edge of sample dock (samp_clk). The Serial Data Output (SDO) line from the first ADC 

IC chip is selected for the initial seven data samples and the SDO line of the second chip is selected 

for the subsequent six data samples. The selection of the appropriate SDO line is achieved by 

cs_adc and is generated from the L SBofa 2-bit binary counter (cs_ctr) by incrementing 

it This increment occurs twice in a sample sequence, always after acquisition of Channel-7 and after 

acquisition of Channel-6 , only when cs_adc is at logic level "1" (i.e. data is being acquired from the 

second ADC IC chip). This ensures elimination of Channel-7 of the second ADC IC chip from the 

sample sequence. Also, the signal is not generated immediately after the Channel-7 or Channel-6 

(of the first and second ADC IC chips, respectively) has been selected for data acquisition. This 

delay is due to the fact that the SRT Module does not receive the acquired data until the end of 

the s e c o n d  communication cycle with the ADC IC chip. This data acquisition time is calculated 

by the hold counter (hold_ctr), which is an integer counter and is incremented at the rising edge of
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the Delay clock (Dclk). The signal Dclk is an external input to the command module and has the 

same frequency as Bclk in SRT module. The counting process has thus been separated to a linked 

state machine in order to reduce the logic complexity introduced by feedback of signal cs_adc. 

After acquiring the desired number of data samples required for a data packet, the signal sr_ovr is 

generated and provides an indication to the Data Packet Generator module to complete a packet. 

The number of sample sequences acquired is tracked by the sample round counter (sr_ctr), which 

is an integer counter.

4.2.3 Simulation of Engineering Command Module

The Engineering Command Module was compiled atnd simulated for Altera EPLD device 

EPM7128SLC84-7. The design used 47 LC, 20 SE and consumed 36% of the device resources. 

This module has been designed to acquire 495 data samples, over 33 sample sequences, for each data 

packet. For illustration purposes a scaled-down model of the module has been simulated, where a 

data packet consists of 15 data samples taken in a single sample sequence. The values of one sample 

sequence per packet and two Dclk pulses instead of 33 sample sequence per packet and 106 Dclk pulses 

respectively have been used to generate this scaled-down simulation. Also, the Dclk period which is 

eight times the sysclk period has been reduced to two times sysclk period. This simulation is shown 

in Figure 28. The simulation shows the mode programming process, generation of one complete 

.ample sequence and an incomplete sample sequence. The command module starts with assertion 

of rst_a and presence of sysclk (30 ns clock signal). EOT_l starts the mode programming process 

by loading the autocalibration command word (H10) on TBUS and asserting the signal sample for 

one sysclk cycle. The subsequent inputs str_az and str_ct complete the mode programming process 

by loading H90 and H71 on TBUS. The command words H10 and H90 are triggered by EOT_l and 

str_az respectively and are visible as transitions on TBUS due to low resolution of the presented 

simulation, and by the presence of H71 synchronized to str_ct. The input mp_ovr generates the 

signal rst_b, which transits to logic level "1" and indicates completion of mode programming p ro  

cess. The signal EOT_5 starts the data sampling process. The command words for acquisition of
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different channels are loaded on TBUS, synchronized to the rising edge of samp_clk. According to 

the sample sequence, the command words for Channel-0 thorough Channel-7 (H21 through H2F) 

appear on TBUS to acquire data from the seven channels of the first ADC IC chip. The remaining 

six samples are acquired after the output signal cs_adc toggles from "0" to "1" to select the second 

ADC IC chip. Accordingly, command words for Channel-0 through Channel-6 (H21 through H2D) 

are loaded on TBUS. The cs_adc toggles to select the two chips based on a delay introduced by two 

Dclk pulses. After 15 data samples, the sr_ovr pulse is generated and indicates the completion of 

first data packet. It may be observed that in the second sample sequence (shown incomplete), the 

first ADC IC chip is selected again and all eight command words are again loaded on TBUS.

4.3 Engineering Packet Generator Module

4.3.1 Functional Description of Engineering Packet Generator Module

The Function of the Engineering Packet Generator module is to store the acquired data in 

memory (SRAM) and generate engineering data packets. The operation of this data packet generator 

is similar to the Science Data Packet Generator (Chapter 3) with minor differences in the state 

machine, Packet Format Generator. The engineering data packets have a distinguishing packet 

header, ASCII "N" (instead of ASCII "S") and include the Status Byte at the end of data section 

of each packet. The Status Byte is available in the 8-bit Status Word register, each bit of which is 

always connected to the appropriate status switch of the Flight Status Switches sub-system. Thus 

the functional difference between the two Packet Format Generator machines is in the third write 

phase. When the Engineering Packet Generator writes the Status Byte in addition to the packet 

number and checksum to the SRAM. The first, second and the fourth phases remain functionally 

same as in the Science Data Packet Generator, The state machine Data Write that controls the 

checksum generation and SRAM write Cycle, is identical to the machine in the Science Data Packet

Generator module.
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4.3.2 Implementation of Engineering Packet Generator Module

The register-level diagram of the Engineering Packet Generator module is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Engineering Data Packet Generator Module

This diagram is similar to the register level diagram of the Science Data Packet Generator but has 

one extra register, the Status Word register (SW_Reg). The eight bits of this register axe always 

connected to the eight flight status switches. When the data packet generator receives the signal 

EOT, it is then at the end of engineering data block. The packet generator then transfers the contents 

of SW Reg register to SRAM for storage. This is followed by storage of the overhead bytes from 

PACL, PACH and ACC registers. The names of address and data buses (AD_EP and DB_EP) to the 

SEAM are different from those in Science Data Packet Generator module for ease of identification.

4.3.3 Simulation of Engineering Packet Generator Module

The Engineering Packet Generator was compiled and simulated for Altera EPLD device 

EPM7160SLC84-7, as the design is too large to fit into EPM7128SLC84-7. The design used 117 LC. 

102 SE and consumed 73% of the device resources. The engineering data packet contains 1000 bytes,
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hence for illustration purposes a scaled-down model with three data samples has been simulated. 

This simulation is shown in Figure 30 and shows the generation of one engineering data packet. 

The packet generator module starts with assertion of rst_b (received from command module) and 

presence of sysclk (30 ns clock signal). The data packet generation starts with the writing of packet 

overhead bytes. Idles or ASCII "I" (H49) is written five times by five assertions of We_b, followed 

by the packet header ASCII "N" (H4E) which is written once by a single assertion of We_b. The 

SRAM write cycle can be seen from the presence of addresses (H000 through H005) on AD_EP. 

W e_b is asserted after each change in value on AD_EP. This is followed by storage of data samples 

H0003, H0004 and H0005, written one byte at a time. These data samples are picked up from input 

data bus DB_I on assertion of RDRF. The input signal EOT triggers packet completion. The storage 

of packet overhead bytes, packet number (H0001) and checksum (H05), is preceded by storage of the 

Status Byte. The Status Byte for this packet is HOI as the status switch ssO was asserted during the 

generation of the packet. The checksum is the cumulative XOR of all the bytes written to the SRAM 

in a packet. The generation of this checksum can be seen as changing contents of ACC (shown as 

a buried node). The other buried nodes RXB, TBUF, MEMC and PACN show the contents of these 

registers during the generation of the data packet. The completion of a packet can be observed from 

the r_rdy0 pulse, which also indicates that the data in SRAM is ready for transmission. This is 

followed by assertion of rsel and the start of the next data packet, which can be seen as a series of 

write pulses and presence of appropriate data bytes on DB_EP.

4.4 Integrated Engineering Data Acquisition Processor

4.4.1 Hardware Resources for Engineering Data Acquisition Processor

The Engineering Data Acquisition Processor is a combination of the SRT Module, Engineering 

Command Module, Engineering Packet Generator and the Multiplexer modules. The system level 

diagram of this processor, with its input and output signals is shown in Figure 31. The processor 

was enmpilcd and simulated for FLEX10K device EPF10K20RC240-4, as it is too large to fit into a 

single MAX7000S chip. The design utilized 512 LE and 44% of the device resources.
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Figure 31: Engineering Data Acquisition Processor

4.4.2 Simulation Specifications of Engineering Data Acquisition Processor

The simulation of the Engineering Data Acquisition Processor used several input signals to test 

the different features of the device. These signals have been listed in Table IX. The processor starts

Table IX: Signals for Simulation of Engineering Data Acquistion Processor
Signal
System Clock
Reset
Start Auto-calibration
Start Auto-zero setting
Start Conversion Time change
Mode Programming Over
Delay Clock
Sample Clock
Start sampling
ADC-1,2 Data
Status Switch-0
Status Switch-1

Signal Name
sysclk
rst a
EOT H
str az
str az
mpovr
Dclk
samp ;clk
EOT 5
RxD 1, RxD_2
ssO
ssl

Input Type
Clock
Binary
Pulse
Pulse
Pulse

Clock
Clock
Pulse
Clock
Binary
Binary

Specification
T= 30 ns 
"I" at 30 ns
W=30 ns at 75 ns
W=30 ns at 25 [is
W=30 ns at 50 us 
W=30 ns at 75 /us
T=240 ns
T=35 ms
W=30 ns at 100 fis
T= 480 ns, 960 ns
"1" at 1.64 ms
"1" at 24.4 ns

T=Time period, W=Pulse Width j

I  assertion of rst a and presence of sysclk. It then waits for the four mode-programming 

ds EOT 1, str az, str_ct and mp_ovr to complete the mode programming of the ADC IC
■ a , H  -.prform all the hold time calculations for the processor,s. The Dclk provides the clock to perform an me

• I  .. c.mnlp clock. The signal EOT_5 starts the sampling of 
smp_dk provides the engmeermg P _ _ i

• Jot. from the ADC IC chips is simulated by providing RxD_l 
lerometer Data. The incoming data from tne ^
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and RxD_^2 as clock signals. The status switches ssO and ssl were actuated during the generation of 

the first two data packets to generate the status byte. Based on these inputs all the features of the 

processor were tested in simulation. The simulation time range was 36 ms with grid size of 15 ns.

4.4.3 Simulation of Engineering Data Acquisition Processor

The Engineering Data Acquisition Processor was simulated to generate two data packets. Two 

status switches (ssO and ssl) were actuated to simulate the flight status data. Sections of this 

simulation have been presented in this section to ‘show the different features of the Engineering 

Data Acquisition Processor as the complete simulation is too large to present in one picture. These 

sections show i) Mode Programming, ii) Start of data acquisition, iii) Channel-7 data acquisition, 

and iv) End of second engineering data packet. These simulation sections are presented in the same 

sequential order as they occur in the simulation.

i) Mode Programming - The start-up process for all the ADC IC chips which transmits

the mode programming command words H10, H90, H71 in response to input signals 

EOT 1, str_az and str_ct respectively^ The fourth input signal mp_ovr, takes the 

processor into sampling mode. This process is shown in Figure 32. The three mode 

programming signals EO T_l, str_az and str_ct axe provided 25 fis apart. Each of these 

signals is followed by transmission of command words (H10, H90, H71) to the ADC IC 

chips. These can be seen as bit streams "OOOCLIOOO", "0000_1001" and "1000_1110" 

on TxD (binary equivalent of the command words, LSB first). It may be observed that 

the bit streams axe synchronized to sclk, with each TxD bit centered on the rising edge 

of sclk. The processor is insensitive to samp_clk in the mode programming phase and 

does not acquire any spurious data from ADC IC chips. This is indicated by absence 

of any activity on SRAM signals (AD_EP, We_b and DB_EP). The processor transfers 

to sampling mode after completion of mode programming, on assertion of mp_ovr. The 

processor then asserts sampling to indicate that it is ready to start data acquisition.
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the acquired data sample becomes H1333 (bit stream reversed, ” 1_0011_0011 0011"): 

These two data bytes are written to the SRAM one at a time and can be seen as H33 

and H13 on DB_EP. The appropriate memory address locations can also be seen on 

AD_EP accompanied with write pulses. The second data packet is written to the higher 

section of SRAM. The completion of the second data packet can be seen as writing of 

the Status Byte followed by packet number and the checksum. The status switches ssO 

and ssl were asserted during the acquisition of first and second data packets respectively 

and thus the status byte for the second data packet has the value H03. This can be seen 

as H03, following H13, on DB_EP. The writing of the packet number and the checksum 

is shown as H0002 and H26 respectively on DB_SP. The completion of the data packet 

is accompanied with the r_rdyl pulse indicating that the data in the higher section of 

SRAM is ready for transmission. This is followed by toggling of rsel from "1" to "0", 

which now selects the lower section of SRAM to write the next data packet. This new 

packet begins with writing of H49 and H53 as overhead bytes.



5 GPS Data Acquisition Processor

The function of GPS Data Acquisition Processor is to acquire the data transmitted by the 

payload’s GPS Receiver and store it in the designated dual-port SRAM. The GPS Receiver com

municates with the GPS Data Acquisition Processor over a serial communication link. It transmits 

718 bytes of data every second, at a rate of 9600 bps. The data format used for communication is 

asynchronous, no parity, 8 data bits and 1 stop bit. In this data format a data byte is extended to 

10 bits with a start ("O'1) and a stop bit ( " I ’’ )..

The design hierarchy of GPS Data Acquisition Processor with its different modules is shown 

in Figure 36. The processor consists of GPS Synchronizer, Asynchronous Receiver, GPS Baud

Figure 36: Design Hierarchy of GPS Data Acquisition Processor

Clock Generator and GPS Data Packet Generator modules. The GPS Synchronizer synchronizes 

the processor to the end of GPS transmission. The Asynchronous Receiver picks up the incoming 

serial bit stream and converts it into a parallel data byte. The GPS Baud Clock Generator provides 

the local clock to operate the GPS Synchronizer and the Asynchronous Receiver. The GPS Packet 

Generator module generates and stores the GPS data packets in the designated dual-port SRAM. 

This chapter presents a brief discussion on operation of asynchronous communication link before 

presenting the implementation and simulation of these modules and the GPS Data Acquisition 

Processor. The design of the asynchronous modules of this processor has been adapted from the 

XJART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter) design example p r in te d  by Roth [9],
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5.1 Asynchronous Communication

5.1.1 Data Format

The data format used by the GPS Receiver is asynchronous, no parity, 8 data bits and 1 stop 

bit. As an example, transmission of data byte HA5 (using this format) is shown in Figure 37. The

1 8-bit Data HA5 (LSB first)2 : I T
* ? -;  ■;— —— —   f~ ~ - -------- -— ——----------- n  Stop bit

Figure 37: Asynchronous Data Format

serial communication line (TxD) is held at logic level n 1" or "High" by when the GPS Receiver is 

not transmitting data. At the beginning of transmission a start bit (logic level M0H);is transmitted, 

followed by the data byte. In this case the data byte HA5 is transmitted LSB first and can be seen as 

the bit stream 111010_0101" (binary equivalent of HA5). A stop bit (logic level "1") is transmitted 

to complete and end the transmission.

5.1.2 Data Reception

As the communication link is asynchronous, there is no clock transmission from the GPS Receiver 

(in this case the transmitter). The GPS Data Acquisition Processor (the receiver) has to synchronize 

to the incoming bit stream by generating a local clock. If this local clock is operated at the same 

frequency as the bit rate (baud rate) and there is a small drift in the transmitter or receiver local 

clocks, then there is a probability of erroneous data bit detection. In order to avoid this problem the 

receiver local clock is kept eight times faster than the communication baud rate. This faster local 

clock helps in detection of the approximate center of each data bit and thereby providing reliable 

detection of data bits. The principle of data reception is shown in Figure 38. The receive data line 

(RxD) is monitored at the rising edge of the local clock (BclkXS). If the center of the start bit is
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Figure 38: Asynchronous Data Reception

detected then the approximate center of the first data bit can be detected by waiting for eight rising 

edges of BclkX8. The center of next (second) data bit can be detected by waiting for another eight 

rising edges of BclkX8 and so on until the detection of stop bit. The center of the start bit can be 

detected by monitoring RxD. Moment RxD goes to logic level "0", it is sampled for four consecutive 

rising edges of BclkX8. If RxD remains at logic level "0" during these four samples then a valid 

start bit is detected. However, if RxD goes to logic level ”1" during any one of the samples then it 

is not considered as a start bit. This principle has been used to implement both the Asynchronous 

Receiver and the GPS Synchronizer modules. /

5.2 GPS Baud Clock Generator Module

5.2.1 Functional Description of GPS Baud Clock Generator Module

The Baud Clock Generator provides the local clock for asynchronous data reception. In this 

design the local clock (BclkXS) has been kept eight times faster than the baud rate (9600 bps) and 

has a frequency of 76.8 kHz. This module d i v i d e s  the processor’s system clock (sysclk) to generate 

BclkXS. The divisor depends on sysclk time period (for a fixed baud rate) and can be calculated by 

the following equation,

71 fBclkxS

Ta.a (2)

where, I  divisor, H  Time p e r i o d  o f  sysclk and f BMXs=  f lu e n c y  of BclkXS. The value of
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n= 432 and 216 for sysclk 30 ns and 60 ns respectively.

5.2.2 Implementation of GPS Baud Clock Generator Module

In order to have design flexibility with different sysclk and baud rates, the generation of BclkX8 

(division of sysclk) has been implemented iii two stages. In the first-stage, division is imple

mented by an integer counter and is variable, whereas the second-stage is a fixed division process 

(divide-by-8). For example, the divisor values for the first-stage division (integer) is 54 and 27 for 

sysclk time period of 30 ns and 60 ns respectively (for the values of n calculated from Equation 2). 

The register-level diagram of this clock divider is shown in Figure 39. The first-stage division process

Figure 39: GPS Baud Clock Generator

is enabled by assertion of reset signal ( r s t _ a )  and divides sysclk by incrementing counter-one (ctrl) 

at every rising edge of sysclk. This continues until the contents of Ctrl are equal to the set integer 

value. It generates an output pulse (d k d iv ^ w h ich  triggers the second-stage division. The second 

stage is implemented by incrementing a 3-bit counter, each time a dkdiv_n (trigger) is sensed. The 

MSB of this 3-bit counter generates a dock signal with 50% duty cydeand is tied to BdkXS.

5.2.3 Simulation of GPS Baud Clock Generator Module

The GPS Baud Clock Generator Module was compiled and simulated for Altera EPLD devrce 

EPM7128SLC84-7. The design used 15 LC, 1 SE and consumed 11% of the device resources. The
I  W m  0a in Fiffure 40 The module starts with assertion of rst_a andsimulation of this module is presented m r gu

presence of sysclk (30 ns dock cyde) and generates the desired BdkXS. The simulation shows nearly 

two periods of BdkXS and the buried counter Ctrl and The correct simulation of the module
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can be checked by the reset values of these counters, for example ctr2 resets after H7 ("111") as it 

is a 3-bit counter. The correct frequency of BclkX8 can be checked by measuring the time period of 

the signal and then dividing it by the sysclk time period to yield the divisor n. In this simulation the 

two rising edges of BclkX8 occur at 6.5045 fis and 19.4645 /xs yielding a time period of 12.9600 /zs. 

This time period when divided by sysclk time period (30 ns) yields 432, the value of n calculated 

from Equation 2.

5.3 GPS Synchronizer

5.3.1 Functional Description of GPS Synchronizer

The GPS Synchronizer detects the end of GPS transmission. After completing a transmission, 

the GPS Receiver holds the Host Serial Data Output pin (RxD) high until the b e g in n in g  of the 

next transmission. When RxD is high for 20-bit time period, the GPS Synchronizer detects an 

end of GPS transmission. After detection of the first end of transmission, the Synchronizer enables 

the Asynchronous Receiver and the GPS Data Packet Generator. This delayed enable of the two 

modules ensures rejection of the first GPS transmission, which may be incomplete (as the flight 

computer starts-up after the GPS Receiver). After acquiring a valid data byte, the Asynchronous 

Receiver triggers the Synchronizer to check for end of GPS transmission. On receiving the trigger, 

the Synchronizer monitors RxD for a 20-bit time period. If RxD remains high for this time period, 

then the Synchronizer generates the end-of-transmission (EOT) signal for the GPS Data Packet 

Generator module.

5.3.2 Implementation of GPS Synchronizer Module

The register-level diagram for the GPS Synchronizer module is shown in Figure 41. The module 

has three inputs, which axe the Host S e r i a l  Data Output (RxD), the local clock (BclkXS) and the 

trigger signal (trig). After staxt-up the Synchronizer checks for end of GPS transmission by sampling 

RxD at each rising edge of BclkxS. If RxD is at logic level "1", then it increments counter (ctl) until 

the contents axe equivalent to 20-bit time period (i.e. 160 as there axe 8 rising edges of BdkXS in
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Figure 41: GPS Synchronizer Module

1 bit time ). However, if RxD goes to logic level "0" before ctl reaches the desired value, then the 

Synchronizer clears the counter and starts all over again. The Synchronizer asserts the reset signal 

(rst_b), after it successfully completes the count (i.e. detection of the end of first GPS transmission). 

It then clears ctl and performs the same operation, each time it receives a trigger input (trig) from 

the Asynchronous Receiver. The Asynchronous Receiver generates this trigger after acquisition of 

a valid data byte. On detecting the end of transmission it clears ctl, generates a pulse to indicate 

end-of-transmission (EOT) and waits for the start of the next GPS transmission. The start of a GPS 

transmission is detected by detecting a valid start bit (5.1.2). On detecting the start bit it waits for 

the next trigger signal to repeat the process.

5.3.3 Simulation of GPS Synchronizer

The GPS Synchronizer was compiled and simulated for Altera EPLD device 

EPM7128SLC84-7. The design used 21 LC, 5 SE and consumed 16% of the device resources. This 

module is designed to operate with BclkX8 at a frequency of 76.8 kHz, which is very low compared 

to the frequency of sysdk (33.33 MHz). For illustration purposes the module has been simulated at 

a higher frequency (BdkX8 at approximately^ MHz). This simulation is shown in Figure 42. The 

GPS Synchronizer module starts with assertion of rst_a and presence of sysdk (30 ns dock signal). 

The simulation starts with some arbitrary data bits on RxD which simulates data transmitted by 

the GPS Receiver in the middle of a GPS transmission. This is followed by RxD being held at 

logic level "1" for a substantial duration of time (which is greater than 160 BdkXS rising edges). 

The Synchronizer monitors the status of RxD for the entire duration and asserts the enable signal
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(rst_b) after detection of first end-of-transmission. The counting process can be seen as transitions 

occurring on the buried node ctl. The Synchronizer then repeats the detection process after being 

triggered by trig. The detection of this end-of-transmission is followed by assertion of EOT for 1 

sysclk cycle. The module then waits for the next start bit (shown in simulation as RxD="0") before 

accepting the next trigger (after RxD goes though ”01").

5.4 Asynchronous Receiver

5.4.1 Functional Description of Asynchronous Receiver Module

The function of Asynchronous Receiver is to pick up the incoming serial bit stream (transmitted 

by the GPS Receiver) and convert it into a parallel data byte. On acquiring the data byte, it 

generates an output signal to indicate that data is available for storage in memory. This signal also 

triggers the GPS Synchronizer to check whether this is the last data byte of the GPS transmission.

5.4.2 Implementation of Asynchronous Receiver Module

The register-level diagram of the Asynchronous Receiver is shown in Figure 43. It consists of

ASYNCHRONOUS 
RECEIVER CONTROLS

a

| | RSR

f

1 «a 1

xgjf 1 ?  |
Host Serial —  " “I
Data Output 8 4

T RDR

Figure 43: Asynchronous Receiver Module

a right shift register (RSR) and the Asynchronous Receiver controls. The module samples RxD at 

the rising edge of BdkX8 to detect a valid start bit. The Valid start bit is detected by incrementing 

counter-one (ctl) for four consecutive times RxD is found at logic level "0". On detection a valid

start bit, the receiver module waits for 8 rising edges of BclkXS and picks up the data bit from
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RxD. The RSR is right shifted to pick up this data bit. This wait and shift operation continues till 

all the 8 data bits are picked up. The waiting period between these shift operations is calculated 

by incrementing ctl at each rising edge of BclkX8. The number of data bits received is tracked by 

incrementing counter-two (ct2). After reception of a complete data byte, including the stop bit, the 

receiver loads the data on receive data register (RDR) and generates a pulse to indicate RDR is full 

(RDRF). In case there is a framing error while data transmission, then a pulse is also generated to 

indicate framing error (FE).

5.4.3 Simulation of the Asynchronous Receiver

The Asynchronous Receiver was compiled and simulated for Altera EPLD device 

EPM7128SLC84-7. The design used 28 LC, 2 SE and consumed 21% of the device resources. This 

module is designed to operate with BclkX8 at a frequency of 76.8 kHz, hence for illustration pur

poses the module has been simulated at a higher frequency (BclkX8 at approximately 8 MHz). This 

simulation displays reception of two consecutive data bytes HA5 and HA9 and is shown in Figure 44. 

The Asynchronous Receiver module starts with assertion of rst_b (received from Synchronizer) and 

presence of sysclk (60 ns clock signal). Initially, RxD is held at logic level " 1” for one bit time 

period and then has a serial bit stream. This bit stream represents the data bits transmitted by 

the GPS Receiver and have been manually set to generate HA5 ("0_1010_0101_1") and HA9 

("0 1001 0101 0"). It may be noted that each data byte is extended by the start and stop bits 

according to the asynchronous data format (5.1.1). The contents of the shift register RSR are shown 

as a buried node. Initially RSR contains H00 and it remains the same until the first data bit is 

detected. The initial start bit "0" does not change the contents of RSR. The first data bit, which is 

H  in the case of HAS, causes the contents of RSR change to H80. It may be observed that this 

change occurs approximately at the center of the data bit (oh RxD). The entire shift process may 

be followed in relation to the bit stream for realization of HAS in RSR. After detection of 10 data 

bits, HAS is loaded on RDR and is accompanied by assertion of RDRF for 1 sysclk cycle. Similarly, 

reception of HA9 may also be followed. In the case of HA9, the stop bit was set to "0" instead of
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" l"  to test the FE generation feature of the module. In the simulation FE is asserted along with 

RDRF after reception of HA9.

5.5 GPS Packet Generator Module

5.5.1 Functional Description of GPS Packet Generator Module

The function of the GPS Packet Generator module is to store the data bytes (received from the 

payload’s GPS Receiver) in memory (SRAM) and generate GPS data packets. The operation of this 

data packet generator is similar to the Science Packet Generator (Chapter 3) with minor differences 

in the state machine, Packet Format Generator. The GPS data packets have a distinguishing 

packet header, ASCII "P" (instead of ASCII "S") and contain 8-bit data (i.e. data received from 

GPS Receiver) instead of 16-bit. Thus, the functional difference between the two Packet Format 

Generator marhinps is in the second write phase, which in the case of GPS Packet Format Generator, 

is to write one data byte to the SRAM (instead of two). The first and the third write phases and 

the fourth phase of packet completion remain functionally same as in the Science Packet Format 

Generator. The state machine Data Write that controls the checksum generation and SRAM write 

cycle, is identical to the machine in the Science Packet Generator module.

5.5.2 Implementation of GPS Packet Generator Module

The register-level diagram of GPS Packet Generator Module is shown in Figure 45. This diagram 

is similar to the register-level diagram of the Science Packet Generator but has one 8-bit register, 

Receive Buffer (RXB). The names of address and data buses (AD_GP and DB_GP) to the SRAM 

are different from those in Science Packet Generator module for easy identification.

5.5.3 Simulation of GPS Packet Generator

The GPS Packet Generator was compiled and simulated for Altera EPLD device 

EPM7128SLC84-7. The design used 98 LC, 78 SE and consumed 76% of the device resources. 

A GPS data packet contains 727 data bytes, hence for illustration purposes a scaled-down model
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with two data bytes as contents has been simulated. This simulation displays the generation of one 

GPS data packet and is shown in Figure 46. The packet generator module starts with assertion 

of rst b (received from Synchronizer) and presence of sysclk (30 ns clock signal). The data packet 

generation starts with the writing of packet overhead bytes. Idles or ASCII I (H49) is written 

five times by five assertions of We_b, followed by the packet header ASCII P (H50) which is 

written once by a single assertion of We_b, The SRAM write cycle can be seen from the presence of 

addresses (H000 through H005) on AD_GP. We_b is asserted after each change in value on AD_GP. 

This is followed by storage of received data bytes HAS and HD5, These data bytes axe picked up 

from input data bus O B J , on assertion of RDRF. The input signal EOT triggers packet completion 

with storage of packet overhead bytes, packet number (H0001) and checksum (H68). Checksum is 

the cumulative XOR of all the bytes written to the SRAM in a packet . Generation of this checksum 

can be seen as changing contents of ACC (shown as a buried node). The other buried nodes RXB,

H  I H  H H |H  these registers during the generation of the data TBUF, MEMC and PACN show the contents oi tnese regime 6 ©
I  1 H  U  nhsprved from the r rdyO pulse, which also indicates packet. The completion of a packet can be observed irui -

, 1 +T.QT1eTnission This is followed by assertion of rsel and the start that the data in SRAM is ready for transmission.
, a series of write pulses and presence of appropriateof the next data packet, which can be seen as a series o
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data bytes on DB_GP.

5.6 Integrated GPS Data Acquisition Processor

5.6.1 Hardware Resources for GPS Data Acquisition Processor

The GPS Data Acquisition Processor is a combination of the GPS Synchronizer, Asynchronous 

Receiver, GPS Baud Clock Generator and GPS Packet Generator modules. The system level Hiagra.m 

of this processor is shown in Figure 47. The processor was compiled and simulated for ALTERA

Figure 47: GPS Data Acquisition Processor

FLEX 10K device EPF10K20RC240-4, as it is too large to fit into a single MAX7000S. The design 

utilized 283 LE and 24% of the device resources.

5.6.2 Simulation Specifications of GPS Data Acquisition Processor

The different signals required for simulation of GPS Data Acquisition Processor are listed in 

Table X. A GPS data packet contains 727 data bytes which requires manual setting of 7270 data

xauie -a..
Signal Signal Name Input Type Specification

System Clock sysclk Clock T=30 ns

Reset rst a Binary "1" at 30 ns

Serial Data Bits RxD
I m 1

Clock T= 208.32 /zs
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bits, hence for testing purposes the processor was simulated with limited number (10 and 5) data 

bytes in a packet. Based on these inputs all the features of the GPS Data Acquisition Processor 

were tested in simulation. The simulation time range was 25 ms with grid size of 15 ns.

5.6.3 Simulation of GPS Data Acquisition Processor

The GPS Data Acquisition Processor simulation shows acquisition of two data packets with 10 

and 5 data bytes respectively. These two data packets were generated correctly and stored in the 

lower and higher order sections of the SRAM. Sections of this simulation have been presented in 

this section to show the different features of the GPS Data Acquisition Processor, as the complete 

simulation is too large to present in one picture. These sections show |); Generation of first GPS 

data packet and ii) End of first GPS data packet.

i) Generation of first GPS data packet - After start-up, the GPS Data Acquisition Processor

detects the end of the first GPS transmission. It then waits for GPS transmission to 

generate the first data packet. The staxt-up and end of the first GPS packet is shown in 

Figure 48. The simulation starts with some arbitrary data bits on RxD, which indicate 

the start-up in the middle of a GPS transmission. This initial bits on RxD axe not 

received by the processor which results in no activity on the SRAM signals 

W e_b and DB_GP). RxD then stays at logic level "1" (for 20 bit-time duration) to 

simulate the end of the first GPS transmission. This is detected by the processor, and 

results in a change of AD_GP (H000 to H005) and DB_SP (H00 to H50) accompanied 

with assertion of We_b. The Asynchronous Receiver and GPS Packet Generator are 

pnahlpH at this point and ready to receive the incoming serial bit stream. The presence 

of H005 on AD_GP and H50 on DB_GP indicate that the packet overhead bytes (five 

idles and the packet header ASCII "P") have been written to the SRAM. The RxD serial 

bit stream has been set to several data bytes with start and stop bits. These serial bits 

are received and a parallel data byte is written to SRAM. For example, the presence 

of data bits "0_1010 0101_1" on RxD appears as HAS on DB_GP, accompanied with
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activity on AD_GP and We_b. It may be observed that the data bytes are received LSB 

first. Similarly, the values of HA9 and H69 appear on DB_GP following the bit streams 

"0_1001_0101_1" and "0_1001_0110_1”. The GPS data packet ends after RxD stays 

at logic level ”1" for 20 bit-time duration to simulate the end of GPS transmission. This 

completion of the data packet maybe observed from assertion of r_rdy0 and toggling of 

rsel from "0" to ”1" to select the higher order SRAM section to write the second data 

packet.

ii) End of First GPS Data Packet - The simulation in Figure 49 shows writing of the packet

overhead bytes to SRAM (which is not visible in Figure 48) . The end of first data packet 

is followed by writing of packet number and checksum to the SRAM, which can be seen 

from the presence of H0001 and H52 on DB_GP and appropriate signals on AD_GP  

and We_b. It may be observed that as there were only 10 data bytes in this packet, 

the checksum is being written to the nineteenth memory location (H012) of the SRAM 

(eight memory locations being occupied by five idles, the packet header and two bytes for 

packet number). Assertion of r_rdy0 and toggling of rsel can be clearly seen in Figure 49. 

The start of the second GPS packet begins with writing of overhead bytes (H49 and H50 

on DB GP) to appropriate memory locations (H000 through H005 on AD_GP).
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6 Telemetry Processor

The function of the Telemetry Processor is to transmit the acquired data to the ground station. 

This data is acquired by the data acquisition processors and is available in three dual-port SEAM 

IC chips, one chip each dedicated to the three processors. The Telemetry Processor detects a SRAM 

section ready for transmission and transmits the data contents to the payload Telemetry System (RF 

Transmitter). As this communication is over an asynchronous serial link, the Telemetry Processor 

transmits a serial bit stream to the RF Transmitter which in turn transmits the data to the ground 

station. The transmission rate of the Telemetry Processor is 300 kbps. The data format used is 

asynchronous, no parity, 8 data bits and 1 stop bit. In this data format, a data byte is extended 

to 10 bits, with a start ("O") and a stop bit (" l") . Details of this data format and communication 

have been already discussed in Chapter 5.

The design hierarchy of the Telemetry Processor with its different modules is shown in Figure 50.
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Figure 50: Design Hierarchy of Telemetry Processor

The Telemetry Processor consists of ten modules, six of which are identical. These six identical 

modules are the Request Generators, which detect the ram ready signals from different data packet 

generators and generate requests for the Byte Reader. The Byte Reader services these requests and 

selects the appropriate address and data buses to connect to the desired SRAM. As the Byte Reader
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has to access three different SRAM chips, it uses a Decoder to select the appropriate address bus 

and a Multiplexer to select the appropriate data bus. It then supplies the address to the selected 

SRAM and loads data from the data bus. The retrieved data bytes is then transferred to the Byte 

Transmitter, which transmits the parallel data byte as a serial bit stream. This chapter presents 

the implementation and simulation of these modules and the Telemetry Processor. The design for 

the Byte Transmitter, which is an asynchronous transmitter, has been adapted from the UART 

(Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter) design example, presented by Roth [9].

6.1 Byte Transmitter Module

6.1.1 Functional Description of Byte Transmitter Module

The Byte Transmitter is an asynchronous transmitter that transmits a binary equivalent of 

the data byte retrieved from SRAM. This transmitter follows the same principles of asynchronous 

communication as the Asynchronous Receiver (Chapter 5). The transmitter needs to hold the 

serial communication line at logic level "1", when it is not transmitting. Transmission of a data byte 

consists of a start bit ("0") followed by 8 data bits and one stop bit ("1"). This function is performed 

by the Asynchronous Transmitter component of this module. The baud rate of this transmitter is 

300 kbps, which specifies the bit duration as 3.3 ps and accordingly, the local baud clock (Bclk) 

frequency is 300 kHz. The baud dock is generated by the Telemetry Baud Clock Generator.

6.1.2 Implementation of Byte Transmitter Module

The register-level diagram for the Byte Transmitter Module is shown in Figure 51. The Telemetry 

Baud Clock Generator divides the system dock (sysclk) to generate Bclk. This component is identical 
W E B ®  E L  mm  |9 implements the clock division in two stages.to the GPS Baud Clock Generator (Chapter 5) and imp

, 1 J* -e,;™ ic 14 and seven for sysclk time period of 30 ns and 60 nsThe divisor for the first-stage clock division is
Qtatre division that is implemented using a 3-bit 

respectively. Bclk is generated from the second-stage aivis

binary counter. ^ _ . ,
u „ twn data registers, which are the Transmit Data Register 

The Asynchronous Transmitter has
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Figure 51: Byte Transmitter Module

(TDR) and the Transmit Shift register (TSR). These two registers allow the transmitter to store one 

byte in addition to the byte being transmitted. When TDR is empty, the transmitter sets TDRE 

to indicate that TDR is empty and is ready to accept a data byte for transmission. On receiving 

the signal to load TDR (loadTDR), it loads the data from data bus (DBUS) and resets TDRE. On 

sensing TDRE to be at logic level "0", the transmitter loads TSR from TDR and sets TDRE. The 

TSR register is loaded with the 8 data bits from TDR and one stop bit ("1") as MSB. Transmitter 

then waits for the rising edge of Bclk and generates the start bit by holding TxD at logic level "0". 

On the next rising edge of Bclk it right shifts TSR to generate the first data bit (LSB of the data 

byte). Similarly the remaining data bits are transmitted, by right-shifting TSR, until the stop bit is 

transmitted. While TSR is being shifted, the transmitter module can load TDR with another data 

byte for the next transmission.

6.1.3 Simulation of Byte Transmitter Module

The Byte Transmitter module was compiled and simulated for Altera EPLD device 

EPM7128SLC84-7. The design used 37 LC, 2 SE and consumed 28% of the device resources. The

• la+oH tn test transmission of two data bytes. The loading of data bytes Byte Transmitter was simulated to test transmit
• >>2 The module starts with assertion of rst_a and presence ofHA5 and HA9 is shown m Figure 52. m e mouu

™ of DBUS are HA5, which are changed to HA9 and back to
sysclk (30 ns dock cycle). The contents of DBUS a r e n a ,
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HA5, to simulate transmission of two data bytes. Initially TDRE is set (to indicate TDR is empty), • 

but is deasserted to logic level "0" when loadTDR is received. This is followed by loading of TDR 

with HA5, which can be seen from the changing contents of TDR (from H00 to HA5). In the next 

sysclk cycle, TSR is loaded with HA5 and " 1" as LSB . This is followed by assertion of TDRE which 

indicates that the transmitter module is ready to accept another data byte. The contents of TSR 

change to from HIFF to H14B ("l_0 1 0 0 _1 0 ll", which is HA5 followed "li| bit). This ensures 

that TxD is held at logic level "1” until the occurrence of next rising edge of Bclk (for synchroniza

tion). In the next sysclk cycle, TDR is loaded with data byte HA9 and is followed by deassertion 

of TDRE. TDRE now remains at logic level "0" as the previous byte (HA5):js  being transmitted. 

The transmission of bytes HA5 and HA9 is shown in Figure 53 and may be seen as TxD bit streams 

"0 1010 0101_1" and ”0_1001_0101_1" respectively. These bit streams are binary equivalent of 

the two bytes (LSB first) with a start and a stop bit at either end. The data transmission can be 

followed from the changing contents of TSR which changes from H14B to H14A ("1_ 0100_ 1010'\ 

which is HAS followed by a start bit "0"). The LSB of TSR, which was set to "1" (while loading 

TSR) is now set to "0" to generate the start bit. After transmission of the start bit, the data bits 

are transmitted by right shifting TSR and filling the MSB with "1". This can be observed from the 

ranging contents of TSR, now H1A5 ("1_ 1010_ 0101\which is H14A right shifted by one bit and 

»1» as fill bit). For ease of comprehension, the transmission sequence of HA5 is shown Table XI.

T^ui„ vt. Shift nneration of TSR
TSR
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TDRE remains at logic level "0" during the transmission of HA5 and toggles from "0" to "1" before 

transmission of HA9, to indicate that TDR is again empty and can be loaded with another data 

byte.

6.2 Request Generator Module

6.2.1 Functional Description of Request Generator Module

The function of the Request Generator modules is to generate request signals for the Byte 

Reader module. These requests are synchronized to the ram ready signals (r_rdy) generated by the 

the three packet generators and inform the Byte Reader that completed data packets in SRAM chips 

are ready for transmission. As each data packet generator accesses two storage sections (lower and 

higher order) of the SRAM, there are six ram ready signals and accordingly, this module is repeated 

six times. The requests need to be asserted until the Byte Reader is ready to service the requests. 

Once the Byte Reader acknowledges a request, it remains busy for the time required to transmit the 

entire SRAM data packet. These Request Generator modules ensure that none of the ram ready 

signals from the three data packet generators are missed during the time the Byte Reader is busy. A 

typical Request Generator module needs to receive a signal from a data packet generator and asserts 

the request signal to the Byte Reader. This signal needs to be asserted until the Byte Reader is 

ready to service the request and acknowledges it with a corresponding signal.

6.2.2 Implementation of Request Generator Module

The register-level diagram of a typical Request Generator Module is shown in Figure 54 where

Figure 54: Typical Request Generator Module
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the request signal (rq_f) is a latched version of r_rdy. The module receives ® rd y  from a data 

packet generator and sets rq_f to the Byte Reader. On receiving the acknowledgement signal (r_f) 

from the Byte Reader, it resets rq_f. The relationship between the ram ready and request signal. 

is presented in Table XII.

Table XII: Relationship between ram ready and request signals
Data Packet Generator Lower SRAM Section Higher SRAM Section Request Signal
Science Data r_rdy0 r_rdyl B rq_fl, rq_f2
Engineering Data r_rdy2 r_rdy3 rq_f3, rq_f4
GPS Data r_rdy4 r_rdy5 rq_f5, rq_f6

6.2.3 Simulation of Request Generator Module

The Request Generator module was compiled and simulated for Altera EPLD device 

EPM7128SLC84-7. The design used 2 LC, 0 SE and consumed 1% of the device resources. The 

simulation of this module is shown in Figure 55. The module starts with assertion of rst_a and 

presence of sysclk (30 ns clock cycle). The module waits for r_rdy from from a data packet gener

ator and asserts rq f as soon as it receives the signal. The signal rq_f remains asserted until the 

acknowledgement r_ f is received from the Byte Reader.

6.3 Byte Reader Module

6.3.1 Functional Description of Byte Reader Module

The function of the Byte Reader module is to service the requests from the Request Generator 

modules. On receiving a request, the Byte Reader needs to acknowledge the request and select the 

appropriate SRAM from which the data packet has to be transmitted. It then, needs to retrieve data 

from the appropriate SRAM locations, one byte at a time and provide them to the Byte Transmitter. 

Thus, the Byte Reader performs two functions, one is to acknowledge the requests from the different 

request generators and the second is to read data from the SRAM until all the bytes of a packet 

have been read. This data read function has been implemented as a distinct state machine. This
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approach provides design flexibility in this module, as any change in SRAM specifications can be 

incorporated, by modifying this state machine alone.

6.3.2 Implementation of Byte Reader Module

The register-level diagram of the Byte Reader is shown in Figure 56. The Byte reader is imple-

Figure 56: Byte Reader Module

mented as two distinct state machines that are linked. The first state machine, Request Interpreter, 

nterprets requests from the different Request Generators and selects the address and data buses to 

the appropriate SRAM using the select signal SR_seI. The SR.sel is generated by appropriately 

Jetting the contents of the 2-bit register, MUX_SEL. In addition, it loads the comparing register 

;CMP_REG) with the appropriate last memory address of the SRAM. The lower order 10 bits of 

CMP_REG are loaded from one of the three 10-bit address registers S_AD, E_AD and G_AD that
. ,  ■  W  Science, Engineering and GPS SRAM respec- 

store the lower order last memory addresses of
, 1  signal allocation for the three SRAM chips have 

tively. The contents of the registers and requ 6
j- WSm into two identical sections, the lower order last 

been shown in Table X E  As each SRAM is divided into two
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Table XIII: Request and Address allocation for the Byte Reader
SRAM Request Start Address End Address Bytes SR sel
Science rq_fl H000 H3F0 1009 01

rq_f2 H400 H7F0 1009 01
Engineering rq_f3 H000 H3E7 1000 10

rq_f4 H400 H7E7 1000 10
GPS rq_f5 H000 H2D6 727 11

rq_f6 H400 H6D6 727 11

memory address of a particular SRAM remains the same . The MSB of both CMP_REG and the 

memory counter (MEMC) are set based upon the source of the request (higher or lower order section 

of SRAM). After acknowledging the request from the Request Generator, the Request Interpreter 

starts the second state machine, Data Read, and goes into a hold condition. Data Read retrieves the 

data from the SRAM by loading the appropriate address on the address bus (AD_T) from MEMC. 

It waits for the read time (SRAM specification), calculated by incrementing counter Ctrl and loads 

the data byte from data bus J(DB_T) into the Transfer Buffer register (TBUF). This machine then 

checks the status of the Byte Transmitter by sensing TDRE. It waits for TDRE to be set (i.e. TDR 

empty) and then loads the data byte from TBUF on DBUS. This data load operation is followed by 

assertion of loadTDR. The data retrieval process continues by incrementing MEMC to generate the 

next address until all the data bytes from the SRAM are read. Each time Data Read increments 

MEMC, it checks whether the end of the data packet has been reached by comparing the contents 

of MEMC with CMP_REG. When all the data bytes have been read from the SRAM, Data Read 

resets the signal transmitter busy (Tx_Busy), which is set when a SRAM section is taken-up for 

data retrieval. Also, it sends a signal transmission over (tx__ovr) to Request Interpreter, which then 

leaves the hold condition and resets MUX_SEL and acknowledge the next request.

6.3.3 Simulation of Byte Reader

The Byte Reader was compiled and simulated for Altera EPLD device 

EPM7128SLC84-7 The design used 74 LC, 30 SE and consumed 57% of the device resources. 

The Byte Reader was tested in simulation for data retrieval from all the applicable memory lo-
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cations of the SRAM module {he. requests from the six Request Generators!! This results in a 

large simulation, which does not fit in one picture, hence for illustration purposes sections of this 

simulation have been presented. Figure 57 shows the start-up of the Byte Reader, which occurs 

with assertion of rst_a, presence of sysclk (30 ns clock cycle) and two requests from different Re

quest Generators. The first request is from rq_f2, the higher order section of the science SRAM, 

which is immediately acknowledged. The second request is from rq_f3 (lower order section of the 

engineering SRAM). The signal rq_f3 is kept asserted as the Byte Reader retrieves data from the 

science SRAM. It may be observed that SR_sel changes from HO to HI, followed by assertion of 

Tx Busy. The sequence of addresses, starting with H400 and followed by H401, H402 (and so on|| 

appear on the address bus AD_T as the SRAM locations are read. Data from DB_T is loaded onto 

DBUS with assertion of loadTDR for 1 sysclk cycle. The data on DB_T has been simulated using 

an 8-bit counter starting from H00 with a 60 ns clock period. For example, for address location 

H400, data byte H03 was picked from DB_T and loaded on DBUS. In order to ensure, continuous 

data retrieval, TDRE has been set to logic level "1". The change of SRAM to allow selection of the 

engineering SRAM after data retrieval from science SRAM is shown in Figure 58. The last byte 

to be retrieved from science SRAM is HE3 stored in memory location H7F0 (see Table XIII for 

end memory location of science SRAM). The assertion of r_f3 for one sysclk cycle indicates rq_f3 

being acknowledged, which is followed by change in SR_sel (from HO to H2) and multiple toggles 

of Tx Busy. This indicates that the engineering SRAM has been addressed and the first data byte 

HE6 at its address location H000 appear on DBUS and ADwT respectively.

6.4 Multiplexer

6.4.1 Functional Description of Multiplexer (4-Input, 8-Bit)

The Function of the Multiplexer module is to select the appropriate data bus from the three 

different SRAM chips, based on the SR_sel signal generated by the Byte Reader. When the Byte 

Reader does not select any chip then, the multiplexer selects the first input data bus that is always 

tied to H00. The second, third and the fourth inputs are connected to the data buses from the
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Science, Engineering and GPS SRAM chips.

6.4.2 Implementation of Multiplexer (4-Input, 8-Bit)

The 4-input, 8-bit multiplexer is implemented using three 2-input, 8-bit multiplexers combined in 

a structural architecture. The schematic block diagram of the device is shown in Figure 59. The

Figure 59: Multiplexer (4-Input, 8-Bit)

2-input, 8-bit multiplexer has been implemented using Boolean logic, similar to the multiplexer 

(2-input, 1-bit) discussed in Chapter 3, with the input and output lines increased form 1-bit to 

8-bits.

6.4.3 Simulation of Multiplexer (4-Input, 8-Bit)/.

The Multiplexer was compiled and simulated for Altera EPLD device EPM7128SLC84-7. The 

design used 8 LC, 0 SE and consumed 6% of the device resources. The simulation of this multiplexer 

has been shown in Figure 60. The four inputs to the multiplexer have been simulated using 8-bit 

counters of different clock periods (30 ns though 120 ns). The signal on Z_OUT follows one of the 

inputs (Y 0, Y _ l,  Y_2 or Y_3) based on the status of select (sel). For example, as sel changes 

from HO to H I, the signal on Z_OUT changes from the signal on Y_0 to Y _ l.
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6.5 Decoder (3-Output, 11-Bit)

6.5.1 Functional Description of Decoder (3-Output, 11-Bit)

The Function of the Decoder is to select the appropriate address bus to the three different SRAM 

chips. This selection is based on the SR_sel signal generated by the Byte Reader. When the Byte 

Reader does not select any SRAM chip then, all the address bus outputs are set to H7FF. The first, 

second and third outputs are connected to the address buses to the Science, Engineering and GPS 

SRAM chips.

6.5.2 Implementation of Decoder (3-Output, 11-Bit)

The 3-output, 11-bit decoder has been implemented using combinational logic and the symbol 

of the device is shown in Figure 61. The input signal X_IN is passed any one of the outputs (Z _ l,

Z 2 or Z_3) based upon the select signal (sel). Table XIV shows the truth table of the Decoder.

Select Z 1 Z_2 Z_3
"00" H7FF H7FF H7FF
"01" X IN H7FF H7FF
"10" 1 H7FF X IN H7FF
"11" H7FF H7FF X IN
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6.5.3 Simulation of Decoder (3-Output, 11-Bit)

The Decoder was compiled and simulated for Altera EPLD device EPM7128SLC84-7. The design 

used 16 LC, 0 SE and consumed 12% of the device resources. The simulation of this decoder is shown 

in Figure 62. The inputs select (sel) and X_IN both appear as cqunt sequences (2-bit and 11-bit 

respectively) with clock periods of 60 ns and 240 ns respectively. When sel is set to HO then all the 

three outputs (Z ^ l, Z_2 and Z_3) are set to H7FF. As sel changes from HI though H3, the input 

signal is passed on to the outputs Z_1 through Z_3. It may be observed that when any one of the 

outputs is selected the other two are set to H7FF.

6.6 Telemetry Processor

6.6.1 Hardware Resources for Telemetry Processor

The Telemetry Processor is a combination of the Byte Transmitter, Byte Reader, Request Gener

ator, Multiplexer and Decoder modules. The system level diagram of this processor with the input 

and output signals is shown in Figure 63. The processor was compiled and simulated for Altera 

FLEX10K device EPF10K20RC240-4, as it is too large to fit into a single MAX7000S. The design 

utilized 234 LE and consumed 20% of the device resources.

6.6.2 Simulation Specifications of Telemetry Processor

The different signals required for simulation of Telemetry Processor are listed listed in Table XV. 

The processor starts with assertion of rst_a and presence of sysclk. It then waits for SRAM ready 

signals from the packet generators and upon receiving them, starts to transmit the acquired data 

from the requesting SRAM. The Telemetry Processor was simulated to transmit one packet each of 

science, engineering and GPS data. The simulation time range was 103 ms with grid size of 15 ns.

6.6.3 Simulation of Telemetry Data Processor

The Telemetry Processor was simulated to transmit three data packets, one each from lower order 

sections of science and GPS SRAM and one from the higher order section of engineering SRAM.
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Science Engineering GPS

Figure 63: Telemetry Processor

Signal Signal Name Input Type Specification
System Clock sysclk Clock T = 30 ns
Reset rst a Binary 111" at 60 ns
Science SRAM Ready r_rdyO Pulse W = 30 ns at 135 ns
Engineering SRAM Ready r_rdy3 Pulse W=30 ns at 375 ns
GPS SRAM Ready r rdy5 Pulse W = 30 ns at 675 ns
Science SRAM Data DB 1 Counter T=18 (a s , A0= HIT
Engineering SRAM Data DB 2 Counter T=18 (a s , A0= H22
GPS SRAM Data DB 3 Counter T=18 ( a s , A0= H33
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Sections of this simulation have been presented in this section to show the different features of the 

Telemetry Processor, as the complete simulation is too large to present in one picture. These sections 

show i) Start-up of Telemetry Processor, ii) Transmission of retrieved data, iii) End of transmission 

of science packet, iv) End of transmission of engineering packet, and v) End of transmission of GPS 

packet.

i),. Start-up of Telemetry Processor - The Telemetry Processor starts-up with assertion of

rst_a and presence of sysclk, which is shown in Figure 64. The sequence of input signals 

r_rdyO, r̂ _rdy3 and r_rdy4 indicates a request to transmit a data packet from the lower 

section of the science SRAM (r_rdyO) followed by a request to transmit a data packet 

from the higher section of the engineering SRAM (r_rdy3) and lower section of the GPS 

SRAM (r_rdy4). Immediately after assertion of r_rdyO, the science SRAM address bus 

(AD_1) changes from H7FF to H000, while the other two address buses remain at H7FF. 

This is followed by toggling of Tx_Busy, which indicates that the science SRAM has been 

selected for data retrieval. The address bus AD__1 changes from H000 to H001 and H002, 

indicating the start of data read operation. The data read from the initial three address 

locations of the science SRAM appears on DB_1 as H ll.

ii) Transmission of retrieved data - As the data is being read from the SRAM, the Telemetry 

Processor begins to transmit the retrieved data as a serial bit stream. The data transmis

sion is shown in Figure 65. The transmission of the initial three bytes (H ll) can be seen 

at the beginning of the figure as Tx_D bit streams "0_1000_1000_1", repeated three 

times. The addresses on AD_1 change after each data byte is completely transmitted 

and the processor retrieves data bytes H12, H15 and H17 from addresses H003, H004 

and H005, respectively. The TxD bit streams "0_0100_1000_1" and n0_1010_1000_l" 

representing H12 and H15 are visible in the figure.

iii) End of science data packet transmission - The end of the science data packet transmission 

is shown in Figure 66. The completion of data retrieval from the science SRAM can be
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seen from transitions on AD_1 from H3EF to H3EF and H3F0 (end of science data 

packet) followed by H7FF. Correct transmission of the last few data bytes from the 

science SRAM can be seen by appearance of the bit streams "0_0000_0100^1f and 

V  "0_0100_0100_1" on TxD (after reading the byte from the last memory location H3F0). 

These two bit streams correspond to the data bytes H20 and H22 retrieved from addresses 

H3EF and H3F0 respectively. The last transition on AD_1 is accompanied with two 

toggles of Tx_Busy. This indicates that the transmitter briefly came out of the busy 

mode. The transmitter becomes busy for the second time by taking up the higher section 

of engineering SRAM for transmission. This is indicated from the change of addresses 

from H7FF to H400 on AD_2 . The data retrieved from memory location H400 is H46, 

which appears as the partially visible as M0_0110_01" on TxD.

iv) ■ End of engineering data packet transmission - The end of the engineering data packet

transmission is shown in Figure 67. The change of AD_2 from H7E7 (end of engineering 

data packet) to H7FF, accompanied with two toggles of Tx_Busy shows the completion 

of the engineering data packet. This is immediately followed by change of AD_3 from 

H7FF to H000 to indicate the start of data retrieval from the lower section of the GPS 

SRAM. The TxD bit stream sequence is visible as "0_1110_0010_1" after the last AD_2 

change. This bit stream corresponds to H47 data byte retrieved up from address location 

H7E6.

v) End of GPS data packet transmission - The end of the GPS data packet transmission is 

shown in Figure 68. The change of AD_3 from H2D6 to H7FF, accompanied with tog

gling of Tx_BuSy shows the completion of data retrieval process from the lower section of 

the GPS SRAM. The presence of bit streams n0_1101_0000_l" and "0^_1011_0000_1" 

on TxD shows the correct transmission of the last two data bytes (HOB and HOD respec

tively) retrieved by the processor from the GPS SRAM.
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7 ARIM-1 Flight Computer

7.1 The Flight Computer

The Flight Computer consists of four different processors and a SRAM module. The four pro

cessors axe asynchronous but generate their output signals synchronized to a common system clock. 

The design for the four different processors - the Science, Data Acquisition Processor, Engineering 

Data Acquisition Processor, GPS Data Acquisition Processor and the Telemetry Processor have 

been presented in the earlier chapters. These four processors, when integrated in a VHDL structural 

model, complete the design for ARIM-1 Flight Computer. This chapter presents the simulation of

the Flight Computer when implemented on a single PLD (Programmable Logic Device) chip. This

simulation shows that the design meets the specifications for ARIM-1 Flight Computer presented in 

Chapter 2.

7.2 Synthesis and Testing of the Flight Computer

7.2.1 Hardware Resources for the Flight Computer

Altera FLEX10K EPF10K20RC240-4 was used as a target device to compile and simulate each 

of the four different processors. These individual processors utilized approximately 20% - 45% of 

the total device resources. The integrated design of the flight computer, consisting of all the four 

processors, is too large to fit into this device. Thus, the integrated design was compiled and simulated 

for a larger device of the FLEK10K family. The device selected was the EPF10K50RC240-4. The 

Flight Computer used 49 input pins, 102 output pins, 1501 LE and 52% of the total device resources.

7.2.2 Simulation Specifications for the Flight Computer

The simulation for the Flight Computer used several input signals to test the different features of 

the device. These signals axe listed in Table XVI. The Flight Computer staxts up with assertion of 

rst_a and presence of sysclk. It then waits for the four mode-programming signals EOT_l, str_az, 

str ct and mp_ovr to complete the mode programming of the ADC IC chips. The Dclk provides
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Table XVI: Signals for simulation of Flight Computer
Signal J Signal Name |Input Type [ Specification
System Clock sysclk Clock T = 60 ns
Reset rst a Binary "1" at 60 ns
Start Auto-calibration E O T l Pulse W = 60 ns at 210 ns
Start Auto-zero setting str az Pulse W = 60 ns at 50 /us
Start Conversion Time change str az Pulse W = 60 ns at 100 (is
Mode Programming Over mp ovr Pulse W = 60 ns at 150 (is
Delay Clock Dclk Clock T = 480 ns
Science data sample clock S sm elk Clock T = 100.02 /is
Engineering data sample clock E sm elk Clock T= 200.04 (is
Start sampling EOT 5 Pulse W = 60 ns at 200 (is
Science ADC-1 Data S RxD K . ; Clock T= 1.92 (is
Science ADC-2 Data S RxD 2 | Clock T= 960 ns
Engineering ADC-1 Data E RxD_J^ Clock T= 1.92 (is
Engineering ADC-2 Data E RxD 2 Clock T =  960 ns
Status Switch-0 ssO Binary "1" at 36 ms
Motor Separation MOS Binary "1" at 66.8 ms
Boom Deployment BD Binary ”1" at 102.75 ms
GPS Host Serial Data Output G RxD Bit Stream 9600.61 bps
Scicence SRAM Data DB 1 Clock T = 36 (is A0=H11
Engineering SRAM Data DB 2 Clock T= 36 (is A0= H22
GPS SRAM Data DB 3 Clock T= 36 (is A0=  H33

___r ~---- 1| T=Time Period, W=Pulse Width, A0=starting value of counter]
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the clock signal to perform all the hold time calculations for the Science and Engineering Data 

Acquisition Processors. The S_sm_clk and E_sm_clk provide the science and engineering data 

sample clock respectively. Signal E0T_5 starts the sampling process for the science and engineering 

data. The data coming in from the ADC IC chips, GPS Receiver and SRAM chips is simulated by 

providing clocks and counters of appropriate frequency and value as input signals. The signal MOS 

is provided after the start of second science data packet to stop sampling of accelerometer (science) 

data. Sampling of thermosonde (science) data is started after assertion of BD. The GPS data stream 

has 727 bytes, which requires manual setting of 7270 data bits and hence, was not performed. For 

testing purposes, GPS data transmission was limited to 5 data bytes. Based on these inputs all the 

features of the flight computer were tested in simulation. This simulation was performed on a PC 

with an Intel Pentium III, 450 MHz, processor and 96 MB RAM. The simulation time range was 

105 ms with a grid size of 15 ns, and took approximately 12 hours to complete. The simulation file 

size is approximately 40 MB.

7.3 Simulation of the Flight Computer

Sections of the simulation have been presented in this section to show the different features 

of the Flight Computer as the complete simulation is too large to present in one picture. These 

sections have been presented in the same sequential order, as they occur in the simulation and are as 

follows :

i) Mode Programming - Start-up process for all the ADC IC chips which transmits the 

mode programming command words H10, H90 and H71 in response to input signals 

EOT 1, str_az and str_ct respectively. The fourth input signal mp_ovr, transfers the 

Flight Computer into Sampling mode.

ii) Start of Data Acquisition - The input signal EOT_5 starts the science and engineering 

data acquisition.

iii) Engineering Sample Sequence - Acquisition of different channels of the two Engineering
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ADC IC chips.

iv) GPS Transmission - Complete GPS transmission with synchronized start and data packet 

generation.

v) End of GPS Transmission - Completion of first GPS data packet.

v i T r a n s m i t t e r  Start-up - Transmitter start-up with first GPS data packet (SRAM data 

simulated by using a counter).

vii) Science Data Acquisition - Acquisition of the last science data sample and end of the 

first science data packet.

viii) Transmission of Science Data Packet - Transmitter completes GPS data packet trans

mission and starts science data packet transmission.

ix) Engineering Data Acquisition - Acquisition^ the last engineering data sample and end 

of the first engineering data packet showing correct generation of status byte, packet 

number and checksum.

x) End of Second Science Data Packet - End of second science data packet after motor 

separation (indicates the stop of accelerometer data sampling).

xi) Resumption of Science Data Acquisition - Start of thermosonde data acquisition after 

boom deployment.

7.3.1 Mode Programming

Mode programming of ADC IC chips is shown in Figure 69. The different signals shown in the

simulation are segregated in five groups; the input signals and the signals for the four processors

(Science, Engineering, GPS and Telemetry). The three mode programming signals EOT_l, str_az

and str_ct are provided 50 jus apart and are followed by transmission of command words H10,

H90 and H71 to the ADC IC chips, respectively . These command words can be seen as bit
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streams "0000_1000", "0000_ 1001" and "1Q00_1110" on S_TxD and E_TxD. Thirteen sclk pulses 

accompanying the bit streams can be seen on S_sclk and E_sc|k. The signal mp_ovr, transfers the 

computer into sampling mode, which is Indicated by assertion of S_samp and E_samp. The transfer 

of packet overhead bytes (5 idles and packet header) can also be seen from the changing status of 

both the science and engineering SRAM signals.

7.3.2 Start of Data Acquisition

The signal EOT_5 starts data acquisition from the science and engineering ADC IC chips. This 

is shown in Figure 70, as transmission of command word H21 ("1000_0100") for acquisition of 

Channel-0 on S_TxD and E_TxD. The signal EOT_5 is not shown in the figure but was set at 

approximately 200 /us.

7.3.3 Start of Engineering Sample Sequence

The engineering sample sequence consists of data acquisition from Channel-0 through Channel-7 

of first ADC IC chip followed by Channel-0 through Channel-6 of second ADC IC chip. This is 

shown in simulation by transmission of different channel acquisition command words on E_TxD. 

For illustration purposes, the beginning and end of data acquisition from first ADC IC chip are 

shown in two figures. Transmission of command words H21 (,’1000_0100") and H23 (,'1100_0100n) 

corresponding to Channel-0 and Channel-1 are shown in Figure 71. Transmission of command 

words H 2F  (" llll_ 0 1 0 0 n) and H21 ("1000_0100") corresponding to Channel-7 of first ADC IC 

chip, followed by Channel-1 of second ADC IC chip is shown in Figure 72.

7.3.4 End of Engineering Sample Sequence

The end of engineering sample sequence is shown in Figure 73. Transmission of command words 

H2D ("1011_0100") and H21 ("U00_0100") corresponding to Channel-6 (of second ADC IC chip) 

and Channel-0 (of first ADC IC chip) are shown on E_TxD. These bit streams indicate the end 

of correct engineering sample sequence as data from Channel-7 of the second ADC IC chip is not
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acquired.

7.3.5 GPS Transmission

Transmission and acquisition of a complete GPS packet is presented in two figures. The GPS data 

acquisition is based upon synchronization of the flight computer with the transmitted bit stream. 

To achieve this synchronization, the flight computer ignores the first GPS transmission by waiting 

for the end of first GPS transmission. This synchronization process is shown in Figure 74. Upon 

start-up the flight computer is in the middle of a GPS transmission. The GPS serial bit stream 

(G_ RxD) has some arbitrary data bits and then goes "high" for an extended period of time. After 

20 bit-time period, where G_RxD is asserted, the flight computer* detects the end of this initial 

GPS transmission and gets ready to receive the first complete GPS transmission. The GPS SRAM 

signals (AD_GP, G_We_b, DB_GP) show transitions associated with this activity. The overhead 

bytes are written to the appropriate SRAM locations as indicates by the value H50 (GPS packet 

header ASCII "P") on DB_GP and H005 on AD_GP. After the start-up, the five bytes forming 

the complete GPS transmission axe received and written to the SRAM. The serial data bits are 

seen on G_RxD followed by their hexadecimal equivalent on DB_GP. For example the last set of 10 

bits can be seen to be "0_1000_1000_1", which represents H U  with a start and stop bits. After 

the transmission of the last byte, G_RxD is again asserted for a continuous period indicating the 

end of GPS transmission. The activity in SRAM signals followed by assertion of G_rsel indicates 

completion of the first GPS data packet and start of the second data packet. The transfer of packet 

overhead bytes to the SRAM is shown in Figure 75. The different SRAM signals show the write 

operation of these overhead bytes, for example the packet number H0001 is followed by the checksum 

H36 on DB_GP. The signal G_rsel is asserted after the checksum is written to the SRAM, which 

is followed by five write cycles of H49 (idles, ASCII "I") and one write cycle of H50 (GPS packet 

header). This indicates the start of the second GPS data packet.
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7.3.6 Transmitter Start-up

After the first GPS data packet is completed, the flight computer starts transmission of this 

packet, which is already stored in the lower section of the GPS SRAM. This start-up of the trans

mission process is shown in Figure 76. It may be observed that Tx_Busy is asserted immediately 

after assertion of G_rsel. This is followed by transition of AD_3 from H7FF to H000. This indicates 

that the flight computer is ready to read the lower section of the GPS data SRAM. The data bytes 

loaded from DB_3 is H5A (for the first three address locations) and can be seen transmitted as 

a bit stream on T_TxD. The bit stream, ,,0_0101_1010_ln, which represents H5A (LSB first) is 

repeated three times on T_TxD.

7.3.7 Science Data Acquisition

The last data science sample in a data packet is acquired by sampling Channel-0 of the second 

ADC IC chip and is shown in Figure 77. The acquired data ls|HL555 and can be seen on data bus 

DB_SP as H55 followed by corresponding H15. The bit stream "1010_1010^l010_l", correspond

ing to the 13 rising edges of sclk, is acquired from S_RxD_2 at the rising edges of sclk. The inverted 

(LSB first) bit stream "1_0101_0101_0101"‘, represents the data H1555. Data sample received from 

the ADC IC chips consists of 13-bits but is stored in the SRAM as 2 bytes. The SRAM write signal 

We b and adddress locations H3EC and H3ED on AD_SP indicate transfer of the data to SRAM. 

The write operation for the packet number, checksum and start of second science data packet can 

also be seen in Figure 77. The packet number is H0001 followed by checksum H1B and assertion of 

S_rsel. The start of second data packet is indicated by five write cycles of H49 (idles) and one write 

cycle of H53 (Science packet header).

7.3.8 Transm ission o f  Science Data Packet

After completing the transmission of the first GPS data packet, the flight computer transmits 

another GPS data packet. This second data packet also consisted of five data bytes and was simulated 

to test the capability of the flight computer to access the higher order section of any SRAM. The
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which are written to the SRAM. These processes have been , discussed in sub-section 7.3.7.

7.3.11 Resumption of Science Data Acquisition

After the acquisition of the last accelerometer data packet, the flight computer stops sampling 

science data. The flight computer waits until boom deployment before beginning the thermosonde 

data acquisition. The two thermosondes are mounted on the side booms and are deployed by the 

payload after motor separation. The resumption of science data sampling is shown in Figure 81. 

The command word for Channel-1, H23, is transmitted twice to the ADC IC chips after every rising 

edge of S_sm_clk. This can be seen as transmission of the two serial bit streams n1100_0100" and 

"1100_0100" (H23) on S_TxD. It may be observed that this transmission waits for assertion of BD 

as S_TxD remains in Hi-Z state at the preceding rising edge of S_sm_dk.

7.4 Single Chip Implementation

The input and output pins layout of the EPF10K50RC240-4, for the ARIM-1 Flight Computer 

is shown in Figure 82. This figure shows the pin positions as laid out by the MaxPlusII® CAD 

package. It may be observed that the pins of different buses (data or address) or the pins of a 

particular processor are not grouped together. This pin layout corresponds to the fitting chosen by 

the CAD package.
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Figure 82: Pin diagram of the Flight Computer
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8 Conclusions and Future Work

ARIM-1 Flight Computer has been specified, designed and simulated in the earlier chapters. 

This chapter highlights some salient features of the VHDL design, some future design improvements 

and recommendations for implementation of this design.

8.1 Design Flexibility

A "standard yet flexible design" is the rationale for design and development of the flight computer 

using VHDL. The flexibility of this design is in terms of changes in payload sub-system components. 

Changes in mission specification essentially means change in number of ADC IC chips and their 

sampling frequencies. Hence, can be considered as a part of change in ADC sub-system. This 

section highlights the flexibility of this VHDL design when different components of the payload 

sub-systems are changed.

8.1.1 Change in Sampling Frequency

The sampling frequency of the Science Data Acquisition Processor is controlled by an external 

clock signal. Different sampling frequencies can be used by changing the frequency of the external 

clock signal. The frequency of this clock can be increased to an extent that the time period is 

sufficiently long enough for data acquisition from a single channel, write the two (acquired) data bytes 

to SRAM and then complete the data packet by writing the nine overhead bytes. The calculation 

of the time to perform these activities is not simple. The acquisition time is dependent upon the 

selected SCLK frequency (sclk) and the ADC conversion time. The SCLK frequency is one-eighth 

of the system clock (sysclk) frequency, so any reduction in sysclk clock frequency would increase the 

data acquisition time. The system clock is decided by the complete design of the flight computer 

and the target device (PLD). The write time depends on the SRAM specifications.

8.1.2 Increase in number of ADC IC chips

An increase in number of sensors essentially requires more number of ADC chips. Accommodating
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such an increase, requires modifications only to the Science Sample Sequence Generator component 

(Command Module) and the Multiplexer module of the Science Data Acquisition Processor. The 

Science Sample Sequence Generator decides the sequence in which data from all the different channels 

of the ADC IC chips are acquired. The present design can accommodate four ADC IC chips, as the 

ADC chip select signal (cs_adc) is generated from a binary counter (2-bit). Thus, only the sequence 

in which the channels of the ADC IC chips are selected would require modifications. Also, the 2- 

input, 1-bit multiplexer would have to be replaced with a 4-input, 1-bit multiplexer. This larger 

multiplexer can easily be designed using three 2-input, 1-bit multiplexers in a VHDL structural 

model

8.1.3 Change in ADC IC chip

The ADC IC chips can be replaced with either different 12-bit ADC IC chips or 16-bit ADC IC 

chips. Any change in ADC IC chips would require modifications to the command words for mode 

programming and channel acquisition. These command words can be changed by assigning new 

command words to the 11 registers of the Command Word Interface (Command Module). Also, any 

changes in the mode programming sequence can be easily accommodated by modifying the sequence 

of the start .^ * 1 *  (str_az, str_ct). The change in ADC chips would also involve change in data 

acquisition time, which can be modified by changing the hold time between two communication cycles 

with the ADC IC chips. These hold times are easily accessible, as they have been implemented using 

GENERIC statement [2]. If 12-bit ADC IC chips are replaced with 16-bit ADC IC chips, then m 

addition to the above changes, the data registers (RSR, RDR) of the SRT Receiver (SRT Module) 

would have to be increased to 16-bit sizes. These changes assume that the replacement 12-bit and 

16-bit ADC IC chips operate in similar manner as the present ADC IC chips.

8.1.4 Change in Communication Rates

Any changes in the communication rate of the payloads’s GPS Receiver or the Telemetry Trans

mitter (RF Transmitter) can be easily accommodated by changing the local dock frequency. The
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local clock signals are generated by the flight computer by dividing the system clock (sysclk) and 

can be modified by re-calculating the divisor (GPS Baud Clock Generator).

8.1.5 Change in Dual-Port SRAM

Any changes in dual-port SRAM would require changes in the read and write cycle time to 

the SRAM. These read and write cycles are calculated in terms of system clock (sysclk) and are 

implemented by fixed counters. Any change in write time would require change in the counter value 

of Data Write of the different data packet generators (Science Packet Generator Module). The 

read cycle changes would require a similar change in the Data Read of the Byte Reader (Telemetry 

Processor).

8.2 Future Design Improvements

8.2.1 PLD Vendors

The Flight Computer was designed and developed using the MaxPlusII® CAD package. This 

has limited this design to Programmable Logic Devices offered only by Altera. However, the VHDL 

code for the flight computer conforms to VHDL 1993 and can be used to program devices from other 

PLD vendors.

8.2.2 Device Fitting

The pin layout of the flight computer was presented in Chapter 7. The pin assignments generated 

by the CAD package was spread over the entire chip. The pins of different buses (address or data) 

of those belonging to a particular processor were not grouped together. Proper grouping of these 

pins is essential from fabrication aspects of the project. No attempt was made to relocate the pins 

or explore the features of the floor-plan editor.

8.2.3 External Clocks and Signals

This design uses three external clock signals other than the system clock (sysclk). These clock
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signals are the Delay clock (Dclk) and the science and engineering sample clocks (S_sm_clk and 

E_sm_clk). The four external trigger signals used in the design are the mode programming signals 

(EOT_l, str_az, str_ct) and start sampling (EOT_5). These clocks and signals can be generated 

by the flight computer by developing additional modules. The clock signals can be generated by 

diving sysclk by a suitable divisor (similar to the GPS Baud Clock Generator). The trigger signals 

can be generated by designing a module the counts the GPS end-of-transmission and generates five 

different output pulses (pulse width equal to one sysclk cycle) corresponding to the end of first five 

GPS transmissions (approximately one second apart)^®

8.2.4 Packet Generator Design

The present design of the flight computer uses three packet generators, which essentially perform 

the same tasks of acquiring and storing data. A design of a single packet generator performing all 

the three tasks could reduce the number of output pins from the device. This could also lead to a 

possibility of a single SRAM to store the data packets for all the three data streams.

8.2.5 Request Interpreter

The Request Interpreter used in the Byte Reader is a very simple model based on providing 

priority to the different request signals. The science data packets having highest priority followed 

by the engineering and GPS data packets. A more sophisticated design using a queue could be a 

future design goal.

8.2.6 Checksum

The data communication between the rocket payload and the ground station uses modulo-two 

checksum for error detection. It does not offer any error correction capability, hence any error 

introduced during communication results in packet loss. Implementation of a more robust error 

detection and correction scheme could be a future improvement.
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8.3 Recommended Implementation Plan

Implementation o f the ARIM-1 flight computer is proposed as a separate ASRP project. A 

general guideline for implementing this design is presented in this section.

8.3.1 Implementation Experience

The design if this flight computer has considered two specific Programmable Logic Devices 

from the MAX7000S and FLEX10K families. These devices are the EPM7128SLC84-7 and the 

EPF10K20RC240-4, which are available on the UP1 Educational Board from Altera Corporation 

and used in the UAF’s Electrical Engineering laboratories. Circuits with moderate level of com

plexity may be implemented using these devices to understand their implementation intricacies. 

In general, each of the four processors can be realized on the available FLEX10K for testing and 

verification.

8.3.2 System Clock

To support high-speed designs, selected FLEX10K devices offer optional "ClockLock" and "Clock- 

Boost" circuitry containing a phase-locked loop (PLL) that is used to increase the design speed and 

reduce clock delay and clock skew within a device [10]. Methods of implementing these features may 

be investigated.

8.3.3 GPS Data Acquisition Processor Implementation

The implementation of the flight computer and thef SRAM module may be carried out in stages. 

First, attempt should be made at compiling and simulating a design using the GPS Data Acquisition 

Processor with the Telemetry Processor. These two processors could be implemented in a single 

FLEX10K20RC240-4 device. This prototype chip could be connected to the SRAM module, which 

may be fabricated. This prototype with the SRAM module may be tested with the GPS Receiver 

and the payload’s Telemetry System. On successful completion of trouble-shooting and testing, the
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device may be re-programmed two more times with the Science Data Acquisition Processor and 

Engineering Data Processor.

8.3.4 Re-compile and Simulate the Flight Computer

The pin layout of the integrated flight computer may be changed to desired locations and the 

design may be re-compiled and simulated. On successful simulation, the FLEX10K50RC240-4 may 

be programmed for testing.
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A Overview of VHDL Design

A .l Component Level Design

Component level design presents the detailed design of the different modules and their com

ponents. The detailed design consists of VHDL descriptions of combinational logic circuits and 

sequential state machines. The sequential machines are either simple or linked state machines, 

which are synchronized to a common system clock (sysclk) and operate only when a reset signal 

(rst_a or rst_b) enables them.

Implementation of a state machine using conventional digital circuits consists of a combinational 

logic section and a sequential logic section. The combinational logic section generates the output 

signals and the next state of the state machine from the inputs and the current state. The sequential 

logic section updates the current state with the next state synchronized to the system clock. VHDL 

implementation of a state machine also follows similar methodology. In a. VHDL description, there 

are generally two sets of sequential statements called processes. One process is synchronous to the 

system clock (sysclk) and executes at every rising edge of sysclk. The other process generates the 

next state logic of the state machine (equivalent to the combinational section) and is sensitive to 

the different inputs and the current state of the state machine. The synchronous process updates 

the current state with the value of the next state and also generates the different output signals 

of the sate machine. Thus, together these two processes implement a state machine. In the case 

of linked state machines, there are more than one state machines and each has an independent 

process generating the next states. The current states of all the state machines is updated with 

their corresponding next sates by a common process which is synchronized to sysclk.

A typical implementation of a state machine consists of its State Machine (SM) chart, a brief 

description of its operation and its VHDL code listing. These three must be read in conjunction for 

ease of comprehension of the component level design.
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A.2 VHDL Code Hierarchy

The different VHDL codes used to develop the Flight Computer are listed in Table A.I. The 

code listings are included in the subsequent appendices based upon functional classification.

Table A.I: VHDL codes for Flight Computer
Flight Computer Processor Module Component Appendix
arim_fc2.vhd scdp_r0.vhd srt cO.vhd trib ckO.vhd B

sclk_ge0.vhd B
srt txO.vhd B
srt_rx0.vhd B

mux 2i0.vhd G
sd cml.vhd cmw if2.vhd C

ssg_sc0.vhd C
sd_pk0.vhd D

egdp_rl2.vhd srt cO.vhd trib ckO.vhd -

sclk_ge0.vhd -

srt txO.vhd -

srt rxO.vhd -

mux_2i0.vhd -
sd cml.vhd cmw_if2.vhd -

ssg_sc0.vhd C
gpsd_pr0.vhd gps_sn0.vhd E

gps_rx0.vhd E
gps_bg0.vhd E
gps_pk0.vhd D

tldp_rl.vhd rrq_ifQ.vhd F
tel_drl.vhd F
tel txO.vhd tel_bg0.vhd F

atx rO.vhd F
dec4_ow0.vhd G
muxw_4i0.vhd muxw 2i0.vhd G

| Flight Computer and the four processors are listed in Appendix H~|
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B Synchronous Receiver Transmitter Module

The SRT module communicates with the payload’s ADC sub-system. It consists of four compo

nents, which are the SRT Transmitter, SRT Receiver, SRT SCLK Generator and the SRT BCLK 

Generator. Table B.I presents the device resource allocation for these components and the integrated

Table B.I: Device resource allocation for the components of SRT Module
Code Device I/P O/P LC SE Utilization
srt_tx0.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 12 2 44 7 34%
srt rxO.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 4 .'14 33 2 25%
sclk_ge0.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 4 2 20 3 15%
trib_ck0.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 4 2 5 0 3%
srt_c0.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 12 19 108 59 84%

f I/P=Input Pins, O /P —Output Pins, LC=Logic Cells, SE=Shareable Expanders |

SRT module.

B.I SRT Transmitter

B .l .l  Implementation of SRT Transmitter

The function of the SRT Transmitter is to load a command word and transmit it twice as a serial 

bit stream The two transmissions are separated by a hold period. SRT Transmitter is designed as 

a state machine with four states and two embedded counters. The SM chart for this state machine 

is shown in Figure B.I. The machine loads a command word in state READY, transmits it in state 

TDATA and waits between the transmissions in state HOLD. In state IDLE, the machine waits for 

the signal sample and loads TDR upon receiving it. It also generates the signal cs_sclk to start the 

SRT SCLK Generator and goes to state READY. In state READY, it loads TSR and proceeds to state 

TDATA, where it transmits the command word as a serial bit stream. In TDATA, the machine sets 

the signal op_data so that the transmitted data bit is loaded on TxD, which otherwise remains in 

Hi-Z condition. The machine waits for the falling edge of Bclk and then shifts TSR right by one bit 

to transmit the command word. The number of bits transmitted is tracked by incrementing the bit 

counter (b_ctr). After transmission of the eight bits the machine checks transmit counter (t_ctr)
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Figure B.l: SM chart for SRT Transmitter
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to identify the transmission cycle, depending upon which, it goes to state HOLD or back to IDLE. 

If it is in the first transmission cycle, the machine, clears b_ctr, increments t_ctr and goes to state 

HOLD. In state HOLD, it waits for the data conversion to be completed by the ADC IC chip and 

counts Bclk falling edges to calculate this conversion time. The machine uses b_ctr for the counting 

process and clears the counter when the contents axe equal to the value set by transmitter hold bits 

(txh_bits=75). After the end of conversion time the machine goes back to state READY for the 

second transmission cycle, wherein it again loads TSR from TDR and goes to state TDATA. In state 

TDATA, it again transmits the eight bits at falling edges of Bclk and checks t_ctr. Now in its second 

transmission cycle, the machine clears both b_ctr and t_ctr and goes back to state IDLE.

B.1.2 VHDL code for SRT Transmitter

06/22/00 
Nil r
Anirban Chowdhury

-- File Name : srt.txO.vhd
-- Operation : This is SRT transmitter section.

Transmits a command word twice after a hold time.
—  Revision No.
-- Revision Date
—  Revision 
-- Revised by 
__************:

-- NOTES :
1. ’txh.bits’ is transmitter hold bits, tdac - data acq. time 

Clac : txh.bits = {tdac + [rcx.bits - tx.bits]} = {70+[13-8]>**********
— ** * * *

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;

ENTITY srt_tx0 IS 
GENERIC(

txh.bits
P0RT(

Bclk, sysclk 
rst.a, sample 
TBUS 
str.sclk 
TxD

END ENTITY srt.txO;

INTEGER := 75); —  NOTE 1

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 D0WNT0 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC);

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF srt.txO IS
TYPE StateType IS (IDLE, READY, TDATA, HOLD);

SUBTYPE num.bits IS INTEGER RANGE 0 TO txh.bits;

SIGNAL state, nextstate : StateType;
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SIGNAL TSR, TDR : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0); — Data & Shift Reg 
SIGNAL b_ctr, t_ctr : num_bits; -- Bit counter, Transmit counter 
SIGNAL b_inc, b . d r ,  t_inc, t.clr : STD.LOGIC; —  Counter controls 
SIGNAL loadTDR,loadTSR, shftTSR : STD_L0GIC; —  Register controls 
SIGNAL cs.sclk, op.data : STD.LOGIC; -- Start SCLK, Data Output 
SIGNAL Bclk_failing, Bclk.Delayed ; STD.LOGIC; —  Bclk detection

BEGIN
TxD < — , Z > WHEN (op_data = ’O ’) ELSE-- Controls Data output

T S R ( 0 t $ ^
Bclk_failing <= (NOT Bclk) AND Bclk_Delayed;-- Bclk falling edge

PI : PROCESS (state, sample, b_ctr, t_ctr, Bclk_failing)
BEGIN

CASE state IS ■
WHEN IDLE =>

b_inc <= ’O ’; b_clr <= *0*; 
t_inc <= ’O ’; t_clr <= ’O ’; 
loadTDR <= *0’;:: » 
loadTSR <= »0>; shftTSR <= ’O ’; 
cs_sclk <= ’O ’; op_data <= * 0 ’;
IF (sample = >1’) THEN

loadTDR <= *1’; — Load TDR from TBUS 
cs.sclk <-'^1’; --Start SCLK 
nextstate <= READY;

ELSE
nextstate <= IDLE;

END IF;
WHEN READY =>

b.inc < < » 0 > ; b_clr < ^  ’0 ’ ;
t_inc <= ’O ’; t_clr ’O ’
loadTDR <=
loadTSR ■*; shftTSR <= ’O ’; - -Load TSR
cs_sdlk op_data <= ’O ’;
nextstate <= TDATA;

WHEN TDATA =>
b_inc <= ’O ’; b_clr <= ’O ’;
t_inc <= ’0*; t_clr <= ’O ’;
loadTDR <= ’O ’;
loadTSR <= ’O ’f, shftTSR <= ’(f ; - 
cs_sclk <= ’O ’; op_data <= ’Ij;
IF (Bclk_failing = ’O ’) THEN 

nextstate <- TDATA;
ELSIF Q>_ctr /= 7) THEN -- Shift when !7 

shftTSR 
b _ i n c ' < l / I * ; 
nextstate <= TDATA;

ELS IF (t_ctr * 1), THEN --Detects
b_clr <= ’1*; — transmission #
t_clr <= ’ 1 ’; 
nextstate <= IDLE;

ELSE
b.clr <= ’I ’ ;
t _ inc <= ’i ’ ; — In c .transmit 
nextstate <= HOLD;--counter

END IF;
WHEN HOLD =>
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b.inc <= ’O ’; b.clr <= ’O ’; 
t_inc <= »0’; t.clr <= >0’; 
loadTDR <= ’O ’;
loadTSR <= ’0 ’; shftTSR <= ’O ’; 
cs.sclk <= *0’; op_data <= ’O ’;
IF (Bclk.failing = S H  THEN 

nextstate <= HOLD;
ELSIF (b.ctr = txh_bits) THEN — HOLD 

b.clr <= ’I ’;; — for txh_bits
nextstate <= READY;

ELSE
b.inc
nextstate <= HOLD;

END IF;
END CASE;

END PROCESS PI;

P2 : PROCESS (sysclk, rst^a)
BEGIN

IF (rst_a = ’O ’) THEN
TSR <*= B"llll_llll"; 
state <= IDLE; 
b_ctr < = 0 ;  
t_ctr <= 0;
Bclk.Delayed <= ’O ’;

ELSIF (sysclk*EVENT and sysclk = ’1 ’) THEN 
state <= nextstate;

. IF (b_clr - »1») THEN 
b_ctr <= 0;

ELSIF (b.inc = ’1») THEN
b_ctr <= b.ctr + 1;

END IF;
IF (t.clr = >1’) THEN 

t.ctr <=
ELSIF (t.inc = ’1 ’) THEN

t_ctr <= t.ctr + 1;
END IF;
IF (cs.sclk = *1’) THEN 

str.sclk <= ’I ’;
ELSE

str.sclk <= ’O ’;
END IF;
IF (loadTDR - ’1 ’) THEN 

TDR <- TBUS;
END IF;
IF (loadTSR = >i’) THEN 

TSR <= TDR;
END IF;
IF (shftTSR = ’1 ’) THEN

TSR <= ’0 ’ fc TS R (7 DOWNTO 1);'
END IF;
Bclk.Delayed <= Bclk;

END IF;
END PROCESS P2;

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;
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B.2 SRT Receiver

B.2.1 Implementation of SRT Receiver

The function of the SRT Receiver is to acquire 13 serial data bits transmitted by the ADC chip. 

It is designed a state machine with two states and one embedded counter. The SM chart for this 

state machine is shown in Figure B.2. In state IDLE, the machine waits for the signal start receiver

(str__rex) and upon receiving the same, it goes to state RDATA. In state RDATA, the machine acquires 

the 13 data bits. The data bits are acquired from RxD by right-shifting RSR at the rising edges 

of Bclk. The number of bits received is tracked by incrementing the received bit counter (rb_ctr), 

which is cleared after acquisition of all the 13 bits. The machine then loads the acquired data on 

RDR, sets RDRF and goes back to state IDLE for the next start signal.

B.2.2 VHDL code for SRT Receiver

—  File Name : srt.rxO.vhd
—  Operation : This is the SRT receiver section.

Starts after a signal is received.
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—  Revision No. : 0
—  Revision Date : 06/22/00
-- Revision : Nil
-- Revised by : Anirban Chowdhury

—  NOTES:
l . ’rxc.bits* is number of bits received from ADC 

For ARIM-1 : rcx.bits |  13
_ _ *  # * * * * * *  *  i|i * # # *  * *  * *  * *  4c * * Hi i|i *  * * * * *  *  *  *  *  He * *  *  *  * * * * i(i % * * *  * *  * * *  * *  * * i|i *  *  i|i * *

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;

ENTITY srt JrxO IS 
GENERIC(

rcx_bits
P0RT(

Bclk, sysclk 
rst.a 
str.rex 
RxD 
RDR 
RDRF

END ENTITY srt.rxO;

ARCHITECTURE rev_0 OF srt.rxO IS

TYPE StateType IS (IDLE, RDATA);
SUBTYPE r.bits IS INTEGER RANGE 0 TO rcx.bits;

SIGNAL state, nextstate : StateType;
SIGNAL RSR : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(12 DOWNTO 0); — Rex. shift reg 
SIGNAL rb.ctr : r.bits; — Rex. counter
SIGNAL inc.rbctr, clr.rbctr : STD_L0GIC; — Counter controls 
SIGNAL loadRDR, shftRSR : STD.LOGIC; — Register controls 
SIGNAL Bclk.rising, Bclk.Delayed : STD.LOGIC; — Bclk detection 
SIGNAL setRDRF : STD.LOGIC;—  Output control .

BEGIN

Bclkjrising <= Bclk AND (NOT BclkJDelayed); --Bclk rising edge

PI : PROCESS (state, str.rex, rb.ctr, Bclk.rising)
BEGIN

CASE state IS
WHEN IDLE =>

inc.rbctr <= ’O ’;clr_rbctr <= ’O'; 
shftRSR <= ’O ’
loadRDR <= ’O ’jsetRDRF <® *0’;
IF (str.rex ’1 ’) THEN 

nextstate <= RDATA;
ELSE

nextstate <= IDLE;
END IF;

WHEN RDATA =>
inc.rbctr <= ’O ’;clr.rbctr <= ’O ’; 
shftRSR <= ’O ’K f

: INTEGER := 13).;,—  NOTE 1

: IN STD.LOGIC;
: IN STD.LOGIC;
: IN STD.LOGIC;
: IN STD.LOGIC;
: OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(12 DOWNTO 0);
: BUFFER STD.LOGIC);
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loadRDR <= *0’;setRDRF <= ’O ’;
IF (Bclk„rising = »0») THEN 

nextstate <= RDATA;
ELSIF (rb_ctr = rcx_bits) THEN — Waits for 

setRDRF <= ’I ’;— 1 extra Bclk.rising 
clr_rbctr <** *1*;— to occur 
loadRDR <# f l ’; 
nextstate <= IDLE;

ELSE —  Shifts till all bits are rex. 
shftRSR <| *1’; 
inc_rbctr <= * i* 
nextstate <= RDATA;

END IF;
END CASE;

END PROCESS PI;

P2 : PROCESS (sysclk, rst_a)
BEGIN

IF (rst_a = ’O ’) THEN 
state <= IDLE;
Bclk.Delayed < = ’O ’; 
rb_ctr < ~ 0 ;

ELSIF (sysclk*EVENT and sysclk = »1>) THEN 
state <= nextstate;
IF (clr_rbctr = *1?) THEN 

rb.ctr <- 0;
ELSIF (inc.rbctr = *1,*) THEN 

rb_ctr <= rb.ctr + 1;
END IF;
IF (shftRSR = »1») THEN

RSR <= RxD & R S R U 2  DOWNTO 1);
END IF;
IF (loadRDR = *1’) THEN 

RDR <= RSR;
END IF;
IF (setRDRF = *1’) THEN 

RDRF <= *1*;
ELSE

RDRF <= *0’;
END IF;
Bclk.Delayed <= Bclk;

END IF;
END PROCESS P2;

END ARCHITECTURE rev_0;

B.3 SRT SCLK Generator

B.3.1 Implementation of SRT SCLK Generator

The function of the SRT SCLK Generator is to provide the serial clock (sclk) during the two
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communication cycles with the ADC chips. The operation of this component is similar to the SRT 

Transmitter and is also designed as a state machine with four states and two embedded counters. 

The SM chart for this state machine is shown in Figure B.3. The machine transmits the serial clock 

in states SAMP_1 and SAMP_2 and waits for the hold period in state HOLD. In state IDLE, the 

machine waits for the start signal (str_sclk) and goes to state SAM P__l: upon receiving it. In state

SAMP  lj the machine generates 13 cycles of sclk by incrementing two different type of counters,

Ctrl and ctr2, at the falling edges of BclkX2. The counter ctrl is a 2-bit binary counter that divides 

Bclkx2 by a factor of two to generate sclk. The counter ctr2 is an integer counter that keeps track of 

number of sclk cycles transmitted. The machine completes transmission of 13 sclk cycles when ctr2 

is equal to value set by rcx_bitsX2 (26) This is twice the number of received bits as signal BclkX2 is 

being used for counting. It then clears both the counters and goes to state HOLD where it waits for 

data conversion by the ADC chips. In state HOLD, it counts the falling edges of Bclk to track the 

conversion time. The machine reuses ctr2 for this counting process and clears it when the contents 

are equal to the value set by the serial clock hpldvbits (sch_bits=140). After the end of conversion 

time, the machine generates a signal to start the SRT Receiver (str_rcx) and goes to state SAMP_2, 

which is similar to state SAMP_1. The machine then again: transmits 13 cycles of sclk and goes 

back to state IDLE.

B.3.2 VHDL code for SRT SCLK Generator

-- File Name : sclk.geO.vhd
-- Operation : This is the SCLK Generator for SRT module.
—  Revision No. : 0
—  Revision Date : 06/22/0C) ,
—  Revision : Nil
-- Revised by : Anirban Chowdhury

—  NOTES:
1. ’rcx_bitsX2* is required to generate the SCLK,, calc : 2* rcx.bits

-- For ARIM-1 rcx_bitsX2 = [2* 13] = 26
2. sch_bits is SCLK hold bits, calc: 2* tdac

tdac = data acqusition time.
For ARIM-1 sch.bits = [2* 70] » 140 

-- 3. ’num.bits’ decides size of ’ctr2’ which is used to count both
BclkX2 pulses and HOLD time , hence must be greater of 
’rcx_bitsX2* or ’sch.bits*.
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Figure B.3: SM chart for SRT SCLK Generator



LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_Logi'e_1164.ALL;
USE ieee.std.logic.unsigned.ALL;

ENTITY sclk.geO IS 
GENERIC C; ' •'

rcX‘_bitsX2 : INTEGER := 26;— NOTE 1
sch.bits : INTEGER :=140>;— NOTE 2

PORT( .
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC; 
OUT STD.LOGIC; 
OUT STD.LOGIC);

sysclk 
rst.a 
str.sclk 
BclkX2 
str.rcx 
sclk

END ENTITY sclk.geO ;

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF sclk.geO IS

TYPE StateType IS (IDLE, SAMP.l, HOLD, SAMP.2);
SUBTYPE num.bits IS INTEGER RANGE 0 TO sefc_bits; — NOTE 3

SIGNAL state, nextstate : StateType;

SIGNAL Ctrl e: STD_LOGIC.VECTOR(l DOWNTO 0),^-Clock generator 
SIGNAL ctr2 : ntun.bits; — BclkX2 counter
SIGNAL BclkX2_Delayed, BclkX2_failing : STD.LOfilC;'
SIGNAL incl, clrl, inc2, c%r2 : STD.LOGIC;--Counter controls 
SIGNAL op.srcx : STD.LOGIC; —  Output controls

BEGIN
sclk <= ctrl(O); j
BclkX2_failing '<*% (NOT BclkX2) AND BelkX2.Delayed;

PI PROCESS (str.sclk , state, BclkX2_failing, ctr2) *
BEGIN

CASE state IS
WHEN IDLE M  *

op.srcx <= ’O ’;
incl <= ’O ’ ;clrl ,<■= *0*;
inc2 <= *0*;clr2 <= *0’;
IF (str.sclk = ’1 ’) THEN 

nextstate <= SAMP.l;
ELSE

nextstate <= IDLE;
END IF;

WHEN SAMP.l =>
op.srcx <* ’O ’;
incl <*= ’OVjclrl <= ’O ’;
inc2 <= ’O ’;clr2 <= ’O ’;
IF (BclkX2_failing .'•» ’O ’) THEN 

nextstate <= SAMP.l;
ELSIF (ctr2 = rcx_bitsX2) THEN— Checks 

clrl <= ’1 ’;— # of SCLK pulses 
clr2 <= >1’; 
nextstate <= HOLD;
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ELSE
incl «= ’ 1 ’; 
inc2 <= »l >; 
nextstate' <= SAMP_1;

END IF;
WHEN HOLD => ' ;

op_srcx <= >0»;
incl <= ’O ’;clrl <= *0*;
inc2 <= ;clr2 <* ’O ’;
IF (BclkX2_failing = »0’) THEN 

nextstate <= HOLD;
ELSIF (ctr2 - sch_bits) THEN--checks

op.srcx <= ’I ’;— hold time and 
clr2 <= *1’i^jrstaarts receiver 
nextstate <= SAMP_2;

ELSE
inc2 <= ’1 ’; 
nextstate <= HOLD;

END IF;
WHEN SAMP _ 2 =*> ' ■

op_srcx <= ’O ’; 
incl <= ’O ’;clrl ’O ’; 
inc2 <= ’O ’;clr2 <= ’O ’;
IF (BclkX2_failing = >0’) THEN 

nextstate <= SAMP_2t 
ELSIF (ctr2 = rcx_bitsX2) THEN 

clrl <= »1»; 
clr2 <= »1>; 
nextstate <= IDLE;

ELSE
incl <= *1*; 
inc2 <=
nextstate <= SAMP.2;. '

END IF;
END CASE;

END PROCESS PI;

P2 : PROCESS (sysclk, rst.a)
BEGIN

IF (rst_a = >0») THEN 
state <= IDLE;
BclkX2_Delayed <» ’O ’;
Ctrl <= B"00"; 
ctr2 <= 0;

ELSIF (sysclk*EVENT and sysclk = ’1 ’) THEN 
state <= nextstate;
IF (clrl = n > )  THEN

. Ctrl-**5? B"O0Mf ^  £
ELSIF (incl k  ’1 ’) THEN 

cttl <= ctrl + 1 ;
END IF;
IF (clr2 - *1*) THEN 

ctr2 <= 0;
ELSIF (inc2 = »1») THEN 

ctr2 <= ctr2 + 1;
END IF; ' :
IF (op_srcx = *1^) THEN
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str^rcx <= * 1 ’;
ELSE

str_rcx <= ’O ’;
END IF;
BclkX2_Delayed <= BclkX2;

END IF;
END PROCESS P2;

END ARCHITECTURE rev_0;

B.4 SRT BCLK Generator

B.4.1 Implementation of SRT BCLK Generator

The function of the SRT BCLK Generator is to generate Bclk and BclkX2 by dividing sysclk by a 

factor of eight. This division is triggered by a start signal and ended by a stop signal. The division 

operation is implemented by a incrementing a 3-bit binary counter Ctrl, at the rising edges of sysclk. 

The counter counts only when it is enabled by assertion of reset signal (rst_b), which is generated 

by a state machine. This machine has two states and the SM chart is shown in Figure B.4. In state

Figure B.4: SM chart for SRT BCLK Generator
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IDLE, the machine waits for the start signal (start_l) and sets signal set_rst_b, upon receiving 

it; A synchronized boolean logic statement asserts rst_b and starts the division process. The state 

machine then goes to state GO, where it-waits for the stop signal (stop_l). Upon receiving stop_l, 

the machine sets signal rst_rst_b, which deasserts rst_b and stops the division process. The machine 

then goes to state IDLE for the next start signal.

B.4.2 VHDL code for SRT BCLK Generator

—  File Name : trib.ckO.vhd
—  Operation : This is the Bclk generator for SRT module.

END ENTITY trib.ckO ;

ARCHITECTURE rev.0 OF trib.ckO IS

TYPE StateType I S ‘(IDLE, GO);

SIGNAL state, nextstate : StateType;

SIGNAL Ctrl : STD_L0GIC.VECT0R(2 DOWNTO 0)\:= B"000"; 
SIGNAL set.rst.b, rst_rst_b, rst_b : STD.LOGIC;

BEGIN
PI: PROCESS (sysclk, rst.a)

BEGIN
IF (rst.a = ’O ’) THEN 

state <= IDLE; 
rst_b <= ’O ’;

ELSIF (rising.edge(sysclk)) THEN

—  Revision No.
—  Revision Date
—  Revision
—  Revised by

Generates clock pulses with start signals 
and stops after receiving the stop signal. 
0
06/22/00
Nil
Anirban Chovdhury

__*****>***********************************************************
—  NOTES :

1. BclkX2 = 1 / 4  sysclk, Bclk = 1/8 sysclk

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std.logic.1164.ALL;
USE ieee.std.logic.unsigned.ALL;

ENTITY trib.ckO IS
P0RT(Vv*

rst.a, sysclk 
start.l, stop.I 
B d k X 2  
Bclk

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC; , 
OUT STD.LOGIC; 
OUT STD.LOGIC) f

state <= nextstate;
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rst.b <= ((NOT rst_b) AND set.rst.b) OR ((NOT rst.rst b) AND rst b ) ;
END IF;

END PROCESS Pi;
P2: PROCESS (start_l, state, stop_l)

BEGIN
CASE state IS

WHEN IDLE =>
set_rst_b <= *0 
rst_rst_b <= ’O ’;
IF (start.l ■ »1>) THEN 

set_rst_b <= ’1 ’; 
nextstate <= GO;

ELSE
nextstate <= IDLE; 

END IF;
WHEN GO ->

set_rst_b <= *0’; 
rst_rst_b <= ’O ’;
IF (stop_l - jl’j  THEN 

rst_rst_b <= *1’; 
nextstate <- IDLE;

ELSE
nextstate <= GO; . 

END IF;
END CASE;

END PROCESS P2;
P3: PROCESS (rst.b, sysclk)

BEGIN
IF (rst_b = »0>) THEN 

Ctrl <= B"000";
ELSIF (rising_edge(sysclk)) THEN 

ctrl <= ctrl + 1;
END IF;

END PROCESS P3;
BclkX2 <= ctrl(l); —  NOTE 1 
Bclk <= ctrl(2); —  NOTE 1

B.5 VHDL code for SRT Module

__ ***** * **** * ki ***** *  * * *  * * *  * * * * * *  *
-- NOTE : Uses following components

sclk.gsO, srt_txO, srt_rxO, trib.ckO

File Name 
Operation

Revision 
Revised by

Revision No. 
Revision Date

srt _ cO.vhd
This is the complete SRT Module 
0
06/22/00
Nil
Anirban Chowdhury

LIBRARY ieee;
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USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;

ENTITY srt.cO IS 
GENERIC(

RBUS
RDRF

END ENTITY srt.cO;

txh_bits INTEGER := 75;
rcx.bits INTEGER := 13;
rcx_bitsX2 INTEGER 26;
sch.bits INTEGER := 140);

sysclk, rst.a IN STD.LOGIC;
RxD IN STD.LOGIC;
sample IN STD.LOGIC;
TBUS IN STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7
TxD, sclk OUT STD.LOGIC;

OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15 DOWNTO 0); 
BUFFER STD.LOGIC);

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF srt.cO IS

COMPONENT trib.ckO IS 
PORT( • • •

rst.a, sysclk;, 
start.l, stop.l 
BclkX2 
Bclk

END COMPONENT trib.ckO;

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC; 
OUT STD.LOGIC; 
OUT STD.LOGIC);

COMPONENT sclk_geO IS 
GENERIC'*

rcx_bitsX2
sch.bits

PORT*
sysclk :
rst.a :
str.sclk
BclkX2
str.rcx
sclk

END COMPONENT sclk.geO; 

COMPONENT srt.txO IS
generic m m

txh.bits
PORT*

Bclk,sysclk 
rst.a,sample 
TBUS 
str.sclk 
TxD

END COMPONENT srt.txO;

INTEGER := 26; 
INTEGER := 140); .

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC; 
OUT STD.LOGIC; 
OUT STD.L.OGIC);

INTEGER 75);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC);

COMPONENT srt.rxO IS 
GENERIC*

PORT*
Bclk, sysclk

INTEGER := 13); 

IN STD.LOGIC;
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rst_a 
str.rex 
RxD 
RDR 
RDRF

END COMPONENT srt.rxO;

SIGNAL RDR : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(12 DOWNTO 0);
SIGNAL str.clk, str.rex : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL setRDRF : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL BclkX2, Bclk : STD.LOGIC;

BEGIN
RBUS <** B"000" ft RDR;

B1 : trib.ckO PORT MAP(rst_a, sysclk, sample, RDRF, BclkX2, Bclk);
SI : sclk_geO PORT MAPCsysclk, rst.a, str.clk, BclkX2, str.rex, sclk);
T1 : srt.txO PORT MAP(Bclk, sysclk, rst.a, sample, TBUS, str.clk, TxD);
R1 : srt.rxO PORT MAPCBclk, sysclk, rst.a, str.rex, RxD, RDR, RDRF);

in
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.L0GIC_VECT0R(12 DOWNTO 0); 
BUFFER STD LOGIC):

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;
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C Command Module

The Command Module is used in the Science and Engineering Data Acquisition Processors to 

facilitate proper data acquisition from the ADC IC chips' It consists of two components, which are 

the Command Word Interface and the Sample Sequence Generator. The component Command Word 

Interface is identical in both the data command modules, whereas the Sample Sequence Generators 

are different due to the different ADC acquisition requirements and sample rates. Table C.I presents

Table C.I: Device resource allocation for components of Command Modules
Processor VHDL code Device r/p O/P LC SE Utilization
Common cmw if2.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 10 12 9 9%
Science ssg_sc0.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 7 11 42 2 32%
Science sd cml.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 11 13 54 12 42%
Engineering ssg_egl.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 5 10 32 11 25%
Engineering ed_cml.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 9 12 47 20 36%

| I/P=Input Pins, Q/P=Output Pins, LC=Logic Cells, SE-Shareable Expanders |

the devic'e resource allocation for these components and the integrated module.

C.I Command Word Interface

C .l . l  Implementation of Command Word Interface

The function of the Command Word Interface is to store the various ADC command words and 

provide them with a sample signal to the SRT module. These command words are used for mode 

programming and channel acquisition of the ADC IC chips and are stored in different registers 

of the component. The mode programming command words are used only once at start-up to 

initialize the ADC IC chips for accurate data acquisition. Command words for channel acquisition 

are used through out the mission to the designed data from the different channels of the ADC IC 

chips. This component is designed as a state machine with four states and the SM chart is shown 

in Figure C.I. The states IDLE and HOLD_l are used to perform mode programming and states 

READY and HOLD_2 are used for channel acquisition. In state IDLE, the machine waits for the start 

signal (start) or any of the mode programming signals (str_az and str_ct). On receiving the signal
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Figure C.l: SM chart for Command Word Interface
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start, it loads the auto-calibration command word on TBUS and goes to state HOLD_l. In state 

Lt asserts slSnal sample for one sysclk cycle and returns back to state IDLE for the other 

mode programming signals. The three mode programming signals are provided to this machine in 

a fixed sequence, one second apart, causing it to toggle between states IDLE and HOLD 1. This 

re-use of state IDLE during mode programming eliminates use of additional machine states. After 

the completion of mode programming the machine waits for the signal mp_ovr and then goes to state 

READY. In state READY, it waits for the channel select signal (ch[7..0]) and loads the appropriate 

command word on TBUS for channel acquisition. The machine then goes to state H0LD_2 for one 

sysclk cycle to assert sample and returns back to state READY for the next channel selection.

C.1.2 V H D L  code for Command Word Interface

END ENTITY cmw_if2;

ARCHITECTURE rev_2 OF cmw_if2 IS
TYPE StateType IS (IDLE, HOLD.l, READY, H0LD.2);

SIGNAL state, nextstate : StateType;

-- Command Words for Mode Programming
SIGNAL ACW, AZW, CTW : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);

—  Command Words Channel Sampling
SIGNAL CHW_0, CHW_1, CHW_2, CHW_3 : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);

—  File Name
—  Operation

cmw.if2.vhd
This is the Command Word Interface section.
Depending upon the input signal (ch[0..7], az, ct etc.) 
it tranfers the ’command word’ onto TBUS and sends out a 
’sample’ signal on the next sysclk’. It also generates a 
diagnosstic output to show that it is in sample mode.
2
07/13/00
1. States H0LD.3 and H0LD.4 deleted.
Anirban Chowdhury

-- Revision No. 
-- Revision Date 
— Revision 
—  Revised by

LIBRARY ieee;
USE i e e e .std_logic_1164.ALL;

ENTITY cmw_if2 IS 
PORT (|Sj

TBUS

rst.a, sysclk 
start
str_az, str_ct, mp.ovr 
ch
sample, samp.mode

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC; —  EOT.l (for ARIM-1)
IN STD.LOGIC;

IN STD.LOGIC*,VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0);
OUT STD.LOGICf 

OUT STD.L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0)>;
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SIGNAL CHW_4, CHW_5, CHW.6, CHW_7 : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);

SIGNAL set.smp, set.diag : STD.LOGIC; :

-- Control Signals to load TBUS
SIGNAL Id.ACW, ld.AZW, ld.CTW : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL ld.CHWO, ld.CHWl, ld_CHW2, ld_CHW3: STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL ld_CHW4, ld_CHW5, ld.CHW6, ld_CHW7: STd Il OGIC;

BEGIN
—  Setting Command Words

ACW <= B"0001.0000";
AZW <= B"1001_0000";
CTW <= B"0111_0001";
CHW.0 <= B"0010_0001"; CHW.l <= B ,,0010_0011'
CHW.2 <= B"0010_1001"; C H W _ 3 < *  B"0010_101i'
CHW.4 <= B"0010_0101"; CHW.5 <= B"0010_0111'
CHW.6 <= B"0010_1101"; CHW.7 <= B"0010_llll<

PI : PROCESS (state, start, str.az, str.cti mp.ovr, ch)
BEGIN

CASE state IS
WHEN IDLE =>

set.smp <- ’O ’; —  Sets sample
set.diag < -  ’0 ’; —  Sets samp_mode for diagnostics 
Id.ACW <= ’0>; Id.AZW <= ’O ’; ld.CTW <= ’O ’; V- 
Id.CHWO <= ’0 ’; ld.CHWl <« ’O ’; ld_CHW2 <= ’O ’; ld_CHW3 <= ’O ’; 
ld_CHW4 < = ’0 ’; ld_CHW5 <= ’O ’; ld_CHW6 <= ’O ’; ld_CHW7 <= ’O ’; 
IF (start = ’I*) THEN 

ld.ACW <= ’! ’; 
nextstate <= HOLD.l;

ELSIF (str.az = ’1») THEN 
ld.AZW <-. *1’( 
nextstate <= HOLD.l;'

ELSIF (str.ct = fl’) THEN 
ld.CTW <= *1’; ‘
nextstate < -  HOLD.l;

ELSIF (mp.ovr = ».1») THEN 
set.diag <» -’1 ’; 
nextstate <= READY;

ELSE
nextstate <- IDLE;

END IF;
WHEN HOLD.l =>>'*'

set.smp <= ’1 ’; —  sample 
set.diag <=» ’O ’;
Id ACW <= ’O ’; ld.AZW <= ’O ’; ld.CTW <= ’O ’; 
ldlcHWO <= ’O ’; ld.CHWl <= ’O ’; ld.CHW2 <= ’O ’; ld_CHW3 <= ’O ’:
ld~CHW4 <= ’O ’; ld_CHW5 <= ’O ’; ld_CHW6 <= ’O ’; ld.CHW7 <= ’O ’:
nextstate <= IDLE;

WHEN READY =>
set.smp <= ’O ’; —  Sets sample
set diag <- ’O ’; —  Sets samp.mode for diagnostics
Id ACW <= ’O ’; ld.AZW <= ’O ’; ld.CTW <= ’O ’;
ld*CHWO <= ’O ’; ld.CHWl <= ’O ’; ld_CHW2 <= ’O ’; ld.CHW3 <= ’0 ’
l d C H W 4  <= ’O ’; ld_CHW5 <= ’O ’; ld.CHWO <= ’O ’; ld_CHW7 <= ’0 ’
IF~(ch(0) - ’!») THEN
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ld.CHWO <= »1>; 
nextstate <= H0LD.2;

ELSIF (ch(l) = »l>) THEN 
ld.CHWl <= »1»; 
nextstate <= H0LD_2;

ELSIF (ch(2) * 1 ’) THEN
ld_CHW2 <= »1>; 
nextstate <= HOLD_2;

ELSIF (ch(3) ±.»1») THEN 
ld_CHW3 <= »1>; 
nextstate <= H0LD_2;

ELSIF (ch(4) = »1>) THEN 
ld_CHW4 <= >1’; 
nextstate <= H0LD.2;

ELSIF (ch(5) I  »i») THEN 
ld_CHW5 <= »1>; 
nextstate <= H0LD_2;

ELSIF (ch(6) = »i>) THEN 
ld_CHW6 <= ’1 ’; 
nextstate <= H0LD.2;

ELSIF (ch(7) = THEN
ld_CHW7 <= >1»; 
nextstate <= H0LD_2;

ELSE
nextstate <= READY;

END IF;
WHEN H0LD.2 =>

set_smp <= ’1*; 
set_diag <= ’O ’;
ld.ACW <= ’O ’; ld.AZW < = ’0 ’; ld.CTW <= ’O ’;
ld_CHWO <= ’O ’; ld.CHWl <= ’O ’; ld_CHW2 <= ‘O ’; ld_CHW3 <= ’O ’;
ld_CHW4 ld_CHW5 <= ’O ’; ld_CHW6 <= ’O ’; ld_CHW7 <= ’O ’;
nextstate <= READY;

END CASE;
END PROCESS PI;

P2 : PROCESS (sysclk, rst.a)
BEGIN

IF (rst.a = ’O ’) THEN
state <= IDLE;
TBUS < ~ B"0000_0000";

ELSIF (sysclk’EVENT and sysclk = ’! ’) THEN
state <= nextstate;
IF (set_smp = ’1 ’) THEN 

sample <= ’1 ’;
ELSE

sample <= ’0 ’£.
END IF; |
IF (ld.CHWO = THEN 

TBUS <= CHW_0;
ELSIF (ld.CHWl = V 1 ’) THEN 

TBUS <* CHW.l;
ELSIF (ld_CHW2 = ’1 ’) THEN 

TBUS <= CHW_2;
ELSIF (ld_CHW3 = U f O  THEN 

TBUS <* CHW_3;
ELSIF (ld_CHW4 »  §§§£ THEN
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. TBUS <= CHW.4;
ELSIF (ld.CHWS = ’1 ’) THEN 

TBUS <= CHW_S;
ELSIF (ld_CHW6 = »1») THEN 

TBUS <= CHW_6; |
ELSIF (ld_CHW7 = > ) THEN

TBUS <= CHW.7 / ~
ELSIF (ld_ACW = ’i») THEN 

TBUS <= ACW;
ELSIF (ld.AZW = ’l|j THEN 

TBUS <= AZW;
ELSIF (ld.CTW = »i>) THEN 

TBUS <= CTW;
END IF;
IF (set.diag = ,*l») THEN 

samp.mode '<= ’I s;
END IF;

END IF; S',
END PROCESS P2;

END ARCHITECTURE rev.2;

C.2 Sample Sequence Generators

C.2.1 Implementation of Sample Sequence Generators

The function of the Sample Sequence Generator is to generate three different signals for proper 

operation of the entire data acquisition processor. These signals are channel select (ch[7..0]), ADC 

chip select (cs_adc) and sample round over (sr_ovr). These signals are generated by both the Science 

and Engineering Sample Sequence Generators but are implemented using different methods. The 

functions and general implementation method of these signals are as follows :

i ) T h e  signal ch[7..0] selects a channel (Channel-0 through Channel-7) for data acquisition 

at the rising edge , of sample clock (samp_clk), after start of data acquisition. In the 

case of the Science Data Acquisition Processor Channel-0 of the two ADC IC chips is 

selected alternately for.accelerometer data acquisition and Channel-1 for thermosonde 

data acquisition. In the case of the Engineering Data Acquisition Processor data is 

acquired thoroughout the mission from all the eight channels of the first ADC IC chip 

and from the initial seven channels (Channel-0 though Channel-6) of the second ADC 

IC chip.



n) The signal cs_adc, operates the multiplexer to select the Serial Data Output line from

the two ADC IC chips for data acquisition. This signal is generated by incrementing 

a 2-bit binary counter (cs_ctr). The LSB of this counter is tied to cs_adc. However, 

cs_adc is not generated immediately after the selection Of last channel of an ADC IC 

chip, as there isja time lag in the data acquisition process. This lag is due to the fact 

that the SRT module does not receive the acquired data until the end of the second 

communication cycle with the ADC IC chip. This lag is timed by using a hold counter 

(hold__ctr), which is an integer counter and is incremented at the rising edge of Delay 

clock (Dclk). The data acquisition time is selected as 96 Dclk cycles (70 Dclk cycles for 

data conversion, 26 Dclk cycles for the two communication cycles and 10 Dclk as safety 

margin). The Dclk is an input signal to the command module and has the same frequency 
as Bclk.

iii) After the required number of samples for a data packet are acquired, the signal sr_ovr

provides an indication to the Packet Generator module to complete a packet. If sr ovr 

is generated immediately after incrementing cs_ctr (i.e. immediately after acquiring the 

last data sample), then it is .missed by the Data Packet Generator which is still in the 

process of writing the acquired data sample to the SRAM. Accordingly, generation of 

sr^ovr is delayed for the time duration of two write cycles. This delay, hold duration, 

has been included iii the hold time encountered due to data acquisition. This additional 

count is equivalent to 10 Dclk cycles, (equivalent of two write cycles to SRAM with a 

safety margin). Hence; the total hold time is 106 Dclk cycles (96+10). The number 

of samples acquired is tracked by a sample round counter (sr_ctr), which is an integer 

counter. The status of this counter is always checked at the b egin n in g  o f  a sample 

sequence to ascertain the number of samples that have been acquired .

The state machines designed to implement the sample sequence generators are also divided into 

three sections to perform the above functions. The machines start and check the status of sr_ctr, 

then generate the required sampling sequence by selecting ch[7..0] and finally switch between the

189
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two ADC IC chips by incrementing cs_ctr.

C.2.2 Implementation o f the Science Data Sample Sequence Generator

The Science Data Sample Sequence Generator is designed as a state machine with eight states 

and three embedded counters. The SM chart for this machine is shown in Figure C.2. The machine 

generates two similar sample sequences during two different phases of the mission, which are started 

by two different start signals. Hence, this machine has two sections which have similar states and 

sequence of operation. The state READY_1 and READY_2 are used to check the status of sr_ctr 

and states CO and Cl are used to generate the channel sequence. The states IDLE, HOLD and 

CS_INC are common to both these phases. In state IDLE, the machine waits for either of the 

two start signals (start_l or start_2) and upon receiving them, samples data (accelerometer or 

thermosonde, respectively). The machine then goes to sate READY_1 or READY_2 to check the 

status of sr_ctr. If the sr_ctr equals the value set by number of samples per packet (spp_count=500), 

then it indicates the end of a data packet. Accordingly, the signals set_sr_ovr and clr_sr_ctr are 

asserted to generate sr_ovr and clear sr_ctr. If the value of sr_ctr is less than spp_count, then the 

machine goes to state CO or Cl. In state CO or Cl, the machine waits for the rising edge of samp_clk. 

Upon sensing the rising edge of samp_clk, the machines asserts signals. set_ch(0) or set_ch(l) for 

data acquisition from Channel-0 or Channel-1, respectively. After channel selection the machine 

goes to state HOLD, where it waits for the end of the hold duration. It goes to state CS_INC 

and increments cs_ctr to select? the next ADC IC chip. The machine generates a a delayed stop 

signal (stop_l) to distinguish between the thermosonde data acquisition phase, which starts with 

actuation of Boom Deployed flight status switch (BD) and the accelerometer data acquisition phase, 

which ends with actuation of the Motor Separation ((MOS) flight status switch. The signal stop_l 

is generated in state CHK_ST0P, which the machine enters after completing every accelerometer 

sample round to check whether Motor Separation flight status switch (MOS) has been actuated. The 

signal stop__l is checked in state CS_INC to detect the data acquisition phase, based upon which the 

machine goes back to either state READY_1 or READY_2, This state is not encountered during the
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Figure C.2: SM chart for Science Data Sample Sequence Generator
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thermosonde data acquisition which starts with start_2 (BD) and continues until the end of r

C.2.3 VH DL code for Science Data Sample Sequence Generator

—  File Name 
-- Operation

—  Revision No.
-- Revision Date 
-- Revision
—  Revised by

ssg.scO.vhd
This is the sampling signal generator section.
Uses two (2) start signals and one (1) stop signal.
Operates on one (1) samp_clk
Generates c h [7..0], cs_adc and stop_l outputs.
0
07/12/00
NIL
Anirban Chowdhury

****************************

1. swait.count - This wait interval consists of the following 
-> ADC comm, cycle time = [tdac+2*rcx_bits]=(70+2*13)= 96
-> SRAM cycle time = 2.5*[ll*sysclk]= appx. 4 to 7 Dclk = Design 10 Dclk 
-> In terms of Dclk pulses 
swait.cnt = 96 + 10 = 106 Dclk

2. spp.count - samples per packet = 500

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;
USE ieee.std.logic.unsigned.ALL;

ENTITY ssg.scO IS 
GENERIC(

P0RT(

swait_,eount 
spp_ count

rst_a , sysclk 
Dclk
s t a r t l S  start.; 
stop
samp.elk
stop.l ' 
ch
cs.adc 
sr.ovr 

END ENTITY ssg_sc0; ■

INTEGER := 106; —  NOTE 1 
INTEGER := 500);—  NOTE 2

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;.;.
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;.
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECT0RC7 DOWNTO 0); 
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC);

ARCHITECTURE r e v . O O F  ssg.scO IS

TYPE StateType IS (IDLE, CHK.STOP, READY.l, CO, HOLD, CS.INC, READY.2, Cl);

SUBTYPE num.bitl IS INTEGER RANGE 0 TO swait.count;
SUBTYPE num_bit2 IS INTEGER RANGE 0 TO spp.count;

SIGNAL state, nextstate : StateType;

SIGNAL sr.ctr : num_bit2;
SIGNAL hold_ctr num_bitl;
SIGNAL cs.ctr : STD_L0GIC.VECT0R(1 DOWNTO 0) := 1
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SIGNAL samp_elk.rising, samp.clk.Delayed : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL Dclk.rising, Dclk.Delayed : STD.LOGIC;

SIGNAL set.ch : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0 7 ;

SIGNAL set.ch : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(1 DOWNTO oT; •
SIGNAL inc.sr.ctr, clr.sr.ctr, inc.cs.ctr, set.sr.ovr : STD.LOGIC; 
SIGNAL inc.hold.ctr, clr_hold_ctr : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL set.stop, rst.cs.ctr STD.LOGIC;

samp_clk_rising <= samp.clk AND (NOT samp.clk.Delayed);
Dclk.rising <= Dclk AND (NOT Dclk.Delayed);

cs.adc <= cs.ctr(O);

PI : PROCESS (state, starti.1, start_2, sr.ctr, samp.clk.rising, stop, Dclk 
BEGIN

CASE state IS
WHEN IDLE =>

inc.cs.ctr <= ’O ’: 
inc.sr.ctr <= ’O ’ 
clr.sr.ctr <= *0’ 
inc.hold.ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr.hold.ctr <= ’O ’; 
set.sr.ovr <= ’O ’; 
set.ch <= B,"0000.0000"; 
set.ch <= B"00"; 
set.stop < -  ’O ’; 
rst.cs.ctr < -  ’oWfSiMgi 

IF (start.l = ’ i-:f) THEN
nextstate <= READY.1;

ELSIF (start_2 = >1») THEN
nextstate <= READY.2;

ELSE
nextstate <= IDLE;

END IF;
WHEN CHK.STOP =>

inc.cs.ctr < ~ ’O ’ 
inc.sr.ctr <= ’0* 
clr.sr.ctr <= ’O ’ 
inc.hold.ctr -Ste ’O ’; 
clr.hold.ctr <= *0’; 
set.sr.ovr <= *0’; 
set.ch B"0000_0000"; 
set.ch <= B"00,,̂ jVii 
set.stop <= ’O ’; 
rst.cs.ctr <= ’O ’;
IF (stop = *1’) THEN

. set.stop <= ,*1*; 
rst.cs.ctr <= *1’; 
nextstate <= IDLE;

ELSE
nextstate <= READY.l;

END IF;
WHEN READY.l =>

.rising)
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inc_cs_ctr <= ’O ’; 
inc_sr_ctr <= >0’; 
clr_sr_ctr <= ’O ’; 
inc_hold_ctr <- »Q*; 
clr_hold_ctr <= »0 
set_sr_ovr <= »0’; 
set.ch <= B"0000_0000"; 
set_ch <= B"00"; 
set_stop <= ’O ’; 
rst_cs_ctr <= ’O ’;
IF (sr.ctr = spp.count) THEN —  = 

set_sr_ovr <= ’1 ’; 
clr_sr_ctr <= , 1 > ; 

nextstate <= CHK_ST0P;
ELSE

inc_sr_ctr <= >l>; 
nextstate <= CO;

END IF;
WHEN CO =>

' inc_cs_ctr <= *0 ’; 
inc_sr_ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr_sr_ctr <- ’O ’; 
inc_hold_ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr_hold_ctr <= ’O ’; 
set_sr_ovr <= ’O ’; 
set_ch <= B"0000_0000n ; 
set_ch <= B"00"; 
set_stop <= ) 0 ’i / 
rst_cs_ctr
IF (samp_clk_rising = ’O ’) THEN 

nextstate <=>CO;\ :*
ELSE

set_ch(0) <= ’I ’; 
nextstate <= HOLD;

END IF;
WHEN HOLD => > o

inc_Cs_ctr <== *0’; 
xnc_sr_ctr < -  ’O ’; 
clr_sr_ctr <= ’0^;* 1 
inc_hold_ctr-<~ ’O ’; 
clr_hold.ctr <= ’O ’; 
set_sr_ovr <= ? 0 ’; 
set_ch <= B"0000_0000"; 
set_ch <= B ,,00"; 
set_stop .<=';? O ’ ; • ' 
rst_cs_ctr <- ’O ’;
IF (Dclk_rising = ‘0 ’) THEN 

nextstate <- HOLD;
ELSIF (hold_<;tr /= svait_count) THE 

inc_hold_ctr <= *1’; 
nextstate <= HOLD;

ELSE
fclr_hold_ctr <= ’1 ’; 
nextstate < -  CS_INC;

END IF;
WHEN CS.INC =>

inc_cs_ctr <=

total samples/packet

—  Holds for Dclk cycles
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inc_sr_ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; 
inc.hold.ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr_hold_ctr <= ’O ’; 
set_sr_ovr <= »0’; 
set_ch <= B"0000_0000"; 
set.ch <= B"00"; 
set_stop < -  ’O ’; 
rst_cs_ctr <= ’O ’;
IF (stop.l = »1») THEN

nextstate <= READY.2;
ELSE

nextstate <= READY.l;
END IF;

WHEN READY.2 =>
inc.cs.ctr <= *0’; 
inc.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; 
inc_hold_ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr.hold.ctr <= ’O ’; 
set.sr.ovr <= ’O ’; 
set.ch <* B"0000_0000"; 
set.ch <= B"00";t %  
set.stop < - ’O ’; 
rst.cs.ctr <= ’O ’;
IF (sr.ctr ■ spp.count) THEN 

set.sr.ovr <= ’ 1 ’; 
clr.sr.ctr <= *1’; 
nextstate <= READY.2;

ELSE
inc.sr.ctr, < ~ • ’ 1 ;  
nextstate <= Cl;

END IF;
WHEN Cl =>

inc.cs.ctr <=5^*O ’; t 

inc.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr.sr.ctr '<= ’O ’; 
inc.hold.ctr <= *0’; 
clr.hold.ctr <=. *0 ’; , 
set.sr.ovr < -  * *0*; 
set.ch <= B M0000_0000"; 
set.ch <= B ,,00*,ijX" ̂  
set.stop <= *0*; 
rst.cs.ctr <= ’O ’;
IF (samp_clk_rising = ’O ’) THEN 

nextstate <= Cl;
ELSE

set.ch(l) <= *1’; 
nextstate <= HOLD;

END IF;
END CASE;

END PROCESS PI;

PROCESS (sysclk, rst.a)
BEGIN

IF (rst.a = *0’) THEN 
state <= IDLE;
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sr_ctr <= 0; 
hold_ctr <= 0; 
cs.ctr <= B"00"; 
samp.clk.Delayed <= 'O’; 
stop.l <= ,*0*;

ELSIF (sysclk’EVENT and sysclk = >ly) THEN 
state <= nextstate;
IF; t;clr_sr_ctr = 'I’) THEN 

sr_ctr <= 0;
ELSIF (inc_sr_ctr = ’I?) THEN 

sr.ctr <= sr_ctr + 1;
END IF;
IF (rst.cs.ctr = ’I ’) THEN 

cs.ctr.<* B"00";
ELSIF (inc.cs.ctr = ’I ’) THEN 

cs.ctr <- cs.ctr + 1;
ELSE

cs.ctr;. <= cs.ctr; '
END IF;
IF (set.stop = ’1>) THEN 

stop _^  <=^’ l J;
END IF;
IF (set.ch(O) »> THEN

c h (0) <= »1»
ELSIF (set.ch(l) = | THEN

ch(i) <= ’1 ’
ELSIF (set.chCz)- = |1 ’) THEN

ch(2) <=v£L.’
ELSIF (set.ch (.3j?.*2f%I p  THEN

ch(3) <= ’1 ’
ELSIF (set_ch(4) = * i ’) THEN

ch(4) <= >1»
ELSIF (set_ch(5) = ’1 ’) THEN

ch(5) <= ’1 ’
ELSIF (set_ch(6) = f-1») THEN

ch(6) ’1*
ELSIF (set_ch(7) = ’1 ’) THEN

ch(7) <*
ELSE

ch <= B "0000.0000''; '
END IF;
IF (set.sr.ovr = ’1 ’) THEN 

sr.ovr <= ’1 ’;
ELSE

sr.ovr <= ’O ’;
END IF;.
IF (clr_hold_ctr = ’I ’) THEN 

hold.ctr < -  0;
ELSIF (inc.hold.ctr = ’1 ’) THEN 

hold.ctr <* hold.ctr + 1 ;
END IF;
samp.clk.Delayed <= samp.clk; —  samp.clk delayed by 1 sysclk 
Dclk.Delayed <= Dclk; -- Dclk delayed by 1 sysclk

END IF;
END PROCESS P2;

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;
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C.2.4 Implementation o f Engineering Data Sample Sequence Generator

The Engineering Data Sample Sequence Generator consists of two linked state machines. These 

machines are the Sequence Generator and the Hold Generator, whose SM charts are shown in Figure

C.3. The Sequence Generator has 12 states and generates the three signals (ch[7..0], cs_adc and 

sr_ovr), while the Hold Generator has two states and operates the hold counter. The Sequence 

Generator waits in state IDLE and begins data sampling after receiving the start signal (start). It 

then goes to state READY, where it checks the status of srt_ctr. When the sr_ctr equals the value 

set by number of sample sequences per packet (ssp__count=33) it indicates the end of a data packet 

and asserts signals set_sr__ovr and clr_sr_ctr. These signals axe asserted to generate sr_ovr and 

clear sr_ctr. If the value of sr_ctr is less than ssp_count, then the machine goes from states CO 

through till C7 to sample data from the different channels of the ADC IC chips. In each of these 

states the machine waits for the rising edge of samp_clk and generates the desired channel select 

signal (ch[7..0]) by asserting the appropriate signal set_ch[7..0]. As the engineering data sample 

sequence skips Channel-7 of the second ADC IC chip, the machine checks the status of cs_adc to 

ascertain the ADC IC chip number, either first or second, before selecting Channel-7. Channel-7 

is selected only when cs_adc is at logic level ’’O" (i.e. data is being sampled from the first ADC 

IC chip). When cs_adc is at logic level "1", the machine selects Channel-6, increments sr_ctr and 

starts Hold Generator and goes to state HOLD before selecting the next (first) ADC IC chip. The 

state HOLD is always encountered after selection of Channel-7 as the machine has to select the 

second ADC IC chip. In state HOLD, the machine waits for a signal from the Hold Generator. 

The Hold Generator starts upon receiving the signal (str_holdctr) and times the hold duration by 

incrementing hold_ctr at the rising edge of Dclk. At the end of hold duration, Hold Generator 

sets the signal set_hold_ovr, which asserts hold_ovr and re-starts the Sequence Generator. The 

Sequence Generator then increments cs_ctr to select the next ADC IC chip and continues sampling 

the engineering data .
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Figure C.3: SM chart for Engineering Data Sample Sequence Generator
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C.2.5 VHDL code for Engineering Data Sample Sequence Generator

- 'File Name
- Operation

- Revision No.
- Revision Date
- Revision
- Revised by 
.****%*:
■ NOTES

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std.logic. 
USE ieee.std.logic.

ssg.egl.vhd
This is the sampling signal generator section.
Uses one (1) start signal.

07/19/00
1 .HOLD state counting process separated to a linked SM 
Anirban Chowdhury

swait.count - This wait interval consists of the following 
-> ADC comm, cycle time = [tdac+2*rcx_bits]=(70+2*13)= 96

SRAM cycle time = 2.5*[U*sysclk]= appx. 4 to 7 Dclk = Design 10 
In terms of Dclk pulses 

swait.count = 96 + 10 = 106 Dclk 
ssp_count - samples sequence per packet = 33

.1164.ALL;

.unsigned.ALL;

ENTITY ssg_egl IS 
GENERIC(

swait.count 
ssp_count

P0RT(
rst.a , sysclk 
start 

Dclk added
Dclk
samp_clk
ch
cs_adc 
sr_ovr /

END ENTITY ssg_egl;

ARCHITECTURE rev.l OF ssg_egl IS

INTEGER := 106; —  NOTE 1 
INTEGER := 33);—  NOTE 2

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;

IN STD.LOGIC :
IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0); 
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC);

TYPE StateType IS (IDLE, READY, CO, Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, HOLD, CS.INC); 
TYPE StateType_2 IS (IDLE.2, COUNT);

SUBTYPE num_bitl IS INTEGER RANGE 0 TO swait.count; 
SUBTYPE num.bit2 IS INTEGER RANGE 0  TO ssp.count;

SIGNAL state, nextstate : StateType; 
SIGNAL st_2, nxtst_2 : StateType_2 ;.

SIGNAL sr.ctr : num_bit2;
SIGNAL hold.ctr : num_bitl;
SIGNAL cs.ctr : STD.LOGIC.VECTORCl DOWNTO 0) := B"00";

SIGNAL samp_clk_rising, samp.clk.Delayed : STD.LOGIC; 
SIGNAL Dclk.rising, Dclk_Delayed : STD.LOGIC;

SIGNAL set.ch : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);

Dclk
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SIGNAL inc.sr.ctr, clr.sr.ctr, inc.cs.ctr, set.sr.ovr 
- SIGNAL to operate hold counter

SIGNAL inc.hold.ctr, clr.hold.ctr : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL str.holdctr, set.str.hctr : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL hold.ovr , set.hold.ovr : STD.LOGIC; '

aru.LUGlC;

BEGIN

samp.clk.risingig samp.clk AND (NOT samp.clk.Delayed); 
Dclk.rising <= Dclk AND (NOT Dclk.Delayed);

cs.adc <- cs.ctr(O); "
P3 : PROCESS (st.2, str.holdctr, Dclk rising)

BEGIN
CASE st_2 IS^fj

WHEN IDLE.2 ->
inc.hold.ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr.hold.ctr <= ’O ’; 
set_hold_ovr <= ’O ’;
IF (str.holdctr = ■*$£) THEN 

nxtst_2 <= COUNT;
ELSE

nxtst_2 <= IDLE.2;
END IF;

WHEN COUNT =>
inc.hold.ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr.hold.ctr <= *0’; 
set.hold.ovr <= ’O ’;
IF (Dclk.rising = »0’) THEN 

nxtst_2 <= COUNT;
ELSIF (hold_c.tr - /-, swait.count) THEN 

inc.hold.ctr <= ’1 ’; 
nxtst_2 <= COUNT;

ELSE
clt.hold.ctr <= ».ll ; < 
set_hold_ovr ’ 1 ’; 
nxtst_2 <= IDLE.2;

END IF;
END CASE;

END PROCESS P3;

PI ; PROCESS (state, start, sr.ctr, samp.clk.rising, hold.ovr, cs.adc) 
BEGIN

CASE state IS
WHEN IDLE =>

inc.cs.ctr < f  ’ 0 ’; 
inc.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; v- 
clr.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; 
set.sr.ovr < - ’O ’; 
set.str.hctr ’O ’; 
set.ch < = B " O 0 O O _ 0000";
IF (start « »1») THEN

nextstate <= READY;
ELSE

nextstate <= IDLE;
END IF;
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inc.cs.ctr <= ’O ’; 
inc.sr.ctr <= ’0*; • *\ 

clr.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; 
set.sr.ovr <= »0’; 
set_str_hctr ’O ’; 
set.ch <= B"0000_0000";
IF (sr.ctr = ssp.count) THEN 

set.sr.ovr <= ’1 ’; 
clr.sr.ctr <= ’I ’; 
nextstate <= C O ;

ELSE
nextstate <= CO;

END IF;
WHEN CO =>

inc.cs.ctr <= ’O ’; 
inc.sr.ctr <= ’0*; 
clr.sr.ctr < 4  s0 * ; 
set.sr.ovr <= 'O’; 
set_str_hctr 
set.ch <= B"0000_0000";
IF (samp.clk.rising = ’O ’) THEN 

nextstate < ~ CO;
ELSE

set.ch(O) <»,’1 ’; 
nextstate <= Cl;

END IF;
WHEN Cl \

inc.cs.ctr < -  ’O ’; 
inc.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; 
set.sr.Ovr'c^ 4 * 1  &>' 

set.str.hctr <= *0’; 
set.ch <= B"0000_0000";
IF (samp.clk.rising = ’O ’.) THEN 

nextstate <= C l ;
ELSE

set.ch(l) ’1 ’; 
nextstate <= C2;

END IF;
WHEN 02 =>

inc.cs.ctr <= ’O ’; 
inc.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; 
set.sr.ovr <= ’O ’; 
set.str^hctr <= ’0*; 
set.ch <= B"0000_0000";
IF (samp.clk.rising = , »0*) THEN 

nextstate <= C2;
ELSE

set_ch(2) <= -
nextstate <= C 3 ;

END IF;
WHEN C3 =>

inc.cs.ctr <= ’O ’; 
inc.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; 
set.sr.ovr <= ’O ’;
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set_str_hctr <- ’O ’; 
set.ch <= B "0000^.0000";
IF (samp_clk_rising = ’O ’) THEN 

nextstate <= C3;
ELSE

set_ch(3) <= »1 >; 
nextstate <= C4;

END IF;
WHEN C4 =>

inc_cs_ctr <- >0>«j||p| 
inc_sr_ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr_sr_ctr <£'$0’; 
set_sr_ovr <= ’O ’; 
set_str_hctr <= >0’; 
set_ch <= B",0000_0000";
IF (samp_clk_rising = »0>) THEN 

nextstate <= C4;
ELSE

set_ch(4) 3 N  ’I ’l 
nextstate <= 05;.

END IF;
WHEN C5 =>

inc_cs_ctr <= ’O ’; 
inc_sr_ctr <- ’O ’; 
clr_sr_ctr <= ’O ’;' v 
set_sr_ovr <= ’O ’; 
set_str_hctr <= ’O ’; 
set_ch B"0000_0000";
IF (samp_clk_rising = ’O ’) THEN 

nextstate <= C5;
ELSE

set_ch(5) <= 
nextstate <= C6;

END IF;
WHEN C6 =>

inc_cs_ctr <= ’O ’; 
inc_sr_ctr <= ’O ’; 
d r _ s r _ c t r  <= ’O ’; 
set_sr_ovr <= ’O ’; 
set_str_hctr < -  ’O ’; 
set_ch <= B"0000_0000";
IF (samp_clk_rising = >0>) THEN 

nextstate <- C6;
ELSIF (cs.adc = »1») THEN 

set_ch(6) <= ’1 ’; 
inc_sr_ctr <= *1’; 
set_str_hctr <= ’1 *; 
nextstate <= HOLD;

ELSE
set_ch(6) <= »1’; 
nextstate <= C7;

END IF| ^
WHEN C7 => ~

inc_cs_ctr <= ’O ’; 
inc_sr_ctr <= * 0 S ; ' . 

i *pl;r_sr_ctr <= ’O ’; 
set_sr_ovr <= ’O ’;
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set.str.hctr <= > 0 ’; ' ; 
set.ch f<= B"0000.0000";
IF (samp.clk.rising = ’0 ’) THEN 

nextstate <= C7;
ELSE

set_ch(7) <= ’1’; 
set.str.hctr <* >l»; . 
nextstate <= HOLD;

END IF;
WHEN HOLD =>

inc.cs.ctr; <« ’0 ’; 
inc.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; 
clr.sr.ctr’<= ’0*; 
set.sr.ovr <= ’O ’; 
set.str.hctr <= »0’; 
set.ch <= B"0000_0000";
IF (hold_ovr g  ' l O  THEN

nextstate <= CS.INC;
ELSE

nextstate <= HOLD;
END IF;

WHEN CS.INC =>
inc.cs.ctr <= *1’; 
inc.sr.ctr <= *0’; 
clr.sr.ctr <= ’O ’; 
set.sr.ovr <= *0’; 
set.str.hctr <= ’O ’;
set.ch <- B"0000_0000";
nextstate <= READY;

END CASE;
END PROCESS PI;

P2 : PROCESS (sysclk, rst.a)
BEGIN

IF (rst.a = ’O ’) THEN 
state <= IDLE; 
st_2 <= IDLE.2; 
sr.ctr < = 0 ;  
hold.ctr <= 0;• 
cs.ctr <= B"00"; 
samp.clk.Delayed <= ’O ’;
Dclk.Delayed <= ’O ’;

ELSIF (sysclk’EVENT and sysclk U ’! ’) THEN 
state <= nextstate;
ST.2 <= nxtst_2;
IF (clr.sr.ctr = *1’) THEN 

sr.ctr <= 0;
ELSIF (inc.sr.ctr;= ’1 ’) THEN 

sr.ctr <- sr.ctr + 1;
END IF;
IF (inc.cs.ctr = ’! ’) THEN

cs.ctr <= cs.ctr + 1;
ELSE

cs.ctr <= cs.ctr;
END IF;
IF (set.ch(O) = ’1 ’) THEN 

ch(0) <= *1’;
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ELSIF (s«t.ch(l53#:-H») THEN 
ch(l) < * » ! > ;

ELSIF (set_ch(2) = »1») THEN 
ch(2) < «.»l»;

ELSIF (set_ch(3) = »1») THEN 
ch(3) <=

ELSIF ( s e t _ c h ( 4 ) = » l > )  THEN 
ch(4) <= »1>;

ELSIF (set.ch(5) |  >1»> THEN 
ch(5) <= *1*;

ELSIF (set_ch(6) = »1») THEN 
ch(6) <= »1»;'

ELSIF (set_ch(7) = »1>) THEN 
ch(7 )']<= n > ;

ELSE
ch <= B"0000_0000";

END IF;
IF (set.str.hctr - ’I ’) THEN 

str.holdctr <« >1>;
ELSE

str_holdctr <= ’O ’;
END IF;
IF (set.hold.ovr = »1») THEN 

hold_ovr <= J1 ’;
ELSE

hold_ovr <= ’O ’; ?
END IF;
IF (set.sr.ovr THEN

sr.ovr <= ’1’;
ELSE

sr.ovr <= ’O ’;
END IF;
IF (clr.hold.ctr = »1>> THEN 

hold.ctr <= 0;
ELSIF (inc.hold.ctr = ’l*); THEN 

hold.ctr .<= hold.ctr + 1;
END IF;
samp.clk.Delayed <= samp.clk;
Dclk.Delayed <= Dclk; —  Dclk delayed by 1 sysclk

END IF; 
END PROCESS P2;

END ARCHITECTURE rev.l;

C.3 VHDL code for the Command Modules

C.3.1 VH DL code for Science Data Command M odule

—  File Name 
-- Operation
-- Revision No.
—  Revision Date

sd.cml.vhd
This is the Science Data Command Module
1
07/13/00
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SiW H : !• HP Controller Deleted
******* 1 Anirban Chowdhury

-- NOTE : 1. Uses following components.
cmw_if2, ssg.scO

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;

ENTITY sd_cml IS 
GENERIC(

swait.count
spp.count

P0RT(
sysclk, rst.a 
Dclk 
samp.elk 
E0T.1, E0T.5 
MOS, BD 

—  Rev.l -> MP inputs added 
str.az 
str.ct 
mp.ovr 
TBUS 
sample 
cs.adc 
stop.l
sr.ovr, rst.b 

END ENTITY sd.cml;

INTEGER := 106; 
INTEGER := 500);

IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC

IN STD.LOGIC; -- Start Auto Zero 
IN STD.LOGIC; —  Start Conv Time 
IN STD.LOGIC; -- MP Over 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC);

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF sd.cml IS 
COMPONENT cmw_if2 IS 

PORT(
rst.a, sysclk 
start
str.az, str.ct, mp. 
ch
sample, samp.mode 
TBUS

END COMPONENT cmw_if2;

• EOT.l (for ARIM-1)
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC.VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0));

COMPONENT ssg.scO IS 
GENERIC(

swait.count

PORT(
spp.count

rst.a , sysclk 
Dclk
start.l, start_2
stop
samp.clk
stop.l
ch
cs.adc 
sr.ovr 

END COMPONENT ssg.scO;

INTEGER := 106; —  NOTE 1 
INTEGER := 500);—  NOTE 2

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC; .
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0); 
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC);
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BEGIN
II : cmw_if2 PORT MAP(rst_a, sysclk, EOT.l, str.az, str.ct, mp.ovr, ch, sample, rst.b, TBUS);
SI : ssg.scO PORT MAP(rst_a, sysclk, Dclk, E0T.5, BD, MOS, samp.clk, stop.i, ch, cs.adc, sr.ovr)

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;

.3.2 VHDL code for Engineering Data Command Module

ed.cml.vhd
This is the Engineering Data Command Module

-- File Name :
—  Operation 
-- Revision No. : 1
—  Revision Date : 07/19/00
-- Revision 1. Rev.O with a different sample sequence generator.
—  Revised by : Anirban Chovdhury **************************************************************************
—  NOTE : 1, Uses following components.

cmw_if2, ssg.egl

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std.logic.1164.ALL;

ENTITY ed.cml IS 
GENERIC(

swait.count
ssp.count

sysclk, rst.a 
Dclk 
samp.elk 
EOT.l, E0T.5

—  MP inputs
str.az
str.ct
mp.ovr

—  Output Signals
TBUS
sample
cs.adc
sr.ovr, rst.b 

END ENTITY ed.cml;

INTEGER
INTEGER

• 106; 
33) r

IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC

IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC

-- Start Auto Zero 
—  Start Conv Time 
-- MP Over

OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC);

ARCHITECTURE rev.l OF ed.cml IS 
COMPONENT cmw.if2 IS 

P0RT(
rst.a, sysclk 
start
str.az, str.ct, mp.ovr 
ch
sample, samp.mode

—  EOT.l (for ARIM-1)
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;
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TBUS
END COMPONENT cmw_if2;

COMPONENT ssg.egl IS 
GENERIC ( f f y

swait_count 
ssp.count

PORTC
rst_a , sysclk 
start 
Dclk 
samp.clk 
ch
cs.adc 
sr.ovr 

END COMPONENT ssg.egl;

SIGNAL ch : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);

BEGIN
j!l- : cmw_if2 PORT MAP (rst.a, sysclk, EOT.!,
SI : ssg.egl PORT MAP(rst_a, sysclk, E0T.5,

OUT STD.LOGIC.VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0));

: INTEGER := 1 0 6 ; —  NOTE 1 
: INTEGER := 33);—  NOTE 2

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0); 
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC);

str.ct, mp.ovr, ch, sample, rst.b, TBUS) 
samp.clk, ch, cs.adc, sr.ovr);

str.az,
Dclk,

END ARCHITECTURE rev.l;
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D Packet Generator Modules

The Packet Generator modules store the acquired data in memory (SRAM) and generate data 

packets with appropriate overhead bytes. These modules consist of two linked state machines; the 

Packet Format Generator and the Data Write. The Packet Format Generator generates packet 

format specific to a data type (i% Science, Engineering and GPS). The Data Write writes the 

acquired data to SRAM after generating the modulo-2 checksum. The Packet Format Generator is 

similar for the three data types with minor differences, whereas the Data Write is identical in all 

the three modules. The Packet Format Generator provides a data byte to Data Write and triggers 

it by providing a start write Signal. Once Data Write is active the Packet Format Generator goes 

into a hold state where it waits for the write over signal from Data Write. The signal write over 

indicates the completion of the write cycle to SRAM and triggers the Packet Format Generator to 

start again and complete the packet. Table D.I presents the device resource allocation for the three

Processor VHDL code Device I/P O/P LC SE Utilization
Science sd_pk0.vhd — 20 22 112 99 70%
Engineering eg_pk0.vhd EPM7160SLC84-7 28 22 117 102 73%
GPS gps_pk0.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 12 22 98 78 76%

Packet Generator modules.

D.I Science Packet Generator Module

D .l . l  Implementation o f  Science Packet Format Generator

The Packet Format Generator generates a data packet format in four phases. Three of these 

phases are data storage (writing) and a final phase of packet completion. In the first phase five idles 

(ASCII "I") followed by the packet header byte (ASCII "S") are written. In the second phase the 

acquired data samples ( two bytes per sample) are written when triggered by signal RDRF. In the
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third phase the packet number and checksum, two bytes and one byte respectively are written. This 

phase is executed after receiving the sample round over signal from the Science Command Module. 

The fourth and final phase consists of setting the appropriate ram ready signal, to change SRAM 

sections and start the next data packet.

The Science Packet Format Generator is designed as a state machine designed with 11 states 

and the SM chart is shown in Figure D.l. The machine starts from state IDLE_1 and increments 

the packet number counter as the first data packet is numbered one, It then goes to state START, 

where it writes the five idle bytes (ASCII "I") to the SRAM. The machine transfers the contents of 

register Rl to register TBUF and sets the signal start write (str_wr) to start Data Write. It then goes 

to state HOLD_A, where it waits for the signal write over (w r_ovr) from Data Write. The signal 

w r_ovr indicates the writing of the first byte of the packet. The machine then increments Ctrl and 

goes back to state START and checks the status of Ctrl to ascertain whether all the five bytes have 

been written to the SRAM. After writing the five bytes the machine writes the data packet header 

(ASCII "S") to the SRAM. It transfers the contents of register RPH to TBUF and starts Data Write. 

The machine then goes to state WAIT_ING, where it waits for the signal RDRF or EOT. On receiving 

RDRF, it first loads the register RXB from RBUS and then writes the two data bytes using the states 

WR_RXBL, WAIT_1 and WR_RXBH. The machine transfers the contents of. registers RXBL and 

RXBH to TBUF, one at a time. It also starts Data Write each time it loads TBUF. After writing the 

acquired data to the SRAM it comes back to state WAITJNG. On receiving the signal EOT, the 

machine goes to state WR_OHB and completes the data packet by writing the remaining overhead 

bytes of the packet. It transfers the contents of registers PACL, PACH and ACC to TBUF, one at a 

time and also starts Data Write each time. After the write operation of each of these bytes, Ctrl 

is incremented and the machine returns to state WR_OHB. After writing all the overhead bytes, 

the data packet is complete and the machine clears Ctrl and goes to state PAC_COMP. In state 

PAC_COMP, it checks the status of the signal ram section select (rsel) and sets the appropriate bit 

of the 2-bit ram ready signal (r_rdy). It sets the lower bit of r_rdy if rsel is "0", else it sets the 

higher bit. The machine then goes to state CHG_RAM, where it inverts rsel, clears the memory
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Figure D.l: SM chart for Science Packet Format Generator
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counter, increments the packet number counter and goes back to state START to write the next 

packet.

D .l.2 Implementation of Data Write

The function of Data Write is to generate the checksum and write the current data byte in register 

TBUF to the SRAM. Before the beginning of a typical write operation, TBUF is loaded with a data 

byte from any one of the six data registers of the Packet Format Generator. The checksum is then 

generated by performing an XOR operation between the contents of TBUF and the accumulator 

register (ACC). The results of this operation axe stored in ACC. This is followed by the SRAM write 

cycle, which consists of four phases. These four phases are address set-up, write pulse generation, 

data set-up and address and data hold phases.

The Data Write process is designed as a state machine with seven states and the SM chart is 

shown in Figure D.2. The machine waits for the start write signal (str_wr) in state IDLE_2. On 

receiving str wr it goes to state LD_BUF and asserts signal chk_sum to perform the XOR operation. 

The machine then goes to state CHECK_SUM and loads the contents of the memory counter (MEMC) 

on the address bus (AD_SP). After address set-up the write pulse is generated in state LD_ADDR 

by asserting (negative logic) the write signal (We_b). In state LD_ADDR the machine maintains 

the status of the address bus and goes to state W_PULSE. In state W_PULSE the machine waits 

for a specified time (Write enable to output Hi-Z, SRAM specification) before loading the data from 

TBUF on the data bus (DB_SP). This specified time is calculated by incrementing the write counter 

(wctr). After two sysclk cycles, the machine loads DB_SP and goes to state LD_DATA. After data 

set-up the machine deasserts We_b to complete the write pulse and goes to state WR llpMP. The 

data set-up time calculated by incrementing wctr. In state WR_COMP, the machine maintains the 

status of AD_SP and DB_SP to meet the address and data hold requirements of the SRAM. It then 

increments MEMC, asserts signal write over (wr_ovr) and goes back to state IDLE_2. The signal 

wr_ovr re-staxts the Packet Format Generator to complete its remaining phases. The SRAM write 

cycle timing characteristics are determined by the values of Ctrl in states W_PULSE and LD_DATA
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Figure D.2: SM chart for Data Write



and can be easily modified by setting ctrl to different values.

D .I .3 VHDL code for Science Packet Generator Module

-- File Name
—  Operation

—  Revision No.
—  Revision Date
—  Revision
—  Revised by

sd.pkO.vhd
This is the Science Data Packet Generator Module. 
See NOTE 1 for details.
0
07/13/00 
NIL
Anirban Chovdhury

__******************************************************************************** 
—  NOTES : 1. This packetizer is similar to GPS packetizer vith a difference 

in the main process.
2. The RXB register holds 2 bytes.
3. After writing the first (lower) byte the MAin process goes to HOLD 

state till the write process is over and then writes the second 
higher) byte.

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;
USE ieee.std.logic.unsigned.ALL;

ENTITY sd.pkO IS 
PORTC

rst_b, sysclk 
DB_I
RDRF, EOT 

—  RAM interface signals 
AD_SP 
DB.SP 
We_b 
rsel 
r.rdy 

END ENTITY sd_pkO;

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF sd.pkO IS

TYPE ST.A IS (IDLE.l, START, HOLD.A, WAIT.ING, WR_RXBL, WAIT_1, 
WR.RXBH, WR.OHB, HOLD.B, PAC_C0MP, CHG.RAM);

TYPE ST_B IS (IDLE.2, LD_TBUF, CHECK_S UM, LD_ADDR, W.PULSE, 
LD.DATA, WR.COMP);

SUBTYPE sm5 IS INTEGER RANGE 5 DOWNTO 0;

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC.VECT0R(15 DOWNTO 0);— from RBUS 
IN STD.LOGIC;— smp.ovr -> EOT

OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(9 DOWNTO 0);
OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);
OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC; —  SRAM A10 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(1 DOWNTO 0));

SIGNAL state.a, nxt.sta 
SIGNAL state.b, nxt.stb

ST-AH
ST.B;

SIGNAL RI 
SIGNAL RPH 
SIGNAL RXB 
SIGNAL TBUF 
SIGNAL ACC 
SIGNAL MEMC

STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0);— Pick up data from Rex. 
STd Il 0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);— Pick up data from Rex. 
STD_LQGIC_VECTOR(15 DOWNTO 0);— Pick up data from Rex. 
STd Il OGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0);— Transfers data to RAM. 
STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);— Must match RXB for XOR op. 
STd 'l 0GIC~VECT0R(9 DOWNTO 0);— as per RAM Address lines.
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SIGNAL PACN : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(15 DOWNTO 0>;— As per Mission Time. 
SIGNAL rs : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL Ctrl, wctr : sm5;
SIGNAL str.wr, wr.ovr : STD.LOGIC;

—  Control Signals for Main Process
SIGNAL inc.PACN, set.strwr, inc.ctrl, rst.ctrl, ld.RXB : STD.LOGIC; 
SIGNAL set.rrO, set.rrl, inv.rs, rst.MEMC : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL tfr.RI, tfr.RPH, tfr.PACH, tfr.PACL, tfr.ACC : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL tfr.RXBL, tfr.RXBH : STD.LOGIC;

- - C o n t r o l  Signals for Write Process
SIGNAL chk.sum, ld.adbus, set.wp, inc.wctr, rst.wctr : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL ld_dbus, rst.wp, inc.MEMC, set.wrovr : STD.LOGIC;

RI <= B ,,0100_1001’'; —  ASCII »I»
RPH <= B"0101_0011"; —  ASCII ’S ’ 
rsel <= rs;

PI : PROCESS (sysclk, rst.b)
BEGIN

IF (rst.b - ’O ’) THEN
state.a <= IDLE.l; 
state.b <= IDLE.2; 
wctr <= 0;
Ctrl <= 0;
RXB <= B"0000_0000_0000l0000"; 
TBUF <= B ,,0000_0000";
ACC <= B"0000_0000";
MEMC <= B"00_0000_0000";
PACN <= B"0000_0000_0000_0000"; 
We.b <= ’1» ; I  
rs. <= ’0 ’; 

ELSIF(rising_edge(sysclk)> THEN 
state^a <= nxt.sta; 
state.b <= nxt.stb;

-- Signals from the WRITE Process
IF (chk.sum = ’1 ’) THEN

ACC <= ACC XOR TBUF; 
END IF; IJ
IF (ld.adbus = ’1 ’) THEN 

AD.SP <= MEMC;
END IF;
IF (set.wp = ’1 ’) THEN 

We.b <= ’O ’;
ELSE

We.b <= ’1 ’;
END IF;
IF (rst.wp = ’1 ’) THEN 

We.b <= ;
END IF;
IF (rst.wctr = ’I ’) THEN 

wctr < = 0 ;
FT .RTF (inc.wctr = ’1 ’) THEN 

wctr <= wctr + 1;
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END IF;
IF (ld.dbus - ; ’,1») THEN 

DB_SP <= TBUF;
END IF;
IF (rst_MEMC = ’I ’) THEN

MEMC <= B"00_0000_0000"; 
ELSIF (inc_MEMC = >1’) THEN 

MEMC <= MEMC + 1;'”
END IF;
IF (set.vrovr = ’! ’) THEN 

wr_ovr <= *1’;
ELSE

vr_ovr <= ’O ’;
END IF; •

—  Signals from the MAIN Process
IF (inc_PACN s :>i>) THEN 

PACN <= PACN + 1 ;
END IF;
IF (set_strwr = ’1 ’) THEN 

str_vr <= *1’;
ELSE

str_vr <= ’O ’;
END IF;,
IF (rst_ctri 1 ’) THEN 

Ctrl -^= 0;
ELSIF (inc.ctrl = >1’) THEN 

ctrl <= ctrl + 1 ;
END IF;
IF (ld.RXB = ’! ’) THEN 

RXB <= DB.I^j. .
END IF;
IF (tfr_RI = ’1 ’) THEN 

TBUF <= RI;
ELSIF (tfr.RPH = ’I ’) THEN 

TBUF '<•= RPH;
ELSIF (tfr.RXBL g ’1 ’) THEN

TBUF <= R XB(7 DOWNTO 0); 
ELSIF (tfr.RXBH = ’1 0  THEN

TBUF <='. RX B (15 DOWNTO 8); 
ELSIF (tfr.PACL = ’1 ’) THEN

TBUF <= PACN(7 DOWNTO 0 ) j *  

ELSIF (tfr.PACH = »1’) THEN
TBUF <= PACN(15 DOWNTO 8); 

ELSIF (tfr.ACC = ’1 ’) THEN
TBUF <= ACC(7 DOWNTO Q ) ; 

END I ^ j j C
IF (set.rrO = ’I Q  THEN 

r_rdy(0)::<= ’1 ’;
ELSE

r_rdy(0) <= ’O ’f
END IF;
IF (set.rrl = ’If) THEN 

r_rdy(l) <= *1’;
ELSE

r_rdy(l) <= ’O ’;
END IF;
IF (inv_rs = ’! ’) THEN
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rs <■= NOT r s ;
END IF;

END IF;
END PROCESS PI;

P2: PROCESS (state.a, Ctrl, wr_ovr, RDRF, EOT, rs)
BEGIN

CASE state_a IS
WHEN IDLE.l =>

inc.PACN <= ’1%; s e t . s t r w r ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’;
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’;
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’0 ’;rst_ctrl <= ’O ’;
tfr.RXBL <* ’O ’; tfr.RXBH <= >0’;
tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’;
nxt.sta <= START;

WHEN START =>
inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= ’1 ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’;
ld.RXB <= .’0 ’; set_rrO < -  ’O ’; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’;
rst.MEMC tfr.RI <- ’O ’; tfr.RPH <» ’0 ’;rst_ctrl <« ’O ’;
tfr.RXBL <f 1 0 ’; tfr.RXBH <= ’O ’;
tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <*■ ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’;
IF (ctrl = ‘5) THEN

rst.ctrl <= ’1*; 
tfr.RPH :<=£’! ’; v ;. 
set.strwr < = ? ! ’;* . ■■ 
nxt.sta <= WAIT.ING;

ELSE
tfr.RI <=*’1 ’; 
set.strwr <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta <= HOLD.A;

END IF;
WHEN HOLD.A =>

inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’;
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO < * V 0 ’; set_rrl .<= ’O ’; inv.rs <= *0’;
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’;.tfr.RIs<= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’0 ’;rst_ctrl <*; ’0 ’
tfr.RXBL <= ’O ’; tfr.RXBH <= ’O ’;
tfr.PACH <- ’O ’; tfr.PACL <- ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’;
IF (wr.ovr = ’l;’l THEN 

inc.ctrl < = ’! ’; 
nxt.sta <= START;

ELSE
nxt.sta <= HOLD.A;

END IF;
WHEN WAIT.ING =>

inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’;
ld.RXB <« ’O ’; set.rrO <« ’O ’; set.rrl < *  ’O ’; inv.rs <« ’O ’;
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’0 ’;rst_ctrl <= ’O ’;
tfr.RXBL <= ’O ’; tfr.RXBH <= ’O ’;
tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’;
IF (RDRF = ’1 ’) THEN

ld.RXB <= ’1 ’; ' 
nxt.sta <- WR.RXBL;

ELSIF (EOT = ’1’) THEN
nxt.sta <= WR.OHB;

ELSE
nxt.sta <= WAIT.ING;
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END IF;
WHEN WR.RXBL =>

inc.PACN <= ’0 ’; set_strwr <= ’1 ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’;
ld_RXB <= ’O ’; set_rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’;
rst.MEMC <= 'O’; tfr_RI <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’0 ’;rst_ctrl <= ’O ’;
tfr.RXBL <•. > 1 ’; tfr.RXBH <* ’O ’;
tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= *0’; tfr.ACC <= >0’;
nxt.sta < - WAIT.l;

WHEN WAIT.l =>
inc.PACN < = * 0 ’; set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’;
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= *0’; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’;
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; tfr.RI <= >0’; tfr.RPH <= »0’;rst_ctrl <= ’O ’;
tfr.RXBL <- ’I ’; tfr_RXBH <= ’O ’;
tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= *0’;
IF (wr.ovr = ’1 ’) THEN

nxt.sta <= WR.RXBH;
ELSE

nxt.sta <® WAIT.l;
END IF;

WHEN WR.RXBH =>
inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= ’1 ’; inc.ctrl <= 'O’;
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <— ’O ’; set.rrl <— ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’;
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’0 ’;rst_ctrl <= ’O ’;
tfr.RXBL < f y O ’; tfr.RXBH <= »1»;
tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’;
nxt.sta <= WAIT.ING;

WHEN WR.OHB ■SK B
inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’;
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’;
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’0 ’;rst_ctrl <= 'O’;
tfr.RXBL <= ’O ’; tfr.RXBH <= ’O ’;
tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’;
IF (ctrl ■ 3) THEN

rst.ctrl < -  *1’; 
nxt.sta <= PAC.COMP;

ELSIF (ctrl = 2) THEN 
tfr.ACC <= ’1 ’; 
set.strwr <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta <= HOLD.B;

ELSIF (ctrl = 1) THEN
tfr.PACH <= ’1 ’; 
set.strwr <= ’1*; 
nxt.sta <= HOLD.B;

ELSE
tfr.PACL <= ’1 ’; 
set.strwr < -  ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta <= HOLD.B;

END IF;
WHEN HOLD.B =>

inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’;
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’;
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; tfr.RI <» ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’0 ’;rst_ctrl <= ’O ’;
tfr.RXBL <= ’O ’; tfr.RXBH <= ’0 ’;%
tfr'pACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’;
IF (wr.ovr = ’1 ’) THEN 

inc.ctrl <= *1’;
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nxt_sta<;= WR_OHB;
ELSE

nxt.sta <= HOLD_B;
END IF;

WHEN PAC.COMP =>
inc.PACN <S$PO*; set_strvr <= ’O ’; inc_ctrl <= ’O ’; 
ld_RXB <=* ’O ’; set.rrO < -  *0’; set_rrl <= ’O ’; inv_rs <= ’O ’; 
rst_MEMC <= ’Q?; tfr_RI <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH < -  ’0 ’;rst_ctrl <= ’O ’; 

^ f r . R X B L  tfr.RXBH <« ’O ’;
, , tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= >0>11gj|

IF (rs = »a-’) THEN
set.rrO <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta <= CHG.RAM;

ELSE
set.rrl <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta '< - CHG.RAM;

END IF;
WHEN CHG.RAM =>

inc.PACN <= ’1 ’; set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <“ ’O ’;
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’0 ’; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’1 ’;
rst.MEMC <= ’1 ’; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’0 ’;rst_ctrl <« ’O ’;
tfr.RXBL <* ’O ’; tfr.RXBH <= ’O ’;
tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’;
nxt.sta <= START;

END CASE;
END PROCESS P2;

P3: PROCESS (state.b, str.wr, wctr|^r-Write Process 
BEGIN

CASE state.b IS
WHEN IDLE.2 =>

chk.sum <= ’O ’; ld.adbus <= ’O ’; set.wp <= ’O ’; inc.wctr <= ’O ’; 
rst.wctr <= ’O ’; ld.dbus < -  ’O ’; inc.MEMC <= ’O ’; 
rst.wp <= ’0 ’;set_wrovr <= ’O ’;
IF (str.wr = ’l b ? T H E N

nxt.stb <= LD.TBUF;
ELSE

nxt.stb <= IDLE.2;
END IF;

w h e n  l d .t b u f  => . v !'i
chk.sum <« ld.adbus <* ’O ’; set.wp <« ’O ’; inc.wctr <= ’O ’;
rst.wctr < -  ’O ’; ld.dbus <- ’O ’; inc.MEMC <= ’O ’;
rst.wp <- ’0 ’;set_wrovr <= ’O ’; 
nxt.stb <— CHECK.SUM;

WHEN CHECK.SUM -> ' . ^
chk.sum <= ’O ’; ld.adbus <= ’1 ’; set.wp <= ’O ’; inc.wctr <= ’O ’;
rst.wctr <= ’O ’; ld_dbus <= ’O ’; inc.MEMC <= ’O ’;
rst.wp <= ’0 ’;set_wrovr <= ’O ’; 
nxt.stb <- LD.ADDR;

WHEN LD.ADDR =>
chk.sum <= ’O ’; ld.adbus <= ’1 ’; set.wp <= ’1 ’; inc.wctr <= 0 ;
rst.wctr <= ’O ’; ld.dbus <= ’O ’; inc.MEMC <= ’O ’;
rst.wp ’O ’;set.wrovr <= ’O ’; 
nxt.stb <= W.PULSE;

WHEN W.PULSE =>
chk.sum <= ’O ’; ld.adbus <= ’1 ’; set.wp <= ’1 ’; inc.wctr <= 0 ;
rstlwctr <= ’O ’; ld.dbus <* ’O ’; inc.MEMC <= ’O ’;
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rst_wp <- ’O ’jset.wrovr <= ’O ’;
IF (wctr = 1 )  THEN

rst_wctr <?= ’ 1 *; 
ld.dbus <= ’1 *; 
nxt.stb <= LD.DATA;

ELSE
inc.wctr < = ’!’; 
nxt.stb <= W.PULSE;

END IF;
WHEN LD.DATA =>

chk.sum <= ’O ’; ld.adbus < ^ l '} 1 ’; set.wp <= »i»; inc.wctr <= ’O ’; 
rst.wctr <- ’O ’; ld.dbus <= »i*; inc_MEMC <= ’O ’ ; 
rst.wp ,<*=? ’O ’jset.wrovr <«, & $ $ $ $

IF (wctr = 1) THEN
rst.wctr <= ’1 ’; 
xst.wp <= *1’; 
nxt.stb <= WR.COMP;

ELSE
inc.wctr <= *1’; 
nxt.stb <= LD.DATA;

END IF;
WHEN WR.COMP =>

chk.sum <= ’0*3 ld.adbus <=s > 1»; set.wp <= ’O ’; inc.wctr <■ ’O ’; 
rst.wctr <— ’O ’; ld.dbus <= ’i’’; inc.MEMC -<= *1*; 
rst.wp <= *1*jset.wrovr <= ’I*; 
nxt.stb <= IDLE_2;_ ■

END CASE;
END PROCESS P3;

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;

D.2 Engineering Packet Generator Module

D.2.1 Implementation o f Engineering Packet Format Generator

The engineering data packets have a distinguishing packet header, ASCII 11N" and include the 

Status Byte at the end of the data section. The Status Byte is available in the 8-bit Status Word 

register, each bit of which is always connected to the appropriate status switch of the Flight Status 

Switches sub-system. Thus, the functional difference between the Science and Engineering Packet 

Format Generator machines is in the third write phase. The Engineering Packet Generator writes 

the Status Byte in addition to the packet number and checksum. The first, second and the fourth 

phases remain functionally same as in the Science Packet Generator.

The Engineering Packet Format Generator is designed as a state machine with exactly the same 

11 states as the Science Packet Format Generator and the SM chart is shown in Figure D.3. g
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Figure D.3: SM chart for Engineering Packet Format Generator
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follows: the same sequential steps as the Science Packet Format Generator with one difference in 

state WR_OHB. In state WR_OHB, the Engineering Packet Format Generator first writes the 

Status Byte from SW_Reg and then writes the contents of registers PACL, PACH and ACC. The 

operational details of this state machine have not been discussed in order to avoid repetition.

D.2.2 VHDL code for Engineering Packet Format Generator

—  File Name 
-- Operation

—  Revision No.
—  Revision Date
—  Revision

-- Revised by

eg_pk4.vhd
This is the Engineering Data Packet Generator Module. 
See NOTE 1 for details.
4
07/22/00

gsfti Rev.O with SW.Reg included in this device 
and Time Stamp deleted. NOTE 2,3 

Anirban Chovdhury

1. This packetizer is similar to SD packetizer with differences 
in the main process.

2. Added ONE register SW.Reg and eight the status switches.
3. Deleted the Satus Data Module signals.
4. Writes the data to the SRAM and completes the packet.

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;
USE ieee.std.logic.unsigned.ALL;

ENTITY eg_pk4 IS 
P0RT(

rst.b, sysclk 
DB_I
RDRF, EOT 

Status Switches 
ss .

-- RAM interface signals 
AD.EP 
DB.EP 
We_b 
rsel 
r.rdy 

END ENTITY eg_pk4;

ARCHITECTURE rev_4 OF eg_pk4 IS

TYPE ST A IS (IDLE.l, START, H0LD_A, WAIT_ING, WR.RXBL, WAIT.l, 
WR.RXBH, WR.OHB, HOLD.B, PAC.COMP, CHG.RAM);

TYPE ST.B IS (IDLE.2, LD.TBUF, CHECK.SUM, LD.ADDR, W.PULSE, 
LD.DATA, WR.COMP);

SUBTYPE sm5 IS INTEGER RANGE 5 DOWNTO 0;

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(15 DOWNTO 0);— from RBUS 
IN STD.LOGIC;— smp.ovr -> EOT

IN STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);

OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(9 DOWNTO 0);
OUT STD_LQGIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0 ) ^ / ^
OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC; — SRAM A10
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTORCl DOWNTO 0));

SIGNAL state.a, nxt.sta : ST.A;
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SIGNAL state.b, nxt_stb : S T J

SIGNAL RI : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);— Pick up data from Rex.
SIGNAL RPH : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);— Pick up data from Rex.

Note 2 : Registers for Status Word
SIGNAL SW.Reg : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);— Status Word Register

SIGNAL RXB 
SIGNAL TBUF 
SIGNAL ACC 
SIGNAL MEMC 
SIGNAL PACN 
SIGNAL rs : 
SIGNAL Ctrl,

STD.LOGIC.VECT0R(15 DOWNTO 0);— Pick up data from Rex.
STD.LOGIC_VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0)
STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0)
STD_L0GIC_VECTOR(9 DOWNTO 0)
STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(15 DOWNTO 0);— As per Mission Time. 

STD.LOGIC; 
wctr : sm5;

■Transfers data to RAM.
— Must match RXB for XOR op. 

as per RAM Address lines.

SIGNAL str.wr, wr.ovr : STD.LOGIC;

-- Control Signals for Main Process
SIGNAL inc.PACN, set.strwr, inc.ctrl, rst.ctrl, ld.RXB : STD.LOGIC; 
SIGNAL set.rrO, set.rrl, inv.rs, rst.MEMC : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL tfr.RI, tfr.RPH, tfr.PACH, tfr.PACL, tfr.ACC : STD.LOGIC; 
SIGNAL tfr.RXBL, tfr.RXBH : STD.LOGIC;

-- Signal for loading Status data
SIGNAL tfr.SWReg : STD.LOGIC;

—  Control Signals for Write Process
SIGNAL chk.sum, ld.adbus, set.wp, inc.wctr, rst.wctr : STD.LOGIC; 
SIGNAL ld.dbus, rst.wp, inc.MEMC, set.wrovr : STD.LOGIC;

RI <= B ”0100.1001"; -- ASCII >1*
RPH <= B"0l6b_1110"r;—  ASCII ’N» 
rsel <= rs;

SW.Reg <= ss;

PI : PROCESS (sysclk, rst.b)
BEGIN

• IF (rst.b - ’O ’) THEN
state.a <= IDLE.l; 
state.b <= IDLE.2; 
wctr <= 0;
Ctrl <= 0;
RXB <= B"0000_0000_0000_0000,'; 
TBUF <= B "0000.0000";
ACC <= B"0000.0000";
MEMC <= B"00_0000_0000";
PACN <= B"0000i.0000_0000.0000,,; 
We.b <= ’I ’; v 
rs <= ’O ’; 

ELSIF(rising_edge(sysclk)) THEN 
state.a <= nxt.sta; 
state.b <= nxt.stb;

-- Signals from the WRITE Process
IF (chk.sum = ’1 ’) THEN

ACC <= ACC XOR TBUF;
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END IF;
IF (ld.adbus = M  *) THEN 

AD.EP <= MEMC;
END IF; ...
IF -(set.wp = »1») THEN 

We.b <* »0»;
ELSE

We- b  <= 191
END IF; 

v IF (rst.wp = P ) THEN 
We.b <= ’P ;

END IF;
IF (rst.wctr * V P )  THEN 

w c t r <<= 0;. •
ELSIF (inc.wctr = '>1’) THEN 

wctr < -  wctr + 4;
END IF;
IF (ld.dbus * > P )  THEN 

DB.EP <= TBUF;
END IF;
IF (rst.MEMC = ’1>) THEN

MEMC <* B"00.0000.0000"; 
ELSIF (inc.MEMC = »1») THEN 

MEMC <= MEMC
END IF;
IF (set.wrovr = ’I ’) THEN 

wr.ovr <= ’ P ;
ELSE

wr.ovr <= *0*,;
END IF;

—  Signals from the MAIN Process
IF (inc.PACN ■ * P )  THEN 

PACN <= PACN + 1;
END IF;
IF (set.strwr = ' ’ P  ) THEN 

' str.wr 1 5;
ELSE

str.wr <= ’O ’;
END IF;
IF (rst.ctrl = * 1 ’) THEN 

ctrl <= 0;
ELSIF (inc.ctrl = ’I ’) THEN 

ctrl <= ctrl + 1 ;
END IF;
IF (ld.RXB = ’P )  THEN 

RXB <= DB.I;
END IF;

-- Signals for loading Data Bus
IF (tfr.RI = ’l f ^ T H E N  

TBUF <= RI;
ELSIF (tfr.RPH = ’1 ’) THEN 

TBUF <* RPH;
ELSIF (tfr.RXBL 1  » P )  THEN

TBUF <= R XB(7 DOWNTO 0); 
ELSIF (tfr.RXBH = ’1 ’) THEN

TBUF <= R XB(15 DOWNTO 8); 
-- Signals for unloading Status data
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ELSIF (tfr.SWReg = ’1 ’) THEN 
TBUF 4= SW.Reg;

ELSIF (tfr.PACL = ’1 ’) THEN
TBUF <= PACN(7 DOWNTO 0);

ELSIF (tfr.PACH = ’1 ’) THEN
TBUF <* PACN(15 DOWNTO 8);

ELSIF (tfr.ACC = ’1 ’) THEN
TBUF <= ACC(7 DOWNTO 0);

END IF;
IF (set.rrO = ’1 ’) THEN 

r.rdy (0)'<= Et||
ELSE

r.rdy(0) < -  ’O ’;
END IF;
IF (set.rrl = »1») THEN 

r.rdy(1) <= ’1 ’;
ELSE

r.rdy(1) <= ’O ’;
END IF;
IF (inv.rs = ’I ’) THEN 

rs <= NOT rs;
END IF;

END IF;
END PROCESS PI;

P2: PROCESS (state.a, ctrl, wr.ovr, RDRF, EOT, rs)
BEGIN

CASE state.a IS
WHEN IDLE.l =>

inc.PACN <= ’1 ’; set.strwr ’ 
ld.RXB <= »0V ; set.rrO <* ’O ’; 
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; 
tfr.RXBL <= ’O ’; tfr.RXBH ffcv’.C 
tfr.PACH <= *’0 ’; tfr.PACL <= ’C 
tfr.SWReg <= * 0 ’; 
nxt.sta <= START;

WHEN START =>
inc.PACN <= ’0 ’; set.strwr <= 1 
ld.RXB <= ’O1 ; set.rrO <=* ’O ’; 
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; 
tfr.RXBL <= ’O ’; tfr.RXBH <= ’C 
tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL < | 41( 
tfr.SWReg <= ’O ’;
IF (ctrl = 5) THEN

rst.ctrl <= ’l ’> 
Jtfr.RPH <= ’1 ’; 
set.strwr <=. ’1 ’; i 
nxt.sta <= WAIT.ING;

ELSE
tfr.RI <= ’1 ’; 
set.strwr <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta <= HOLD.A;

END IF;
WHEN HOLD.A =>

inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= 
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; 
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; tfr.RI <= ’O ’

.O’-; inc.ctrl < -  ’O ’; 
set.rrl $*.- *0’; inv.rs <- ’O ’; 
tfr.RPH <= ’O ’;

I’; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’;
I’; tfr.ACC <=f ’O ’;

'ilfi inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’; 
; tfr.RPH < = / 0 ’;
)’;rst_ctrl <= *0’;
)’; tfr_ACC <= ’O ’;

’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’; 

; tfr.RPH <= ’O ’;
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tfr.RXBL <= ’O ’; tfr.RXBH <= ’0,*; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’; 
tfr.SWReg < = ’0 ’;
IF (wr.ovr = ’T ’-) THEN 

inc.ctrl < -  

nxt.sta <= START;
ELSE

nxt.sta <= HOLD.A;
END IF;

WHEN WAIT.ING =>
inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= >0’; 
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <= *0*; inv.rs < -  ’O ’; 
rst.MEMC <= >0’; tfr.RI <==«’0 ’; tfr.RPH <= ’O ’; 
tfr.RXBL <= ’O ’ ; tfr.RXBH <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
tfr.PACH <= ’0 ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’; 
tfr.SWReg '<£” ■’ 0 ’;
IF (RDRF = ’1 ’) THEN 

ld.RXB <=- »1»; 
nxt.sta <= WR.RXBL;

ELSIF (EOT - ’1 ’) THEN
nxt.sta <= WR.OHB;

ELSE
nxt.sta <= WAIT.ING;

END IF;
WHEN WR.RXBL =>

inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= ’1 ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’;
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’0*; set.rrl <* ’0*; inv.rs <= ’O ’;
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’O ’;
tfr.RXBL <= ’! ’; tfr.RXBH <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’;
tfr.PACH <= ’0 ’;ttfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’;
tfr.SWReg < -  S O £ * J \

nxt.sta WAIT.l;
WHEN WAIT.l

inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
ld.RXB <- ’G4 ; set.rrO <= ’Q ’:; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs < -  ’O ’; 
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’O ’; 
tfr.RXBL < = ’!/; tfr.RXBH <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’;
tfr.PACH <« ’0 ’;■ tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <* ’O ’;
tfr.SWReg <— ' ’O ’;
IF (wr.ovr * ’1 ’) THEN

nxt.sta <“ WR.RXBH;
ELSE

nxt.sta <= WAIT.l;
END IF;

WHEN WR.RXBH =>
inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= *1’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’;
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’;
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; tfr.RI <= ’O'*t f r . R P H  <- ’O ’;
tfr RXBL <== ’O ’; tfr.RXBH <= *1’; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’;
tfrlPACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’0 ’;, tfr.ACC <= ’O ’;
tfr.SWReg <= ’O ’;
nxt.sta <= WAIT.ING;

-- State modified as per Note 3
WHEN WR.OHB => \

inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’;
Id RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <» ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’;
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rst_MEMC <= »0»; tfr_RI <= >0»; tfr.RPH <= >0>; 
tfr.RXBL <= »0»; tfr.RXBH <= >0’; rst.ctrl <= >0’; 
tfr_PACH <= »0’; tfr.PACL <= »0>; tfr.ACC <= ’O';* 
tfr.SWReg <- ’O ’;
IF (ctrl - 4) THEN

rst.ctrl <= > 1 ’; 
nxt.sta <= PAC.COMP;

ELSIF (ctrl = 3) THEN 
tfr.ACC >1’; 
set.strwr <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta <= HOLD.B;

ELSIF (ctrl = 2) THEN 
tfr.PACH <= 
set.strwr <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta <= HOLD.B;

ELSIF (c$rl -:,1) THEN
tfr.PACL <= *1’; 
set.strwr < -  *1’;  ̂
nxt.sta <= HOLD.B;

ELSE
- . \tfr.SWReg <=_ »1’; 

set.strwr <*$ *1*; 
nxt.sta <= HOLD.B;

END IF;
WHEN HOLD.B =>

inc.PACN <= *0’; set.strwr < - ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= *0’;
ld.RXB •?= ’O ’; set.rrO <* ’O ’; set.rrl <= *0’; inv.rs <= *0’;
rst.MEMC <= ’0 ’L tir_RI <= >0’; tfr.RPH <= »0»;
tfr.RXBL <= »0»; tfr.RXBH <* ’O ’; rst.ctrl <=
tfr.PACH <= *0’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’;;
tfr.SWReg <= *0’;
IF (wr.ovr = ’1 ’) THEN 

inc.ctrl <= ’I ’; 
nxt.sta <='WR_OHB;

ELSE
nxt.sta <= HOLD.B;

END IF;
WHEN PAC.COMP =>

inc.PACN <= ’Off set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= *0’; 
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’; 
rst.MEMC <= ’0»; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’O ’;
tfr.RXBL <= ’O ’; tfr.RXBH <= »0»; rst.ctrl <= »0»;
tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr_PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’0 ’;.
tfr.SWReg <= ’O ’;
IF (rs = »0») THEN

set.rrO <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta <= CHG.RAM;

ELSE
set.rrl <= *1*; 
nxt.sta <- CHG.RAM;

END IF;
WHEN CHG.RAM =>

inc.PACN <= * V ',  set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl «= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’l ’j 
rst.MEMC <= ’1 ’; tfr.RI <= ’0»; tfr.RPH <= ’O ’;
tfr.RXBL <= ’O ’; tfr.RXBH <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’;
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END CASE; 
END PROCESS P2;

tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= 
tfr.SWReg <= »0’j 
nxt.sta <= START;

tfr.ACC <= »0»

PROCESS (state.b, str.wr, wctr) — Write Process 
BEGIN

CASE state.b IS
WHEN IDLE.2 => ;■

chk.sum <= ’O ’; ld.adbus <= 
rst.wctr.■■<« ’O ’; ld.dbus < -  

rst.wp < = ’O ’;set.wrovr <® ’ 
IF (str.wr I  >1’) THEN

nxt.stb <= LD.TBUF;
ELSE

nxt.stb <= IDLE.2;
END IF;

WHEN LD.TBDF =>
chk.sum <= ; ld.adbus < -

rst.wctr <= ’0 ’} ld.dbus <= 
rst.wp <=">fO * jset.wrovr <= * 
nxt.stb <= CHECK.SUM;

WHEN CHECK.SUM =>
chk.sum <= ’O ’; ld.adbus < -  

rst.wctr <= ’O ’; ld.dbus <* 
rst.wp <= ’; set.wrovr <= ’
nxt.stb <= LD.ADDR;

WHEN LD.ADDR =>
chk.sum <= ’O ’; ld.adbus <= 
rst.wctr <= ’O ’; ld.dbus <- 
rst.wp <=? ’P,’jset.wrovr <= * 

nxt.stb <= W.PULSE;
WHEN W.PULSE =>

chk.sum <= ’O ’; ld.adbus <= 
rst.wctr <* ’O ’; ld.dbus <= 
rst.wp <- ’O ’;set.wrovr <= * 
IF (wctr = 1) THEN

rst.wctr <= *1*; 
ld.dbus <= ’1 *; 
nxt.stb < - LD.DATA;

ELSE
inc.wctr <= ’ 1 *; 
nxt.stb <= W.PULSE;

END IF;
WHEN LD.DATA => '•

chk.sum <= jO’; ld.adbus <= 
rst.wctr <= ’O ’; ld.dbus <= 
rst.wp <= ’O ’jset.wrovr <= * 
IF (wctr I) THEN

rst.wctr <= *1’; 
rst.wp <~ *1’; 
nxt.stb <= WR.COMP;

set.wp <= ’O ’; inc.i 
inc.MEMC <= *0’;

set.wp <= ’O ’; inc.i 
inc.MEMC <= ’0 ’;

set.wp <= 
inc_MEMC <=

inc.wctr < -

set.wp <= ’I ’; inc.i 
inc.MEMC <= ,0 >;

set.wp <- * 1 *; inc.i 
inc.MEMC <= ’0»;

set.wp <= *1’ 
inc.MEMC <= ft

inc.wctr <= ’O ’;

ELSE
inc.wctr <= * 1 ’; ' 
nxt.stb <= LD.DATA;
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WHEN WR.COMP => “
chk.sum <= ’O ’; ld.adbus < = ’l 5; set.wp < = ’0 *; inc.wctr <= >0’; 
rst.wctr <= * O'-’.; ld.dbus <= ’ 1 5; inc.MEMC <= ’ 1 ’; 
rst.wp <= ’1* ;set_wrovr < = ’! # ; «  
nxt.stb <= IDLE.2;

END CASE;
END PROCESS P3;

END ARCHITECTURE rev_4;

D.3 GPS Packet Generator Module

D.3.1 Implementation of GPS Packet Format Generator

The GPS data packets have a distinguishing packet header, ASCII nP" and contain 8-bit data 

(i,e. data received from GPS Receiver). Thus, the functional difference between the Science and 

GPS Packet Format Generator machines is in the second write phase. The GPS Packet Format 

Generator writes one data byte to the SRAM (instead of two). The first, third and the fourth phase 

remain functionally same as in the Science Packet Format Generator.

The GPS Packet Format Generator is designed as a state machine with nine states and the SM 

chart is shown in Figure D.4. This machine has two less states than the Science Packet Format 

Generator. The states WAIT_1 and WR_RXBH, which are required to write the higher order bytes 

of a data sample, are not necessary ft this machine. The state WR_RXBL of Science Packet Format 

Generator is renamed as WR_RXB. The machine follows the same sequential steps as the Science 

Packet Format Generator with only one difference. In state WR_RXB, it writes the GPS data byte 

to SRAM and goes back to state WAIT JNG. The other operational details of this sate machine have 

not been discussed in order to avoid repetition.

D.3.2 VHDL code for GPS Packet Format Generator

—  File Name
—  Operation
—  Revision No.
—  Revision Date
—  Revision
—  Revised by__******#*******<

gps.pkO.vhd
This is the GPS Data Packet Generator Module. 
0
07/22/00 
: NIL
Anirban Chowdhury

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;
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Figure D.4: SM chart for GPS Packet Format Generator
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USE ieee.std.logic.unsigned.ALL;

ENTITY gps.pkO 
PORT( . ‘

rst_b, sysclk 
DB.I
RDRF,EOT
AD_GP
DB_GP
We.b
rsel
r.rdy

END ENTITY gps.pkO;

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO O);1 
IN STD.LOGIC; .
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(9 DOWNTO 0).;\ 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOG!C.VECTOR(1 DOWNTO 0)if

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF gps.pkO IS

TYPE ST.A IS (IDLE.l, START, HOLD.A, WAIT.ING, WR.RXB, 
WR.OHB, HOLD.B, PAC.COMP, CHG.RAM);

TYPE ST.B IS (IDLE.2, LD.TBUF, CHECK.SUM, LD.ADDR, W.PULSE, 
LD.DATA, WR.COMP) J g H  

SUBTYPE sm5 IS INTEGER RANGE 5 DOWNTO 0;

SIGNAL state.
SIGNAL state.

SIGNAL RI
SIGNAL RPH
SIGNAL RXB
SIGNAL TBUF
SIGNAL ACC
SIGNAL MEMC
SIGNAL PACN
SIGNAL rs
SIGNAL ctirl t
SIGNAL str.wj

STD.LOGIC. 
STD.LOGIC. 
STD.LOGIC. 
STD.LOGIC. 
STD.LOGIC. 
STD.LOGIC. 
STD.LOGIC. 
STD.LOGIC; 
: sm5;

.ovr : STD.

.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0) 

.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0) 

.VECT0RC7 DOWNTO 0) 

.VECT0RC7 DOWNTO 0) 

.VECTOR (7 DOWNTO 0). 

.VECTOR(9 DOWNTO 0) 
VECT0RC15 DOWNTO 0>

LOGIC;

— Pick up data from Rex. 
— Pick up data from Rex. 
T-Pick up data from Rex. 
— Transfers data to RAM. 
— Must match RXB for XOR op. 
— as per RAM Address lines. 
;--As per Mission Time.

— Control Signals for Main Process
SIGNAL inc.PACN, set.strwr, inc.ctrl, rst.ctrl^ld.RXB : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL set.rrO, set.rrl, inv.rs, 'rst.MEMC : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL tfr.RI, tfr.RPH, tfr.RXB, tfr.PACH, tfr.PACL, tfr.ACC : STD.LOGIC;

—  Control Signals for Write Process
SIGNAL chk.sum, ld.adbus, set.wp, inc.wctr, rst.wctr : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL ld.dbus, rst.wp, inc.MEMC, set.wrovr : STD.LOGIC;

RI <= B"0100_1001^!;
RPH <= B"0101_0000"; 
rsel <= r s ;

ASCII "I" 
1  ASCII "P"

PI : PROCESS (sysclk, rst.b),;
BEGIN

IF (rst.b = ’O ’) THEN
state.a <= IDLE.l; 
state.b <= IDLE.2; 
wctr <= 0; \
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ctri <- 0;
RXB <= B"0000_0000";
TBUF <= B"0000_0000";
ACC <= B"0000_0000";
MEMC <= B"00_0000_0000";
PACK <= B"0000_0000_0000.0000M ; 
We_b <= *1»; 
rs <= ’O ’; 

ELSIF(rising_edge(sysclk)) THEN 
state.a < -  nxt.sta; 
state.b <= nxt.stb;

-- Signals from the WRITE Process
IF (chk.sum - >1’) THEN

ACC <= ACC XOR TBUF;
END IF;
IF (ld.adbus = THEN 

AD.GP <= MEMC;
END IF;
IF (set.wp = ^L-?) THEN 

We.b <= ’O ’;
ELSE

We.b <= *1’;
END IF;
IF (rst.wp * ’1 ’) THEN 

We.b <=• ’1 ’;
END IF;
IF (rst.wctr - ’1 ’) THEN 

wctr <= 0;
ELSIF (inc.wctr = ’I ’) THEN

wctr <= wctr + 1;
END IF;
IF (ld.dbus = >1’) THEN 

DB.GP <= TBUF;
END IF;
IF (rst.MEMC THEN

MEMC <= B “00_0000_0000"; 
ELSIF (inc.MEMC THEN

MEMC <- MEMC + 1;
END IF;
IF (set.wrovr = ’I’) THEN 

wr.ovr <= ’1*;
ELSE

wr.ovr <® ’O ’;
END IF;

—  Signals from the MAIN Process
IF (inc.PACN * M » )  THEN

PACN <= PACN + i Y > /
END IF;
IF (set.strwr = ’l|J^THEN 

str.wr <~ ’ 1 ’;
ELSE

str.wr '<* ’O ’;
END IF;
IF (rst.ctrl = ’I ’) THEN 

ctrl <= 0;
ELSIF (inc.ctrl = ’1 ’) THEN 

ctrl <= ctrl + 1 ;
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END IF;
IF (ld.RXB = m )  THEN

RXB <= DB.I;
END IF;
IF (tfr.Ri = ’! ’) THEN

TBUF <= R I ;
ELSIF (tfr.RPH - ’1 ’) THEN

TBUF <= RPH;
ELSIF (tfr.RXB = ’! ’) THEN

TBUF <= RXB;
ELSIF (tfr.PACH = ’1*0 THEN

TBUF <= PACN(15 DOWNTO 8)
ELSIF (tfr.PACL - ’1 ’) THEN

TBUF <= PACN(7 DOWNTO 0);
ELSIF (tfr.ACC = ’»  THEN

TBUF <= ACC(7 DOWNTO 0);
END IF;
IF (set.rrO = ’I*)- THEN

r.rdy(O) < = ’! ’;
ELSE

r.rdy(O) <= ’O ’;
END IF;
IF (set.rrl = ’ ! ’ )  THEN

r.rdy(l) <•= ’1 ’;
ELSE

r.rdy(l) <= ’0 ’;

END IF;
IF (inv._rs =?|i’,)^THEN

rs <= NOT rs;
END IF;

END IF'jJjg 
END PROCESS PI;

P2: PROCESS (state.a, ctrl, wr.ovr, RDRF, EOT, rs)
BEGIN

CASE state.a IS
WHEN IDLE.l> >  .

inc.PACN <= ’1 ’; set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv_rs <= ’O ’; 
rst.MEMC < - ^ 0 ’; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
tfrlRXB <= ’O ’; tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’; 
nxt.sta <= START;

WHEN START =>
inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr < = ’!?} inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
ld.RXB ^ *1’O ’; set.rrO <«.’O ’; set.irl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’; 
rst MEMC <= ’O’ ; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
tfrlRXB <= ’O ’; tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’; 
IF (ctrl * 5) THEN

rst.ctrl <= ’l ’; 
tfr.RPH <= ’! ’; 
set.strwr <= ’! ’; 
nxt_sta‘<= WAIT.ING;

ELSE
tfr.Ri <= ’1 ’; 
set.strwr <= . *.1 
nxt.sta <= HOLD.A;

END IF;
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WHEN HOLD.A =>
inc.PACN c^ ' O ' ;  set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
ld.RXB < f  ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <» »0»; inv.rs <■ »0»; 
rst.MEMC <= >0’; tfr.fcl <= >0>; tfr.RPH <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= >0’; 
tfr.RXB <= ’<5’; tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’; 
IF (wr.ovr = ’I p ,  THEN 

inc.ctrl <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta <= START;

ELSE
nxt.sta <= HOLD.A;

END IF;
WHEN WAIT.ING =>

inc.PACN ?0’; set.strwr <= *0*; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
ld.RXB <= 4 0 *; set.rrO <= ’O'; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’; 
rst.MEMC <- »0»; tfr Jtl <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <» ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
tfr.RXB <= ’O ’; tfr.PACH <= »0’} tfr.PACL <*= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’; 
IF (RDRF = »1») THEN 

ld.RXB <= p. 
nxt.sta <- WR.RXB;

ELSIF (EOT = ’1 ’) THEN
nxt.sta <= WR.OHB;

ELSE
nxt.sta <= WAIT.ING;

END IF;
WHEN WR.RXB =>

inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= ’1 ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’; 
rst.MEMC <= ?0’; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
tfr.RXB <= ’1 ’; tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’; 
nxt.sta <= WAIT.ING;

WHEN WR.OHB =>
inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
ld.RXB <=p’0 ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <« ’O ’; 
rst.MEMC <= *0’; tfr_RI!<= ’O ’; tfr.RPH- <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= *0*; 
tfr.RXB <= ’O ’; tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’; 
IF (ctrl = 3 )  THEN

rst.ctrl <= ’I ’; 
nxt.sta <= PAC.COMP;

ELSIF (ctrl = 2) THEN 
tfr.ACC <= ’1 ’; 
set.strwr <~ ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta <= HOLD.B;

ELSIF (ctrl - 1) THEN
tfr.PACH <= »1»; 
set.strwr <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta < -  HOLD.B;

ELSE
tfr.PACL < = ’! ’; 
set.strwr <= ’I* ; 
nxt.sta <- HOLD.B;

END IF;
WHEN HOLD.B =>

inc.PACN <= ’O ’; set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= *0’; 
ld.RXB < = ’0 ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <“ *O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’; 
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; tfr_RPH <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= *0*; 
tfr.RXB <= *0»; tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’;
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IF (wr.ovr == ’1 0  THEN 
inc.ctrl <= ’1’ 
nxt.sta <= WR.OHB;

ELSE
nxt.sta <=.HOLD.B;

END IF;
WHEN PAC.COMP =>

inc.PACN <= ’0?; set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’O ’; 
rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; tfr.RI <= ’O ’; tfr.RPH <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
tfr.RXB <= ’O ’; tfr.PACH <= ’O ’; tfr.PACL <= ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’; 
IF (rs = ’0 ’)- THEN

set.rrO <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta <* CHG.RAM;

ELSE
set.rrl <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta <= CHG.RAM;

END IF;
WHEN CHG.RAM => "(

inc.PACN <= ’1*'; set.strwr <= ’O ’; inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
ld.RXB <= ’O ’; set.rrO <= ’O ’; set.rrl <= ’O ’; inv.rs <= ’1 ’; 
rst.MEMC <= ’1 ’; tfr.RI <= ’0 ’; tfr.RPH <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl < -  ’O ’; 
tfr.RXB ’O ’; tfr.PACH <= ’O ’) tfr.PACL <- ’O ’; tfr.ACC <= ’O ’; 
nxt.sta <= START;

END CASE;
END PROCESS P2;

P3: PROCESS (state.b, str.wr, w c t r ^ H  
BEGIN

CASE state.b IS
WHEN IDLE.2 =>

chk.sum <= ’O ’; ld.adbus <= ’O ’; set.wp < = ’0 ’; inc.wctr <= ’O ’;
rst.wctr <= ’O ’; ld.dbus <= ’0 ’'; inc.MEMC <=<.’0 ’;
rst.wp <=;’0 ’;set_wrovr <~ *0’;
IF (str.wr = ’1 ’) THEN

nxt.stb <= LD.'TBUF;
ELSE

nxt.stb <1= IDLE.2;
END IF;

WHEN LD.TBUF f>
chk.sum <= ’1 ’; ld.adbus <= ’O ’; set.wp <= ’O ’; inc.wctr <= ’O ’;
rst.wctr <=|No’; ld.dbus <='*3’0 ’; inc.MEMC <* ’O ’;
rst.wp <~ |P|jset.wrovr ; ’0 ’ ^
nxtlstb <= CHECK.SDM;

WHEN CHECK.SUM =>
chk.sum,<- ’O ’; ld.adbus <= ’! ’; set.wp <= ’O ’; inc.wctr <= ’O ’;
rst.wctr: <»- ’O ’; ld.dbus <= ’O ’; inc.MEMC <= ’O ’;
rst.wp <= ’0 ’;set_wrovr <= ’O ’; 
nxt.stb <= LD.ADDR;

WHEN LD.ADDR =>
chk.sum <= ’O ’; ld.adbus <|?|l’; set.wp <■ ’1 ’; inc.wctr <= ’O ’;
rst.wctr <= ’O ’; ld.dbus <= ’O ’; inc.MEMC < -  ’O ’;-,,
rst.wp <= ’O ’;set.wrovr <= ’O ’; r 
nxt.stb <= W.PULSE;

WHEN W.PULSE *>
chk.sum <« ’O ’; ld.adbus <= ’1 ’; set.wp <= ’1 ’; inc.wctr <= ’O ’)
rst.wctr <= ’O ’; ld.dbus <= ’O ’; inc.MEMC <= ’O ’;
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rst_wp <= ’O ’;set.wrovr <= ’O ’;
IF (wctr = 1) THEN

rst.wctr <= ’1 ’; 
ld.dbus <= ’ 1 ’; 
nxt.stb <= LD.DATA;

ELSE
inc.wctr <= *1’; 
nxt.stb <= W.PULSE;

END IF;
WHEN LD.DATA =>

chk.sum <- ’O ’; ld.adbus <= ’1’; set.wp <== ’ 1 ’; inc.wctr <= ’()*;>* 
rst.wctr <= , f Q ’; ld.dbus <= ’1 ’; inc_MEMC <= ’O ’; 
rst.wp <= ’O ’;set_wrovr <= ’O ’;
IF (wctr = 1) THEN

rst.wctr <= ’1 ’; 
rst.wp <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.stb <= WR.COMP;

ELSE
inc.wctr <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.stb <- LD.DATA;

END IF;
WHEN WR.COMP =>

chk.sum <= ’O ’; ld.adbus <= ’1 ’; set.wp <= ’O ’; inc.wctr <= ’O ’; 
rst.wctr <= *0’; ld.dbus <— ’1 ’; inc.MEMC <= ’1 ’; 
rst.wp <= ’1 ’;set_wrovr <= *1’; 
nxt.stb <= IDLE.2;

END CASE;
END PROCESS P3;

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;
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E Modules of GPS Data Acquisition Processor

VHDL implementation of three modules of the GPS Data Acquisition Processor are presented in 

this appendix. These modules are the GPS Synchronizer, the Asynchronous Receiver and the GPS 

Baud Clock Generator. Table E.I presents the device resource allocation for these modules.

Table E.I: Device resource allocation for modules of GPS Data Acquisition Processor
VHDL Code Device I/P O/P LC SE Utilization
gps_sn0.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 5 2 21 5 16%
gps_rx0.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 4 10 28 2 21%
gps_bg0.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 2 i mm 15 1 11%

I/P=Input Pins, Q/P=0tput Pins, LC= Logic Cells, SE=Shareable Expanders

E.I GPS Synchronizer

E.£?l Implementation of G P S  Synchronizer

The GPS Synchronizer detects the end of GPS transmission. The end of a GPS transmission 

is detected when the Host Serial Data Output (RxD) line of the GPS Receiver remains at logic 

level "I" for a 20-bit time period. The GPS Synchronizer is designed as a state machine with five 

states and one embedded counter. The SM chart for this state machine is shown in Figure E.I. The 

machine uses states IDLE and HI_DETECTED to detect the end of first transmission and generates 

the output signal reset (rst_b). On receiving the trigger signal (trig), it uses states WAIT_ING, 

NHI DETECTED and RESET_EOT to again check for the end of GPS transmission and generate the 

output signal end-of-transmission (EOT). The machine waits in state IDLE and monitors RxD. When 

RxD goes to logic level ”1", the machine goes to state HI_DETECTED. In state HI_DETECTED, 

the machine samples RxD at the rising edge of BclkX8.^| increments the counter (ctl) each time 

it finds RxD at logic level "1\ The counter ctl is incremented until the count reaches the value 

set by num_his (num_his=159). If RxD goes to logic level ”0" before the count is completed the 

machine clears ctl and goes back to state IDLE. On completing the count, the machine asserts 

rst_b and goes to state WAITJNG. In state WAIT_ING, the machine waits for the signal trig and
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Figure E.l: SM chart for GPS Synchronizer
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on receiving it, goes to state NHL DETECTED. In state NHI_DETECTED, the operation of the 

machine is similar to that in state HI_DETECTED. On completing the count it asserts EOT and 

goes to state RESET_EOT. It goes back to state WAITING, if RxD goes to logic level ?0" during 

the count. The machine waits in state RESET_EOT until it detects a start bit. A start bit is 

detected when RxD goes to logic level "O" for one half-bit time duration (i:e. ctl=3 as as each bit 

has eight BclKX8 rising edges). On successfully detecting a valid start bit the machine goes back to 

state WAIT_ING.

E.1.2 VH D L code for GPS Synchronizer

—  File Name : gps.snO.vhd
—  Operation : This is the front end for GPS Receiver.
— Detects start of 1st.complete GPS Transmission

Generates EOT for each GPS Transmission
—  Revision No. : 0
—  Revision Date : 07/22/00
—  Revision : NIL
—  Revised by : Anirban Chovdhury

—  NOTES : 1. EOT is detected by checking the ststus of the RxD line for 20 bits
num_his = (number of BclkX8 pulses for 20 bits) - 1 = (8*20) - 1 = 159

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;

ENTITY gps.snO IS 

GENERIC
num.his

P0RT(
BclkX8, sysclk 
rst.a 
RxD 
trig
rst.b, EOT 

END ENTITY gps.snO;

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF gps.snO IS
TYPE StateType IS (IDLE, HI.DETECTED, WAITING, NHI.DETECTED, RESET.EOT); 
SUBTYPE sm_num IS INTEGER RANGE 0 TO num.his;

SIGNAL state, nextstate : StateType;
SIGNAL ctl : sm_num;
SIGNAL incl, clrl, op_rstb.op.eot : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL BclkX8.rising, BclkX8_Delayed : STD.LOGIC;

INTEGER := 159);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC; 
OUT STD.LOGIC);

BEGIN
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BclkX8..rising <= BclkX8 AND (NOT BclkX8_Delayed);

PI : PROCESS (state, RxD, ctl, BclkX8_rising>
BEGIN

CASE state IS
WHEN IDLE =>

incl <= ’O ’; 
clrl <* >0’; 
op.rstb <= *0*; 
op.eot <= ’O ’;
IF (RxD = ’1 ’) THEN

nextstate <= HI.DETECTED;
ELSE

.nextstate <= IDLE;
END IF;

WHEN HI.DETECTED => 
incl <= >0»; 
clrl <= ’O ’; 
op.rstb <= ’O’; 
op.eot <= ’O ’;
IF (BclkX8_rising = ’O ’) THEN

nextstate <= HI.DETECTED; 
ELSIF (RxD = ’O ’) THEN 

clrl <= ’1 ’; 
nextstate <= IDLE;

ELSIF (ctl = num_his) THEN 
clrl
op.rstb <*- »lj£yp| 
nextstate <= WAITING;

ELSE
incl <= *1’;
nextstate <= HI.DETECTED;

END IF;
WHEN WAITING =>*

incl <= ’ollilP] 
clrl <= ’O ’; 
op.rstb <= ’O ’; 
op.eot <= *0 ’; .5
IF (trig = ’ I ’ ) THEN

nextstate <= NHI.DETECTED;
ELSE

nextstate <= VWAITING;
END IF;

WHEN NHI.DETECTED => 
incl <= ’0*; 
clrl <=.’O ’; .
op.rstb <* ’O ’; 
op.eot <= ’O ’;
IF (BclkX8_rising = ’O ’)  THEN

nextstate <= NHI.DETECTED; 
ELSIF (RxD = >0») THEN 

clrl <*• *1’; 
nextstate < -  WAITING; 

ELSIF (ctl * nmn_his) THEN 
clrl <= >1’; 
op.eot <* ’1 ’; 
nextstate <* RESET.EOT;
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ELSE
incl < -  * 1*;
nextstate <=,NHI.DETECTED;

END IF;
WHEN RESET.EOT =>

incl <= ’O ’; 
clrl <= ’O ’; 
op.rstb <= ’O ’; 
op.eot <= ’O ’;
IF (BclkX8_rising = ’O ’) THEN 

nextstate <- RESET.E0T; 
ELSIF (RxD = >1») THEN 

clrl <* ’1 ’; 
nextstate <= RESET.EOT; 

ELSIF (ctl = 3) THEN 
clrl <= »1»; 
nextstate <= WAITING;

ELSE
incl <= ’1 ’; 
nextstate t=vRESET_EOT;

END IF;
END CASE;

END PROCESS PI;

P2 : PROCESS (sysclk, rst.a)
BEGIN

IF (rst.a = > 01 ) THEN 
state <= IDLE;
BclkX8_Delayed <= ’O ’; 
ctl <= 0;

ELSIF (sysclk*EVENT and sysclk = ’$ f  THEN 
’state <= nextstate;
IF- (clrl = ’1.>) THEN 

ctl <= 0;
ELSIF (incl = »1») THEN 

ctl <= ctl + 1;
END IF;
IF (op.rstb = ’I ’) THEN 

; rst_b; <*^1-’;v-' |
END IF;
IF (op.eot = ’I ’) THEN 

EOT <= *1’;
ELSE

EOT <= ‘O ’;
END 9 1
BclkX8_Delayed <= BclkX8;

END IF;
END PROCESS P2;

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;
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E.2 Asynchronous Receiver

ID.2.1 Implementation o f Asynchronous Receiver

The function of the Asynchronous Receiver is to pick up the incoming bit stream (transmitted 

by the GPS Receiver) and convert® into a parallel byte. The Asynchronous Receiver is a state 

machine with three states and two embedded counters. The SM chart for this state machine is 

shown in Figure E.2. The machine uses state IDLE and START_DETECTED to detect a valid 

start bit and then picks up the data bits in state RECV_DATA. It waits in state IDLE until RxD 

goes to logic level "0", which indicates a start of transmission. The machine then goes to state 

START_DETECTED and checks for a valid start bit. It detects a valid start bit by incrementing 

counter-one (ctl) for four consecutivevtimes RxD is found at logic level "0U. If it does not complete 

the count successfully, it goes back to sate IDLE. On detection a valid start bit, the machine goes to 

state RECV_DATA to pick the data bits from RxD. It waits for eight rising edges of BclkX8 before 

ii"picks up the first data bit. The machine right shifts register RSR to pick up this data bit. It then 

waits and shifts RSR uptil all the eight data bits are picked up. The waiting period between the 

shift operations is calculated by incrementing ctl at each rising edge of BclkX8. The number of data 

bits received is tracked by incrementing counter-two (ct2). After reception of a complete data byte 

(including stop bit), the machine loads the data on receive data register (RDR) and asserts RDRF. 

If there is a framing error during data transmission the signal framing error (FE) is asserted.

E .2 .2 VH D L code for Asynchronous Receiver

• File Name gps_rx0.vhd
■ Operation This is a GPS Receiver section.
- Revision No. 0
• Revision Date 07/22/00
■ Revision NIL
- Revised by Anirban Chowdhury

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;

ENTITY gps.rxO IS 
P0RT(
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Figure E.2: SM chart for Asynchronous Receiver
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rst_b, sysclk
BclkX8
RxD
RDR
RDRF, FE 

END ENTITY gps.rxO;

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0)| 
OUT STD.LOGIC);

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF gps.rxO IS
TYPE StateType IS (IDLE, START.DETECTED, RECV.DATA); 
SUBTYPE sm7 IS INTEGER RANGE 0 TO 7;
SUBTYPE sm8 IS INTEGER RANGE £  TO 8;

SIGNAL state, nextstate : StateType;
SIGNAL RSR : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0)';*
SIGNAL ctl : sm7;
SIGNAL ct2 : sm8;
SIGNAL i n c S i n c 2 ,  clrl,4 l f 2^1 STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL loadRDR, shftRSR, set .RDRF, setFE : STD.LOGIC;;^ 
SIGNAL BclkX8_rising, BclkX8_Delayed : STD.LOGIC

BclkX8_rising <= BclkX8 AND (NOT BclkX8_Delayed);

PI : PROCESS (state, RxD, ctlV7c,t2, BclkX8_rising)
BEGIN

CASE state IS
WHEN IDLE =>

incl <= ’O ’; clrl ' •
inc2 ’O ’; clr2 <= ’O ’;
shftRSR <= ’O ’; 
loadRDR <* ’O ’;
set .RDRF ’; setFE <= ’O ’;

(RxD = ’O ’) THEN
"nextstate <= START.DETECTED;

ELSE
nextstate ^ffcllDLE;

END IF;
WHEN START.DETECTED \ ■

* incl <= ’O ’; clrl <= ’O ’;
inc2 <= ’O ’; clr2 <* ’O ’;
shftRSR <= ’O ’; 
loadRDR <= ’O ’; 
set .RDRF <= ’O ’; setFE <= ’0 ’- 
IF (BclkX8_rising = ’O ’) THEN

nextstate <= START.DETECTED;
ELSIF (RxD = '*1?) THEN 

clrl <= ’1 ’; 
next state <= IDLE;

ELSIF (ctl a) , THEN--Detects center of start hit 
clrl <= ’1 *; 
nextstate RECV.DATA;

ELSE
incl ’1*;
nextstate <= START.DETECTED;

END IF;
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incl <= >0>; clrl <= *0’; 
inc2 <= ’O ’; clr2 <= 
shftRSR <= >0’; ^
loadRDR <= ’O ’;
set.RDRF <= ’O ’; setFE <= ’O ’;
IF (BclkX8_rising = ’O ’) THEN 

nextstate <= RECV.DATA;
ELSIF (ctl' /= 7) THEN--Waits for 8 clock cycles 

incl <= *1’;— to locate center of bit 
nextstate <= RECV_DATA;

ELSIF (ct2 /= 8) THEN— Picks up 8 data bits and 
shftRSR *1*;— 1 stop bit 
inc2 <= ’ 1 
clrl <= ’1 ’; 
nextstate <= RECV_DATA;

ELSIF (RxD = ’O ’) THEN—  Detects Framing Error FE 
loadRDR <= *1’;—  Loads data even on FE 
setFE <= ’1 *; 
set_RDRF <= » 7' 

clrl <= ’I ’; 
clr2 <= V l ^ v p |  
nextstate <= IDLE;

ELSE
loadRDR <- *1*; 
set_RDRF <= ’I ’; 
clrl *1*; 
clr2 <= ’I*;*' • 
nextstate <~ IDLE;

END IF;
END CASE;

END PROCESS PI?' " '}

P2 : PROCESS (sysclk, rst.b)
BEGIN

IF (rst.b = ’O ’) THEN 
state <= IDLE;
BclkX8_Delayed <*i’0,» |
ctfe<= 0; 
ct2 <= 0; •
RSR <= B"0000_0000";

ELSIF (sysclk*EVENT and sysclk = ’1 ’1  THEN 
state <= nextstate;
IF (clrl = ’1 ’) THEN 

ctl <= 0;
ELSIF (incl = ’I ’) THEN 

I ?cll <= ctl + 1;
END IF;
IF (clr2 THEN

ct2 <® 0;
END IF;
IF (inc2 * > V ) . THEN

ct2 <= ct2 + 1;
END IF;
IF (shftRSR = ’1 ’) THEN

RSR <= RxD & RSR(7 DOWNTO 1);
END IF;
IF (loadRDR = ’! ’) THEN
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RDR <=• RSR;
END IF;'.
IF (set.RDRF = »1>) THEN 

RDRF <= »1»;
ELSE

RDRF <= ’O ’; , .
END IF;

-.. IF (setFE = ’I ’) THEN 
FE <= »1>;

ELSE 

END IF;
BclkX8.Delayed <=. BclkX8;

END IF;
END PROCESS P2;

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;

E.3 VHDL code for GPS BCLK Generator

—  File Name
—  Operation

—  Revision No.
—  Revision Date
—  Revision 

Revised by

gps.bgO.vhd
This is a GPS Receiver Baud Clock Generator 
Bclk = 9600bps, BclkX8 » 76800 
Two division stages - 1st. stage divide by 
div.num (variable). 2nd stage is divide by 8.

07/22/00.
NIL
Anirban Chowdhury *****************************************************************************

—  NOTES : 1. Calculation of div.num is based on the system clock, 
div.num = l/[8*BclkX8(Hz or bps)*sysclk(s)]

LIBRARY ieee;
USE i eee.std.logic^1164.A LL;
USE ieee.std.logic.unsigned.A LL;

ENTITY gps.bgO IS
GENERIC ( div.num :
P0RT(

sysclk 
rst.a 
BclkX8

END ENTITY gps.bgO ;

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF gps.bgO IS

SUBTYPE ir.divn IS INTEGER RANGE 1 TO div.num;

INTEGER := 5 4)f

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC); ,

SIGNAL ctrl : r.divn;
SIGNAL ctr2 : STD_L0GIC.VECT0R(2 DOWNTO 0) := B''000"

SIGNAL clkdiv.n : STD.LOGIC;
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: PROCESS (rst_a, sysclk)
BEGIN

IF (rst.a = ’O ’) THEN
clkdiv_n <= ’O ’;
Ctrl <= 1;

ELSIF(sysclk’EVENT AND sysclk = ’ 
ctrl <= ctrl + 1;
IF (ctrl = div_num) THEN 

clkdiv.n < = ’1 ’; 
Ctrl <= 1;

ELSE
clkdiv.n <= ’0 ’;

END IF;
END IF;

END PROCESS PI;

PROCESS (clkdiv.n)
BEGIN

IF (clkdiv.n * ’1 ’) THEN 
ctr2 <= ctr2 + 1 ;

END IF;
END PROCESS P2;

BclkX8 <= ctr2(2);

1*) THEN

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;
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F Modules of Telemetry Processor

VHDL implementation of the three modules of the Telemetry Processor are presented in this 

appendix. These modules are the Byte IVansmitter, the Request Generator and the Byte Reader. 
Table F.I presents the device resource allocation for these modules.

allocationf°r m°dules of Telemetry P n w » »

tel txO.vhd
rrq_ifQ.vhd
tel drl.vhd

EMP7128SLC84-7
EMP7128SLC84-7
EMP7128SLC84-7

I/P
11

17

O/P LC
37

74

SE

30

Utilization

1%
57%

I I/P=Input Pins, U/P=Output Pins, LC=Logic Cells, SB=Shareable Expanders

F.I Byte Transmitter

The Byte Transmitter is an asynchronous transmitter that transmits a binary equivalent of the 

data byte retrieved from SRAM, The Asynchronous Transmitter and the Telemetry Baud Clock 

Generator are the two components of the Byte Transmitter module. The Asynchronous Transmitter 

transmits the bit stream and the Telemetry Baud Clock Generator maintains the specified data 

transmission rate (300 kbps). Table F.II presents the device resource allocation for these components.

Table F.II: Device resource allocation for the components of Byte Transmitter
VHDL Code Device I/P O/P LC j| SE Utilization
tel_bg0.vhd EMP7128SLC84-7 2 1 11 1 8%
atx_r0.vhd EMP7128SLC84-7 13 2 25 1 19%

| I/P=Input Pins, Q/P=Output Pins, L flp i% ic Cells, SE=Shareable Expanders

F .l.l Implementation of Asynchronous Transmitter

The Asynchronous Transmitter transmits a data byte as a bit stream with a start bit ("0”) 

followed by eight data bits and one stop bit (ul n). It holds the serial communication line at logic 

levelp|11 when it is not transmitting a bit stream. The Asynchronous Transmitter is designed as a 

state machine with three states and one embedded counter. The SM chart for this state machine
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is shown in Figure F.l. The machine loads a data byte in TSR, then synchronizes to Bclk and 

transmits the 10 bits. It waits in state IDLE until TDRE goes to logic level "0". The machine then 

asserts loadTSR and loads TSR with the data in TDR. The signal loadTSR also sets TDRE and the 

machine goes to state SYNCH. In state SYNCH, the machine waits for the rising edge of Bclk and 

upon sensing it, loads the start bit on TxD. In state SYNCH, TxD is held at logic level "1" until the 

rising edge of Bclk is detected. This ensure synchronization to the local clock Bclk. The machine 

then goes to state TDATA to transmit the remaining bits in TSR. In state TDATA, the machine right 

shifts TSR each time it senses the rising edge of Bclk, until the remaining nine bits are transmitted. 

The machine calculates the number of bits transmitted by incrementing the bit counter (bit_ctr)i 

After transmitting all the bits the machine clears bit_ctr and goes back to state IDLE.

F .l.2 VHDL code for Asynchronous Transmitter

—  File Name : atx.rO.vhd
—  Operation : This is the Asynchronous Transmitter Section.

Transmits a bit at the rising edge of Bclk.
—  Revision No. : 0
-- Revision Date : 07/23/00
-- Revision : NIL
-- Revised by : Anirban Chowdhury
..I****************************************************************

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;

ENTITY atx.rO IS 
PORTC

rst_a , sysclk 
Bclk
TDRE, loadTDR 
DBUS
setTDRE, TxD 

END ENTITY atx.rO;

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF atx.rO IS
TYPE StateType IS (IDLE, SYNCH, TDATA);
SUBTYPE sm9 IS INTEGER RANGE 0 TO 9;
SIGNAL state, nextstate : StateType;
SIGNAL TSR : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R<8 DOWNTO 0);
SIGNAL TDR : STD.L0GIC.VECT0RC7 DOWNTO 0);
SIGNAL bit.ctr : sm9;
SIGNAL inc, clr, loadTSR, shftTSR, start : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL Bclk.rising, Bclk_Delayed : STD.LOGIC;

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;-
IN STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD_L0GIC)YMl

BEGIN



0 /
 ----<  TDRE = ‘0’

Figure F.l: SM chart for Asynchronous Transmitter
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TxD <= TSR(O);
Bclk.rising <= Bclk AND (NOT Bclk_Delayed);

PI : PROCESS (state, TDRE, bit.ctr, Bclk rising)
BEGIN

CASE state IS
WHEN IDLE =>

inc <= ’O ’; clr <= >0’; 
loadTSR <=\’0 ’; shftTSR <= ’O ’; 
start <= ’O ’;
IF (TDRE = ’O ’)-THEN

loadTSR <= ’1»; 
nextstate <= SYNCH;

ELSE
nextstate <= IDLE;

END IF;
WHEN SYNCH =>

inc <= ’O ’; clr <= ’0 ’-,; ' - 
loadTSR <= ’0 ’;; shftTSR <= ’O ’; 
start <= ’O ’;
IF (Bclk_rising = »i») THEN 

start <= »1>; 
nextstate <= TDATA;

ELSE
nextstate <= SYNCH;

END IF;
WHEN TDATA =>

inc <- ’O ’; clr <= ’O ’; 
loadTSR <= ’O ’; shftTSR <= ’O’'; 
start <= ’ 0 ’ i
IF (Bclk.rising -  ’O ’) THEN 

nextstate < -  TDATA; 
ELSIF (bit.ctr /= 9) THEN 

shftTSR 
inc <= >1’; 
nextstate <= TDATA;

ELSE
clr <= ’l.’j  *\, 
nextstate <=*, IDLE;

END IF;
END CASE;

END PROCESS PI; .

P2: PROCESS (sysclk, rst.a)
BEGIN

IF (rst.a * THEN
TSR <= B"l_lill.llii"i «- 
TDR <= B"OOOO.OQOO"; 
state <= IDLE; 
bit.ct^-. <= 0;
Bclk.Delayed ;<= ’O ’; ,

ELSIF (sysclk’EVENT and sysclk = ’*1’) THEN 
state <= nextstate;
IF ( d r  = ’1 ’) THEN

bit.ctr < = 0 ;
ELSIF (inc = ’1 ’) THEN

bit.ctr <= bit.ctr + 1 ;



END IF;
IF (loadTDR = ’1 ’) THEN 

TDR <= DBUS;
END IF;
IF (loadTSR * »1») THEN 

TSR <= TDR & >1’; 
setTDRE <= * 1 *;

ELSE
setTDRE ^..’O ’;

END IF;
IF (start = ’1 ’) THEN 

TSR(O) <= »0»;
END IF;
IF (shftTSR =.fl’) THEN

TSR <= »1» & TSR(8 DOWNTO 1);
END IF;
Bclk.Delayed <= Bclk;

END IF;
END PROCESS P 2 ;

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;

.1.3 VHDL code for Telemetry Baud Clock Generator

> File Name 
■ Operation

• Revision No.
■ Revision Date
■ Revision
• Revised by

tel.bgO.vhd
This is a GPS Receiver Baud Clock Generator 
Bclk = 300 Kbps
Two division stages - 1st. stage 
divide by div.num (variable)
2nd stage is divide by 8.
0
07/22/00. -
: NIL
Anirban Chowdhury

 NOTES : 1. Calculation of div.num is based on the system clock.
div.num = l/[8*Bclk(Hz or bps)*sysclk(s)|;

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;
USE ieee.std_logic_unsigned.ALL;

INTEGER := 14);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC);

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF tel.bgO IS

ENTITY tel.bgO IS
GENERIC ( div.i 
PORT (

sysclk
rst.a
Bclk

END ENTITY tel.bgO ; .

SUBTYPE r.divn IS INTEGER RANGE 1 TO div.num;
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SIGNAL ctrl : r.divn;
SIGNAL ctr2 : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(2 DOWNTO O h := B"OO0"; 

SIGNAL clkdiv.n : STD.LOGIC;

PI : PROCESS (arst.a, sysclk)
BEGIN

IF (rst.a = >0’) THEN
clkdiv.n <= ’O ’;

; Ctrl <= 1;
ELSIF(sysclk’EVENT AND sysclk = ’1 ’) THEN 

ctrl ■<= ctrl + 1;
IF (ctrl = div.num) THEN

clkdiv.n <= ’ 1 ’; , ^
Ctrl <=1;

ELSE
clkdiv.n <»„’0 ’;

END IF;
END IF;

END PROCESS PI;

P2 : PROCESS (clkdiv.n)
BEGIN

IF ( c l k d i v M =  ’1 ’) THEN 
ctr2 ^ I c t r 2  + 1;'

END IF;
END PROCESS P2;

Bclk <= ctr2(2); 

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;

F .I.4 VHDL code for Byte Transmitter

-- File Name : tel.txO.vhd
—  Operation : This is the Telemetry Transmitter Section;
—  Revision No. : 0
—  Revision Date : 07/23/00. •
—  Revision : NIL
—  Revised by : Anirban Chovdhury

—  NOTE: 1.Using components tel.bgO.vhd and atx.rO.vhd.

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_ll64.ALL;

ENTITY tel.txO IS
GENERIC ( div.num 
P0RT(

INTEGER := 14);'
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rst.a, sysclk :
loadTDR ;
DBUS : •
TDRE :
TxD :

END ENTITY tel.txO;

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF tel.txO IS

COMPONENT atx.rO IS ‘
P0RT(

rst.a , sysclk 
Bclk
TDRE, loadTDR 
DBUS
setTDRE, TxD 

END COMPONENT atx.rO;

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0); 
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC; .
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.L0GIC.VECT0RC7 DOWNTO 0) 
OUT S T D . L O G I C ) | ?

COMPONENT tel.bgO IS
GENERIC ( div.num 
PORT(

sysclk
rst.a
Bclk

END COMPONENT tel.bgO ;

INTEGER := 1 4 ^

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC);

SIGNAL setTDRE : STD.LOGIC; 
SIGNAL Bclk : STD.LOGIC^ ^

T1 : atx.rO PORT MAP(rst_a, sysclk, Bclk, TDRE, loadTDR, DBUS, setTDRE, TxD); 
Cl : tel.bgO GENERIC MAP(div.num) PORT MAP(sysclk, rst_a, Bclk);

PI : PROCESS (sysclk, rst.a)
BEGIN

IF (rst.a = ’O ’) THEN 
TDRE <= ’I s;

ELSIF(rising_edge(sysclk)) THEN
TDRE <= (setTDRE AND (NOT TDRE))0R((NOT loadTDR) AND TDRE); 

END IF;
END PROCESS PI;

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O; .

F.2 Request Generator Module

F.2.1 Implementation o f Request Generator Module

The Request Generator Module is designed as a state machine with two states. The SM chart for 

this state machine is shown in Figure F.2. The machine waits in state IDLE for the ram ready signal



Figure F.2: SM chart for Request Generator

(r_rdy) from a data packet generator. When this signal is received, the machine asserts set_rqf. 

A synchronized boolean logic statement* asserts rq_f and sends >a request to the Byte Reader. The 

machine then goes to state WAIT_F, where it waits for the acknowledgement signal (r_f) from the 

Byte reader. On receiving the signal r_f,"i| asserts rst_rqf , which deasserts rq_f and the machine 

goes back to state IDLE.

F.2.2 VHDL code for Request Generator Module 

—  File Name : rrq.ifO.vhd
—  Operation

—  Revision No.
—  Revision Date
—  Revision
—  Revised by

This is SRAM Request Interface
* Sets request ’rq_f’ after receiving ’r_rdy:
* Resets »rq_f ’ after receiving ,r_f.,<1.
0
07/23/00 
Nil' 1
Anirban Chovdhury

—  NOTES : 1. r_rdy - SRAM section ready for transmission 
r_f - RAM flushed 
rq_f - Request to flush RAM

LIBRARY ieee;
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USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;

ENTITY rrq.if0 IS 
PORT(

rst.a, sysclk 
r.rdy 

''^X.f : ' 
rq_f

END ENTITY rrq.if0;

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF rrq.if0 IS
TYPE StateType IS (IDLE, WAIT.F); 
SIGNAL state, nextstate : StateType; 
SIGNAL set.rqf, rst.rqf : STD.LOGIC;

PI : PROCESS (state, r.rdy, r.f) -X, ‘
BEGIN

CASE state IS
WHEN IDLE =>

set.rqf <= ’O ’; 
rst.rqf <= ’0 ’;
IF (r.rdy = ’1 ’) THEN 

set.rqf <= ’1 ’; 
nextstate <= WAIT.F;

ELSE
nextstate <= IDLE;

END IF;
WHEN WAIT.F =>

set.rqf <= ’O ’; 
rst.rqf <= ’O ’;
IF (r.f = ’I ’) THEN

rst.rqf <= ;
nextstate <= IDLE;

ELSE
nextstate <= WAIT.I^. ̂

END IF;
END CASE;

END PROCESS PI;

P2: PROCESS (sysclk, rst.a)
BEGIN

IF (rst.a = ’O ’) THEN 
state <= IDLE; 
rq.f <= *0*;

ELSIF (sysclk’EVENT and sysclk = ’1*) THEN 
state <= nextstate; 

rq.f <= (set.rqf AND (NOT rq.f)) OR (rq.f AND (NOT rst.rqf)); 
END IF;

END PROCESS P2;

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC; 
BUFFER STD.LOGIC);

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;
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F.3 Byte Reader Module

F.3.1 Implementation of Byte Reader Module

The function of the Byte Reader module is to* service the requests from the Request Generator 

modules. The Byte Reader performs two functions to service these requests. It first acknowledges 

one request (among the different requests) and then reads data from the appropriate SRAM until 

all the bytes of the data packet have been read. These two functions are performed by two linked 

state machines. The Request Interpreter decides which request is to be serviced and selects the 

appropriate SRAM for data retrieval. It then starts Data Read and enters a hold state. Data Read 

retrieves data from the SRAM, one byte at a time and transfers them to the Byte Transmitter. After 

retrieving all the data bytes of a packet Data Read redstarts the Request Interpreter to attend the 

next request.

F.3.2 Implementation of Request Interpreter

The Request Interpreter is a state machine with three States. The SM chart for this state machine 

is shown in Figure F.3. In state IDLE_1, the machine waits for a request from any of the six Request 

Generators. It attends to the request by asserting the appropriate control signal (set_rf) and goes 

to state SETTLE. This control signal generates a set output signals to perform different tasks. These 

tasks are as follows:

;i) . acknowledge the request (assert r_f)

ii) set register MUX_SEL (to select appropriate SRAM)

iii) load CMP_REG (loads the end address of the data packet)

iv) set MSB of MEMC and CMP_REG (depending upon the source of the request; the lower 

or higher order section of SRAM)

The Request Interpreter selects a request signal based upon the priority set in this state machine. 

The science data packets have been given highest priority due their high frequency of generation,
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Figure F.3: SM chart for Request Generator
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followed by the engineering and GPS data packets. In state SETTLE, the machine starts Data Read 

and goes to state HOLD_A. In state HOLD_A, the machine waits for the signal transmission over 

(tx ovr) from Data Read. On receiving tx__ovr, .it resets MUX_SEL and goes back to state IDLE_1 

MB. attend the next request.

F.3.3 Implementation of Data Read

The Data Read is a state machine with five states and one embedded counter. The SM chart for 

this machine is shown in Figure F.4. The machine checks for end address of a packet, reads a data 

byte and then transfers it to the Byte Transmitter. It repeats these steps until all the data bytes 

from a packet axe read. In state CHK_EOP', the machine checks whether all the data bytes of the 

packet have been retrieved and then proceeds to read the data using state READ_HOLD. It transfers 

the retrieved data byte to the Byte Transmitter using states CHK_TX and HOLD_B. The machine 

waits for the start signal (start) jn state IDLE_2. When start is received, the machine sets the signal 

transmitter busy (Tx_Busy) and goes to state CHK_EOP. In state CHK_EOP, the'machine checks 

the contents of MEMC. If MEMCijsinot equal to the value set in CMP_REG then the machine 

loads the contents of MEMC on AD_T and goes to state READ HOLD. In state READ_HOLD, the 

machine waits for the SRAM to complete its read cycle. This hold period is timed by incrementing 

counter Ctrl and is set according to SRAM specifications. After waiting for two sysclk cycles (selected 

value for Ctrl), the machine resets Ctrl, loads TBUF with the data byte on DB_T, and goes to state 

ChK_TX. In state CHK_TX, the machine checks the status of TDRE and loads DBUS with contents 

of TBUF when it is at logic level "1". The machine then goes to state HOLD_B where it asserts 

loadTDR, increments MEMC, and goes back to state CHK_CTR to retrieve the next data byte. This 

process continues until the value of the MEMC is equal to the value set by CMP_REG, the machine 

then sets the signal transmission over (tx_ovr) and resets MEMC and Tx_Busy. It then goes back 

to state IDLE_2 for the next start signal.

F.3.4 VHDL code for Byte Reader Module
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Figure F.4: SM chart for Data Read
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'•- File Name 
—  Operation

tel.drl.vhd
This is the Telemetry Data Retriever.
* Selects the requesting SRAM
* Retrieves bytes tillthe end of packet.

—  Revision No.
—  Revision Date 
-- Revision

1
07/29/00
1. MEM_CTR to load at request.
2. Request priority list changed. 
Anirban ChowdhuryRevised by

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;
USE ieee.std_logic_unsigned.ALL;

ENTITY tel.drl IS
PORTfeyl

END ENTITY tel.drl;

ARCHITECTURE rev_l OF tel.drl IS '
TYPE SM.A IS (IDLE.l, SETTLE, HOLD.A);
TYPE SM.B IS (IDLE.2, CHK.EOP, READ.HOLD, CHK.TX, HOLD.B);

SUBTYPE sm3 IS INTEGER RANGE 0 TO 3;

SIGNAL st.a, nxt.sta : SM.A;
SIGNAL st.b, nxt.stb : SM.B;

—  Address Registers for the different packets
SIGNAL S.AD, E.AD, G.AD : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(9 DOWNTO 0); • 

-- Registers controlled by SM.A
SIGNAL CMP.REG : STD.L0GlC_VECT0R(10 DOWNTO 0);
SIGNAL MUX.SEL : STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(1 DOWNTO 0);

—  Registers controlled by SM.B
SIGNAL MEM.CTR : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(10 DOWNTO 0);
SIGNAL TX.BUF : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);

—  Control Signals for SM.A
SIGNAL set.rf : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(6 DOWNTO 1);
SIGNAL set.start, rst.msel : STD.LOGIC;

-- Common Signals for SM.A, SM.B
SIGNAL start, tx.ovr : STD.LOGIC;

—  Control Signals for SM.B T
SIGNAL ld.ADDR, ld.TBUF, ld_DBUS : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL ctrl : sm3;

rst.a, sysclk IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(6 DOWNTO i); 
OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(6 DOWNTO 1); 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(10 DOWNTO 0); 
IN STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(1 DOWNTO 0); 
IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC;
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC_VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0));

rq~f
r.f
AD.T
DB.T
SR.sel
TDRE
loadTDR
Tx.Busy

DBUS
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SIGNAL inc.ctrl, rst.ctrl : STD.LOGIC; 
SIGNAL set.loadTDR, set.txovr : STD.LOGIC; 
SIGNAL inc.MEMC, rst.MEMC : STD.LOGIC; 
SIGNAL set.TxBusy, rst.TxBusy : STD.LOGIC;

BEGIN
S.AD <= B"ll_llll_0001" 
E.AD <= B"ll_1110_1000" 
G.AD <= B"i0_1101_011i" 
SR_sel <= MUX.SEL;

— "1009" 
—  " 1000" 
—  "727"

PI : PROCESS (sysclk, rst.a)
BEGIN

IF (rst.a = ’O ’) THEN 
St.a <= IDLE.l; 
st.b <= IDLE.2;
TX.BUF <= B "0000.0000"; 
MEM.CTR <= B"OOO.OOOO.qOOO"; 
CMP.REG <= B"111.1111.1111"; 
MUX.SEL <= B"00"; ‘
ctrl <= 0; •
Tx.Busy <= ’0 ’;

ELSIF (sysclk’EVENT and sysclk = ’1 ’) 
st.a <= nxt.sta; 
st.b nxt.stb;

—  Output operations for SM.A
IF (rst_msel = ’! ’) THEN

MUX.SEL <= B"CT0,5 \
END IF;
IF (set.rf (1) = ’1 ’) THEN 

, r.f(l) <?=>!’ - 
MEM.CTR(IO) <= 
CMP.REG < = ’0 ’&S_AD; 
MUX.SEL <= B"01"; 

ELSIF (set.rf (2) 8 ’1 0  THEN 
r .f(2) <= ’1 ’; 
MEM_CTR(10) t<= ’1 ’; 
CMP.REG <= ’l ’&S.AD; 
MUX.SEL <= B"Ol"; " 

ELSIF (set_rf (3) = ’I ’);-THEN 
r. f (3) <= ’1 ’; 
MEM.CTR(10) <= ’O ’; 
CMP.REG <= ’O ’&E.AD; 
MUX.SEL <= B"10"; 

ELSIF (set.rf(4) = ’! ’) THEN 
r .f(4) <=
MEM.CTR(IO) <= ’1 ’; 
CMP.REG <= ’1 ’&E_AD; 
MUX.SEL <= B"10"; 

ELSIF (set.rf(5) = ’1 ’) THEN 
r.f (5) ^ v ’l ’; 
MEM.CTR(IO) <= ’0 ’ 
CMP.REG <= ’O ’&G.AD; 
MUX.SEL <= B"ll";- 

ELSIF (set.rf(6) = ’1 ’) THEN 
r . f (6) <= ’1 ’; 
MEM.CTR(IO) < = ’! ’;
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CMP.REG <= ’l ’&G.AD;
MUX_SEL < -

ELSE
r_f <= B ,,000000";

END IF;
IF (set_start 1  »1») THEN 

start <= »1'»;
ELSE

start <= >0’; v
END IF;
IF (set.txovr = ’1 ’) THEN 

tx.ovr <= :,1 > ;

ELSE
tx.ovr <= ’O ’; ;

END IF;
-- Output Operations for SM.B

IF (ld.ADDR = »i») THEN 
AD_T <=;' MEM.CTR;

END IF;
IF (lcLTBUF = >1») THEN 

TX.BUF <= DB.T;
END IF;
IF (ld.DBUS = ’1 ’) THEN 

DBUS <= TX.BUF;
END IF;
IF (rst.ctrl = »1») THEN 

*. ctrl <= 0;
ELSIF (inc.ctrl = »1>) THEN 

ctrl <- ctrl + 1;
END IF;
IF (rst.MEMC = ’I ’) THEN

MEM.CTR <= B"000_0000_0000";
ELSIF (inc.MEMC = ’1 ’) THEN

MEM.CTR <» MEM_CTR.+':^g|
END IF;
IF (set.loadTDR = »1») THEN 

loadTDR <= *1*;
ELSE

loadTDR <= »0>; -
END IF;

Tx.Busy <= (set.TxBusy AND (NOT Tx.Busy)) OR (Tx.Busy AND (NOT rst.TxBusy)); 
END IF;

END PROCESS PI;

-- State Machine ST.A
P2 : PROCESS (st.a , rq.f, tx.ovr)

BEGIN
CASE st.a IS

WHEN IDLE.l =>•
set.rf <= B"000000";
set start <= jftgg; rst_msel <= ’O ’;
IF (rq_f(l) = 1 1 0  THEN 

set.rf(1) <= 
nxt.sta < - SETTLE;

ELSIF (rq.f(2) = *1’) THEN 
set.rf (2) <= O B  
nxt.sta; <—' SETTLE;
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ELSIF (rq.f(3) = ’! ’) THEN 
set_rf(3) ,
nxt.sta <= SETTLE;

ELSIF (rq.f(4) = ’ V ) THEN 
set_rf(4) <= > 1 
nxt.sta <* SETTLE;

ELSIF (rq.f(5) = »1») THEN 
set.rf(5) <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.sta ;<* SETTLE;

ELSIF (rq.f (6) = ’!>$ THEN
set.rf(6) <= ’l ’'f"\< 
nxt.sta .<=' SETTLE;

ELSE
nxt.sta <= IDLE.l;

END Iff,#*
WHEN SETTLE =>

set.rf <= B"000000'!;
set.start <= * 1 ’; rst_msel <= ’O ’;
nxt.sta <= HOLD.A;

WHEN HOLD.A =>
set.rf <= B"000000";
set.start <*= ’O ’; rst_msel <= ’O ’;'
IF (tx.ovr = ’1 ’) THEN 

rstjnsel <= ’ 1 *; 
nxt.sta <= IDLE.l;

ELSE
nxt.sta ■<« HOLD.A;

END IF;
END CASE;

END PROCESS P2;

P3 : PROCESS (st.b, start, Ctrl, TDRE)
BEGIN

CASE st.b IS
WHEN IDLE.2

ld.ADDR <= ’O ’; Id.TBUF <= ’O ’; ld_DBUS <-J;’0 ’; 
inc_ctr£ <= ’.O’; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
set.loadTDR < -  ’O ’; set.txovr <= *0’; 
inc.MEMC <= ’O ’; rst_MEMC <= ’O ’; 
s e t . T x B u s y ’O ’; rst.TxBusy <= ’O ’;
IF (start = ’1 ’) THEN

set.TxBusy < -  ’1 ’; 
nxt.stb <= CHK.EOP;

ELSE
nxt.stb <■?; IDLE.2;

END IF;
WHEN CHK.EOP ->

ld.ADDR <= ’O ’; ld.TBUF <= ’O ’; ld.DBUS <= ’O ’; 
inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= ’0 ’; 
set.loadTDR <= ’O ’; set.txovr <= ’O ’; 
inc.MEMC <= ’O ’; rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; 
set.TxBusy;<= ’O ’; rst.TxBusy <= ’O ’;
IF (MEM.CTR = CMP.REG) THEN 

rst.MEMC <= »1’; 
set.txovr <= ’1 ’; 
rst.TxBusy <= ’1*; 
nxt.stb <= IDLE.2 ;
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ELSE
ld_ADDR <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.stb <= READ.HOLD;

END IF;
WHEN READ .HOLD

ld_ADDR <= ’1 ’; Id.TBUF <= ’O ’; ld_DBUS <= ’O ’; 
inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
set.loadTDR <= ’O ’; set.txovr <= ’O ’; 
inc.MEMC <= ’O ’; rst.MEMC < -  ’O ’; 
set.TxBusy <= ’O ’; rst.TxBusy <= ’O ’;
IF (ctrl = 2) THEN

rst.ctrl <= ’1 ’; 
ld.TBUF <= ’1 ’; 
nxt.stb <= CHK.TX;

ELSE
inc.ctrl <= ’I*; 
nxt.stb <= READ.HOLD;

END IF;
WHEN CHK.TX =>

ld.ADDR <= ’O ’; ld.TBUF <= ’O ’; ld_DBUS <= *0*| 
inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= ’O ’; 
set.loadTDR <= ’O ’; set.txovr <= ’O ’; 
inc.MEMC <= ’O ’; rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; 
set.TxBusy <= *0’; rst.TxBusy <* *0’;
IF (TDRE = »1>) THEN

ld.DBUS <= ’I ’; 
nxt.stb <=^ HOLD.B;

ELSE
nxt.stb <= CHK.TX;

END IF;
WHEN HOLD.B =>

ld.ADDR <= ’O ’; ld.TBUF <= ’O ’; ld.DBUS <= ’1 ’; 
■ inc.ctrl <= ’O ’; rst.ctrl <= .’O ’; , 
set.loadTDR <= ’1 ’; set.txovr <= ’O ’; 
inc.MEMC < ^ ’1 ^  rst.MEMC <= ’O ’; 
set.TxBusy <= ’O ’; rst.TxBusy <= ’O ’; 
nxt.stb < ~  CHK.EOP;

END CASE;
END PROCESS P3;

END ARCHITECTURE rev.l;
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G Combinational Logic Elements

This appendix presents the combinational logic elements used in the different processors of the 

Flight Computer. These are the different multiplexers and the decoder. Table G.I lists the device

VHDL Code Device
U J.UJL V

I/P
BnaaaaBHaffiK

O/P
mona

LC
I L/Og]

SE
ic elements 

Utilization
mux_2i0.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 3 1 1 0 0%
muxw 2i0.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 33 16 16 0 12%
muxw 4i0.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 34 8 8 0 6%
dec4 owO.vhd EPM7128SLC84-7 13 33 33 0 25%

resource allocation for these circuits.

G.I Multiplexer (2-Input, 1-bit)

-- File Name 
-- Operation
—  Revision No.
-- Revision Date
—  Revision
—  Revised by
__***************************************************************************

mux_2i0.vhd 
This is a 2 input MUX 
0
07/13/00
NIL
Anirban Chowdhury

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.A LL;

ENTITY mux_2i0 IS 
PORTt*!;;

s e Jpjpjj 
Y_0, Y_1 
Z.OUT 

END ENTITY mux_2i0;

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF mux_2i0 IS 

BEGIN

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC; 
OUT STD.LOGIC)!

Z OUT <= (Y 0 AND (NOT sel)) OR (Y.l AND sel) OR (Y.O AND Y.l); 
END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;

G.2 Multiplexer (4-Input, 8-bit)

The 4-input, 8-bit multiplexer is used in the Telemetry Processor and is designed using three
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2-input, 8-bit multiplexers, which are connected together in a VHDL structural model.

G.2.1 VHDL description of Multiplexer (2-Input, 8-bit)

-- File Name : muxw.2i0.vhd
—  Operation : This is a 2 input MUX with variable bus sizes.
-- Revision No. : 0
-- Revision Date : 07/23/00
-- Revision : NIL
—  Revised by : Anirban Chowdhury
__***************************************************************************

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std.logic.1164.A LL;

ENTITY muxw_2i0 IS
GENERIC.’ C  bus.size 
P O R T C l ^  

sel
Y_0, Y_1 
Z.OUT

END ENTITY muxw_2i0;

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF muxw_2i0 IS 

BEGIN
G1 : FOR i IN bus.size DOWNTO 0 GENERATE

Z.OUT(i) <= ((Y.O(i) AND (NOT sel)) OR (Y.l(i) AND sel) OR (Y_0(i) AND Y_l(i))); 
END GENERATE Gl;

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;

G.2.2 VHDL description of Multiplexer (4-Input, 8-bit)

-- File Name :
-- Operation
-- Revision No. '•
—  Revision Date
—  Revision
—  Revised by

INTEGER := 7;
INTEGER := 1);

IN STD_LOGIC.VECTOR(sel_size DOWNTO 0);
IN STDlLOGIC_VECTOR(bus_size DOWNTO 0);
IN STd Il OGIC.VECTOR(bus.size DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(bus_size DOWNTO 0));

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;

ENTITY muxw_4i0 IS
GENERIC ( bus.size 

sel.size
PORT (

sel
Y.O, Y_1 
Y.2, Y.3 
Z.OUT

muxw_4i0.vhd
This is a 4 input MUX with variable bus width. 
0
07/23/00
NIL
Anirban Chowdhury

INTEGER := 15); V 

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(bus_size DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(bus_size DOWNTO 0));
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ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF muxw_4iO IS

COMPONENT muxw_2i0 IS
GENERIC ( bus.size 
PORT (

sel
Y_0, Y_1 

Ô Z.OUT 
END COMPONENT muxw_2i0; ;

INTEGER : ' 15);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(bus_size DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGlC.VECTORCbus.size DOWNTO 0));

SIGNAL X.l, X.2 : STD.LOGlC.VECTORCbus.size DOWNTO 0); .

M1L1 : muxv.2i0 GENERIC MAP(bus.size) PORT MAP(selCO), Y.O, Y.l, 
M2L1 : muxw_2i0 GENERIC MAP(bus.size) PORT MAP(sel(0), Y.2, Y.3,

X.l); a 
X.2) ̂

M3L2 : muxv_2iO GENERIC MAP(bus.size) PORT MAP (sel Cl')', X.l, X.2, Z.OUT); 

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;

.3 Decoder (3-Output, 11-bit)

—  File Name 
-- Operation
—  Revision No.
—  Revision Date
—  Revision 
-- Revised by
..I*****************#**************!

dec4.ov0.vhd
This is a 3 output decoder with variable bus width. 
0
07/23/00 
: NIL
Anirban Chovdhury

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;

ENTITY dec4_ov0 IS
GENERIC ( bus.size :

sel.size :
PORTC’

sel :
Z.l, Z.2 :
Z.3 :
X.IN ,

END ENTITY dec4_ow0;

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF dec4_ow0 IS

INTEGER := 10;
INTEGER := 1);

IN STD.LOGIC.VECTORCsel.size DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGlC.VECTORCbus.size DOWNTO 0) 
OUT STD.LOGlC.VECTORCbus.size DOWNTO 0) 
IN STD.LOGlC.VECTORCbus.size DOWNTO 0))

Z.l <= X.IN WHEN Csel = B"01") ELSE 
B"lll_llll_ll'll";

Z.2 <= X.IN WHEN Csel = B*’10")ELSE 
B'̂ ll.llll-llll'ij; 'Ja 

Z_3 <= X.IN WHEN Csel = B"11")ELSE 
B"lll_llll_llll-”i >;S|

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;
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VHDL structural model of the Flight Computer and the different processors is presented in this 

appendix. Table H.I presents the device resource allocation of the different processors and the Flight 

Computer.

Table H.I: Device resource allocation for the processors and the Flight Computer
VHDL Code Device I/P O/P j LE Utilization
scdp_r0.vhd EPF10K20RC240-4 13 26 476 41%
egdp_rl2.vhd EPF10K20RC240-4 . 19 25 I 512 44%
gpsd_pr0.vhd EPF10K20RC240-4 3 22 283 24%
tldp_rl.vhd EPF10K20RC240-4 32 35 234 20%
arim fc2.vhd EPF10K50RC240-4 49 102 1501 52%

H.I Science Data Acquisition Processor

'.'File Name 
Operation 
Revision No. 
Revision Date 
Revision 
Revised by

scdp.rO.vhd
This is complete Science Data Module. 
0
07/14/00
NIL
Anirban Chowdhury

  NOTE : 1. Uses following components
srt.cO, mux_2i0, sd.cml, sd.pkO 

 ********* * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * *

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std.logic.1164.ALL;

ENTITY scdp.rO IS 
GENERIC(

txh.bits
rcx.bits
rcx_bitsX2
sch_bits
swait.count
spp.count

PORTC
sysclk, rst.a 
Dclk 
samp.clk 
EOT.l, E0T.5 
MOS, BD

—  Inputs for Mode Programming 
str.az

INTEGER := 75;
INTEGER := 13;
INTEGER := 26;
INTEGER : = 140;
INTEGER : = 106;
INTEGER := 500);

IN STD.LOGIC; 
IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC

IN STD.LOGIC; Start Auto Zero
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str_ct :
mp.ovr :

-- Signals to A2D
RxD.i, RxD_2 :
TxD, sclk 

-- Signals to SRAM
We.b :
AD.SP :
DB.SP :
rsel :

-- Signals from packetizer included in 
r.rdy :
sampling, stop.i ’

END ENTITY scdp.rO;

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF scdp.rO IS V

COMPONENT srt.cO IS 
GENERIC(

txh.bits :
rcx.bits :
rcx_bitsX2 :
sch_bits :

PORT ' i g m
sysclk, rst.a :
RxD :
sample :
TBUS : ^
TxD, sclk :
RBUS :
RDRF :

END COMPONENT srt.cO;

COMPONENT mux_2i0 IS 
P0RT(

sel :
Y.O, Y.i, : 
Z.OUT :

END COMPONENT mux_2i0;

COMPONENT sd.cml IS 
GENERIC(

swait.count :
spp.count :

PORTC
sys elk, rst.a :
Dclk =
samp.clk
EOT.l, E0T.5 :
MOS, BD :

  Rev.l -> MP inputs added
str.az
str.ct ' .
mp.ovr •
TBUS :
sample :
cs.adc

IN STD.LOGIC; -- Start Conv Time 
IN STD.LOGIC; —  MP Over

IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC;

OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(9 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;

Rev.C.
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTORCl DOWNTO 0); 
BUFFER STD.LOGIC);

INTEGER := 75;
INTEGER := 13;
INTEGER := 26;
INTEGER := 140);

IN S T D . L O G ^ H  
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC.VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15 DOWNTO 0); 
BUFFER STD.LOGICk. .̂,,

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC; 
OUT STD.LOGIC);

INTEGER := 106;
INTEGER := 500);,

IN STD.LOGIC;"
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;

IN STD.LOGIC; —  Start Auto Zero 
IN STD.LOGIC; —  Start Conv Time 
IN STD.LOGIC; —  MP Over 
OUT STD.L0GIC.VECT0RC7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC; :
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
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stop.l
sr.ovr, rst.b 

END COMPONENT sd_cml;

COMPONENT sd.pkO 
PORTC ..

rst.b, sysclk 
DB_I
RDRF, EOT 

- RAM interface signals 
AD_SP 
DB.SP 
We.b 
rsel 
r.rdy

END COMPONENT sd.pkO;

BUFFER STD.LOGIC; 
OUT STD.LOGIC); ■. "

IN STD.LOGIC; '
IN STD.L0GIC.VECT0RC15 DOWNTO 0); 
IN STD.LOGIC;;;; —  smp.ovr -> EOT

OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(9 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC; —  SRAM A10
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTORCl DOWNTO 0));

SIGNAL sample : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL TBUS : STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0); 
SIGNAL cs.adc, RxD : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL rst.b, sr.ovr, RDRF : STD.LOGIC; 
SIGNAL RBUS : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(15 DOWNTO 0)i

sampling <= rst.b;
U1 : srt.cO PORT MAP(sysclk, rst.a, RxD, sample, TBUS, TxD, sclk, 

RBUS, RDRF);
Ml : mux_2i0 PORT MAPCcs.adc, RxD.l, RxD_2, RxD);
Cl : sd.cml PORT MAP(sysclk, rst.a, Dclk, samp.clk; EOT.l, E0T.5,

MOS, BD, str.az, str.ct, mp.ovr, TBUS, sample, 
cs.adc, stop.l, sr.ovr, rst.b);' *

PI : sd_pkO PORT MAP (rst.b, sysclk, RBUS, RDRF, sr.ovr, AD.SP ,/• 
DB.SP, We.b, rsel, .r.rdy 

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;

H.2 Engineering Data Acquisition Processor

- File Name
- Operation
• Revision No.
- Revision Date
- Revision
- Revised by

egdp.rl2.vhd
This is complete Engineering Data Processor. 
12
07/22/00
1. Rev.8 without the FSD Module.
Anirban Chowdhury

• NOTE : 1. Uses following components
srt.cO, mux_2iO, ed.cml, eg_pk4

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;

ENTITY egdp_rl2 IS
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txh.bits :
rcx.bits :
rcx_bitsX2 :
sch.bits :
swait.count :
ssp.count :

PORK/^
sysclk, rst.a : 
Dclk :
samp.clk 
EOT.l, E0T.5

—  Flight Status Sub-system
ss '

—  Inputs for Mode Programming
str.az :
str.ct
mp.ovr :

—  Signals to A2D
RxD.l, RxD.2 , V ; 
TxD, sclk :

-- Signals to SRAM
We.b :
AD.EP :
DB.EP :
rsel :

-- Signals from PAcket Generator
r.rdy :
sampling :

END ENTITY egdp_rl2;

ARCHITECTURE rev.12 OF egdp_rl2 IS

COMPONENT srt.cO IS 
GENERIC(

txh_bits :
rcx.bits :

r fcxibitsX2 :
sch.bits :

P O R K
sysclk, rst.a : 
RxD :
sample :
TBUS :
TxD, sclk :
RBUS
RDRF :

END COMPONENT srt.cO;

COMPONENT mux_2i0 IS 
P O R K .

sel :
Y . O , Y_1 :
Z.OUT :

END COMPONENT mux_2i0;

INTEGER = 75;
INTEGER = 13;
INTEGER = 26;
INTEGER = 140;
INTEGER = 106;
INTEGER ® 33);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;

IN STD.L0GIC.VECT0RC7 DOWNTO 0);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;

IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC;

OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(9 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECT0RC7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;

OUT STD.LOGIC.VECT0R(1 DOWNTO 0); 
BUFFER STD.LOGIC);

INTEGER := 75;
INTEGER t=l3;'
INTEGER := 26;
INTEGER := 140);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC; '̂
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECT0R(15 DOWNTO 0); 
BUFFER STD.LOGIC);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC; 
OUT STD.LOGIC);

COMPONENT ed.cml IS
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. GENERICp|i|
svait.count
ssp.count

PQRT̂ P
sysclk, rst.a 
Dclk 
samp.clk 
EOT.l, E0T.5

- MP inputs
str.az
str.ct
mp.ovr

-  Output Signals
TBUS
sample
cs.adc
sr.ovr, rst.b 

END COMPONENT ed.cml;

COMPONENT eg_pk4 IS 
PORTC

rst.b, sysclk 
DB.I .
RDRF, EOT 

— Status Switches 
ss

-  RAM interface signals
AD.EP
DB.EP
We.b
rsel
r.rdy

END COMPONENT eg_pk4;

INTEGER :* 106;
INTEGER := 33);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;

IN STD.LOGIC;— Start Auto Zero 
IN STD.LOGIC;— Start Conv Time 
IN STD.LOGIC;— MP Over

OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0>J 
OUT STD.LOGIC;
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC);

IN STD.LOGIC; i,
IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(15 DOWNTO 0 ) ^  
IN STD.LOGIC;—  smp.ovr -> EOT

IN STD.LOGIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);

OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(9 DOWNTO 0 ) j £  

OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC; --SRAM A10
OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(1 DOWNTO 0));

SIGNAL sample : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL TBUS : STD.L0GIC.VECT0RC7 DOWNTO 0); 
SIGNAL cs.adc, RxD : STD.LOGIC;
SIGNAL rst.b, sr.ovr, RDRF : STD.LOGIC;.. ; 
SIGNAL RBUS : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(15 DOWNTO 0) 

• Signals for Flight Status Sub-system

3EGIN
sampling <= rst.b;

Ji - srt cO PORT MAP (sysclk, rst.a, RxD, sample, TBUS, TxD, 
sclk, RBUS, RDRF); ^

Ml • mux 2i0 PORT MAP(cs.adc, RxD.l, RxD_2, RxD);
m  ed cml PORT MAP(sysclk, rst.a, Dclk, samp.clk, EOT.l, E0T.5, s t r a z

str ct, mp.ovr, TBUS, sample, cs.adc, sr.ovr, rst.b);
PI : eg_pk4 PORT MAP(rstIb, sysclk, RBUS, RDRF, sr.ovr, ss, AD.EP, DB.EP,

We. b , rsel, r.rdy) ;.
END ARCHITECTURE reV.lZ^



.3 GPS Data Acquisition Processor

- - F i l e  Name
—  Operation 
-- Revision No.
-- Revision Date 
-- Revision
—  Revised by
_.*******#****̂ !|̂ *************************************************
—  Notes :

1. Components used are
gps.bgO, gps.snO, gps.rxO, gps.pkO 

__****************************************************************

gpsd.prO.vhd
This is the GPS Data Processor 
0 '1  
07/24/00 
NIL
Anirban Chowdhury

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_li64.ALL;

ENTITY gpsd.prO IS 
GENERICC

div.num
num_his

INTEGER := 54; 
INTEGER := 159);

P0RT(
sysclk, rst.a 
RxD

—  Control Signals
AD.GP
DB.GP
We.b

—  RAM Controls
rsel
r.rdy

END ENTITY gpsd.prO;

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;

OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(9 DOWNTO 0);^ 
OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;

OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(1 DOWNTO 0));

ARCHITECTURE rev.O OF gpsd.prO IS:>*

COMPONENT gps.bgO IS
GENERIC ( div.num : 
P0RT(

sysclk 
rst.a 
BclkX8 

END COMPONENT gps.bgO;

INTEGER := 54);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT S T D.LOGlOj

COMPONENT gps.snO IS 
GENERIC(

num.his
PORT(

BclkX8, sysclk
rst.a
RxD
trig
rst.b, EOT 

END COMPONENT gps.snO;

INTEGER := 159);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC; 
OUT STD.LOGIC);

COMPONENT gps.rxO IS
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PORT M O
rst.b, sysclk
BclkX8
RxD
RDR
RDRF, FE 

END COMPONENT gps.rxO;

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.L0GIC.VECT0RC7 DOWNTO Q ) ; 
OUT TD.LOGIC);

COMPONENT gps.pkO IS 
PORTC

rstjb; sysclk
DB.X.c'-
RDRF,EOT
AD.GP
DB.GP
We.b
rsel
r.rdy .

END COMPONENT gps.pkOj

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0);
IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(9 DOWNTO 0)|>; 
OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC ;; V-
OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(1 DOWNTO 0));

SIGNAL BclkX8, rst.b, RDRF, EOT, FE : STD.LOGIC;''’/
SIGNAL DBUS : STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0);

BEGIN

Cl: gps.bgO GENERIC MAP (div.num) PORT MAP(sysclk, rst.a, BclkX8); 
F2: gps.snO PORT MAP(BdkX8, sysclk, rst.a, RxD, RDRF, rst.b,

EOT); f
Rl: gps.rxO PORT MAP(rst.b, sysclk, BclkX8, RxD, DBUS, RDRF, FE); 
P3: gps.pkO PORT MAP(rst_b, sysclk, DBUS, RDRF, EOT, AD.GP, DB.GP, 

We.b, rsel, r.rdy); t

END ARCHITECTURE rev.O;

H.4 Telemetry Processor

—  File Name
—  Operation
—  Revision No.
—  Revision Date
—  Revision 
-- Revised by

-- NOTE: l.Use following components
* tel.txO - tel.bgO.vbd
* tel.drl
* rrq.ifO
* muxw_4i0
* dec4_ov0

tldp.rl.vhd
This is the Telemetry Data Processor. 
1
07/29/00.
1. Byte Retriever changed.
Anirban Chovdhury

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.ALL;



ENTITY tldp.ri IS
GENERIC (div. n u m  :
P O R K

rst.a, sysclk : 
r.rdy :
AD.l, AD.2 - ~ ' V  
AD.3 :
DB.l, DB.2 :
DB.3 :
Tx.Busy :
TxD :

END ENTITY tldp.ri;

ARCHITECTURE rev.l OF tldp.ri IS

COMPONENT tel.txO IS
GENERIC ( div.num :
PORT( '

rst.a, sysclk :
loadTDR :
DBUS :
TDRE :
TxD :

END COMPONENT tel.txO;

COMPONENT tel.drl IS 
PORT (

rst.a, sysclk :
rq.f :

AD.T :
DB.T :
SR.sel :
TDRE :
loadTDR :
Tx.Busy :
DBUS :

END COMPONENT tel.drl;

COMPONENT rrq.ifO IS 
PORT(

rst.a, sysclk :
r.rdy
r.f B
rq.f :

END COMPONENT rrq.ifO;

COMPONENT dec4_ow0 IS
GENERIC ( bus.size : 

sel.size
P O R K

sel
Z.l, Z.2 :
Z.3 :
X.IN

END COMPONENT dec4_ow0;

INTEGER := 14);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(5 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTORdO DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTORdO DOWNTO 0); 
IN STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);
IN STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0); 
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC); ;

INTEGER := 14);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0); 
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD_LOGIC);|||§

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(6 DOWNTO 1); 
OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(6 DOWNTO 1); 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTORdO DOWNTO 0); 
IN STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(1 DOWNTO 0); 
IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC;
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0 » ;

IN STD.LOGIC; ; .
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC; 
BUFFER STD.LOGIC);

INTEGER := 10; .. *
INTEGER := 1)1" f

IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(sel_size DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(bus_size DOWNTO 0) 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(bus_size DOWNTO 0) 
IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(bus_size DOWNTO 0)^
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COMPONENT muxw_4i0 JS
GENERIC ( bus.size 

sel.size
PORT(

sel
Y.O, Y_1 
Y.2; Y_3 
Z_OUT

END COMPONENT muxw_4i0;

: INTEGER := 7 , V »
: INTEGER := 1); i

IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(sel_size DOWNTO 0); '
IN STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(bus_size DOWNTO 0) ;
IN STD.LOGIC;. VECTOR (bus _s ize DOWNTO 0) ; '
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTORCbus.size DOWNTO 0));

—  Signals for Transmitter
SIGNAL loadTDR, TDRE : STD_LOGIcl|||
SIGNAL DBUS: STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO oipjjj

—  Signals for Data Retreiver
SIGNAL r q f , rf : STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(6 DOWNTO 1);
SIGNAL rqf.1, rqf_2, rqf.3, rqf_4, rqf_5, rqf_6 : STD.LOGIC;

—  Signals for SRAM Interface
SIGNAL SR.sel : STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(1 DOWNTO 0);
SIGNAL AD.T : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(10 DOWNTO 0);
SIGNAL DB.T : STD_L0GIC.VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0)V  Jg
SIGNAL DB.O : STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0);--Dummy Signals

BEGIN
DB.O <:= B ”0000_000P"; '
rqf <= rqf_6&rqf _5ferqf_4&rqf_3&rqf_2&rqf.1;

Rl: rrq.ifO PORT MAP(rst_a, sysclk, r.rdy(O), rf(3L), rqf.l);
R2: rrq.ifO PORT MAP (rst.a, sysclk, r.rdy(l), rf(2=J, rqf .2);
R3: rrq.ifO PORT MAPCrst.a, sysclk, r.rdy(2), rf(3), rqf.3);
R4: rrq.ifO PORT MAPCrst.a, sysclk,-r.rdy(3)f x f (4), rqf.4);
R5: rrq.ifO PORT MAPCrst.a, sysclk, r.rdy(4), rf(5|, rqf.5);
R6: rrq.ifO PORT MAPCrst.a, sysclk, r.rdy(5),* rf(6), rqf.6); ^ *
Dl: tel.drl PORT MAPCrst.a, sysclk,. r qf, rf, AD.T, DB.T, SR.sel, TDRE, 

loadTDR, Tx.Busy, DBUS);
Tl: tel.txO GENERIC MAP (div.num) PORT MAPCrst.a, sysclk, loadTDR, 

DBUS, TDRE, TxD);
SI: dec4_ow0 PORT MAP(SR.sel, AD.l, AD.2, AD.3, AD.T);
Ml: muxw_4iO PORT MAPCSR.sel, DB.O, DB.l, DB.2, DB.3, DB.T);

END ARCHITECTURE rev.l;

H.5 Flight Computer

. File Name
■ Operation
■ Revision No.
■ Revision Date
- Revision

- Revised by

arim_fc2.vhd
This is the ARIM-1 Flight Computer 
2
08/02/00.
1. Rev.l to simulate the second phase 

Science Sampling 
Anirban Chowdhury

NOTES: 1. The complete computer using following processors
* scdp.rO.vhd
* egdp.rl2.vhd
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* gpsd.prO.vhd
* tldp.fl.vhd

_ _ # * # * *  * * * **  *  * * He#***# He * * **  * * * * *  * * * * * *  *  * * * * *  * * * * * *  * **  * * *  He* ***  * * * * * * *  *  *  He *  *
LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std.logic.1164.ALL; 

ENTITY arim.fc2 IS
GENERIC (div.numg INTEGER := 54;

div.numt : INTEGER := 14);
PORT (

rst.a, sysclk : IN STD.LOGIC;
EOT.l, E0T.5 IN STD.LOGIC;
MOS, BD : IN STD.LOGIC;

—  Inputs for Mode Programming
str.az : IN STD.LOGIC;
str.ct ' '1' . » , ;: IN STD.LOGIC;
mp.ovr : IN STD.LOGIC;

-- Sampling Clocks
Dclk IN STD.LOGIC; :
S_sm_clk • IN STD.LOGIC;
E _ s m . d k IN STD.LOGIC;

—  Status Switches
ss : IN STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);

—  Signals to Science A2D
S.RxD.l, S_RxD_2 : IN STD.LOGIC;
S.TxD, S.sclk : OUT STD.LOGIC;

—  Signals to Science SRAM
S.We.b OUT STD.LOGIC;
AD.SP OUT STD.L0GIC_VECT0R(9 DOWNTO 0>;
DB.SP OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);
S.rsel OUT STD.LOGIC;

-- Signals from Science Packet Generator
S.samp , stop.l BUFFER STD.LOGIC;

—  Signals to Engineering A2D
E.RxD.l, E_RxD.2 : IN STD.LOGIC;
E.TxD, E.sclk ' OUT STD.LOGIC;

—  Signals to SRAM
E.We.b OUT STD.LOGIC;
AD.EP OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(9 DOWNTO 0);
DB.EP OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTORC7 DOWNTO 0);
E.rsel OUT STD.LOGIC;

-- Signals from Packet Generator
E.samp : BUFFER STD.LOGIC;

—  GPS Receive Line
G.RxD : IN STD.LOGIC;

-- Signal to SRAM 
AD.GP OUT STD.L0GIC.VECT0RC9 DOWNTO 0);
DB.GP ! OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);
G.We.b : OUT STD.LOGIC;

—  RAM Controls
G.rsel : OUT STD.LOGIC;

__ Telemetry Data Processor
AD.i, AD.2 : OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTORCIO DOWNTO 0)
AD.3 S OUT STd Il OGIC.VECTORCIO DOWNTO 0)
DB. l , DB.2 : IN STD.L0GIC.VECT0RC7 DOWNTO 0);
DB.3 IN STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0);
Tx.Busy : BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
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T.TxD
END ENTITY arim_fc2;

OUT STD.LOGIC);

ARCHITECTURE rev.2 OF arim.fc2' IS

COMPONENT scdp.rO IS 
GENERIC(

txh.bits 
rcx.bits 
rcx_bitsX2 .•/ 
sch.bits 
swait.count 
spp.count

PORTC
sysclk, rst.a 
Dclk 
samp.clk 
EOT.l, E0T.5 
MOS, BD

-- Inputs for Mode Programming 
str.az 
str.cf 
mp.ovr 

--Signals to A2D
RxD.l, RxD_2 
TxD, sclk 

-- Signals to SRAM 
We.b 
AD.SP 
DB.SP 
rsel

  Signals from packetizer included
r.rdy :
sampling, stop.l : 

END COMPONENT scdp.rO;

COMPONENT egdp_rl2 IS 
GENERIC(

txh_bits 
rcx.bits 
rcx_bitsX2 
sch.bits 
swait.count 
ssp.count

PORTC
sysclk, rst.a 
Dclk 
samp.clk 
EOT.l, E0T.5 

-- Flight Status Sub-system

-- Inputs for Mode Programming 
str.az 
str.ct 
mp.ovr 

—  Signals to A2D
RxD.l, RxD_2

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

= 140;
= 106; 
1  500);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;

IN STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC;

OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(9 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.L0GIC.VECT0RC7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC; 

in Rev.C;.ii &
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTORCl DOWNTO O p  
BUFFER STD.LOGIC);

INTEGER :■ 75;
INTEGER := 13;
INTEGER := 26;
INTEGER := 140;
INTEGER := 106;
INTEGER 33);

IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC

IN STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0);

IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC 
IN STD.LOGIC

IN STD.LOGIC;

—  Start Auto Zero
—  Start Conv Time 
-- MP Over
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TxD, sclk 
- Signals to SRAM 

We.b 
AD.EP 
DB.EP 
rsel

■ Signals from PAcket Generator
r.rdy 
sampling 

END COMPONENT egdp_rl2;

COMPONENT gpsd.prO IS 
GENERIC(

div.num
num_his

PORTC
sysclk, rst.a 
RxD

■ Control Signals
AD.GP
DB.GP
We.b

■ RAM Controls
rsel
r.rdy

END COMPONENT gpsd.prO;

COMPONENT tldp.rl IS
GENERIC ( div.num 
PORTC

rst.a, sysclk 
r.rdy 
AD.l, AD.2 
AD.3
DB.l, DB.2 
DB.3 
Tx.Busy 
TxD

END COMPONENT tldp.rl;

OUT STD.LOGIC;

OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(9 DOWNTO 0);
OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(7 DOWNTO 0);
OUT STD.LOGIC;

OUT STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(1 DOWNTO 0);
BUFFER STD.LOGIC);

INTEGER := 54; 
INTEGER := 159);

IN STD.LOGIC;
IN STD.LOGIC;

OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(9 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECT0RC7 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC;

OUT STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTORCl DOWNTO 0));

INTEGER := 14);

IN STD.LOGIC,*? f  
IN STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(5 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(10 DOWNTO 0); 
OUT STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(10 DOWNTO 0); 
IN STD.LOGIC.VECTOR(7 DOWNTO 0);
IN STD.LOGIC.VECT0RC7 DOWNTO 0); 
BUFFER STD.LOGIC;
OUT STD.LOGIC);

SIGNAL S.r.rdy, E.r.rdy, G.r.rdy : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(1 DOWNTO 0);
SIGNAL C.r.rdy : STD_L0GIC_VECT0R(5 DOWNTO 0);

BEGIN
C.r.rdy <= ((G_r_rdy)&(E_r_rdy)&(S_r_rdy));

SP : scdp.rO PORT MAP(sysclk, rst.a, Dclk, S_sm_clk, EOT.l, E0T.5,
MOS, BD, str.az, str.ct, mp.ovr, S.RxD.l, S_RxD_2, 
S_TxD, S.sclk, S.We.b, AD.SP, DB.SP, S.rsel, S.r.rdy, 
S.samp, stop.l);

EP : egdp_rl2 PORT MAP(sysdk, rst.a, Dclk, E_sm_clk, EOT.l, E0T.5, ss, 
str.az, str.ct, mp.ovr, E.RxD.l, E_RxD_2, E.TxD, 
E.sclk, E.We.b, AD.EP, DB.EP, E.rsel, E.r_rdy, 
E.samp);

GP : gpsd.prO GENERIC MAP (27) PORT MAP(sysclk, rst.a, G.RxD,AD.GP, DB.GP,
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G_We_b, G_rsel, G.r.rdy);
TP : tldp.ri GENERIC MAP (7) PORT MAP(rst_a, sysclk, C.r.rdy, AD.lJ. AD_2, 

AD.3, DB^l, DB.2, DB.3, Tx.Busy, T . T x D ’

END ARCHITECTURE rev_2;


